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NO TWIN PARTY?

XVIIAT!

'

The annual Maine Twin Party,
I the annual get-together of doubles,
n not be hrld this Summer, the
I Maine Development Commission
| was advised today by Mi-s. Walter
p Hinckley, President of the
unique organization. The forma
tion of the twin party, an out
standing event at Lakewood for
the past four Summers, was spon
sored by the Development Ccmmis
sion Mrs Hinckley said the group
considered it "most unwise” to at
tempt to duplicate this year the
previous successful meetings which
were attended by hundreds Of
I “look-alikes" from all parts of the
j country and which gained nation
I i wide publicity for Maine.
MRS

I,II.IAN COPPING'S
FLOWER BED

Where tulips, narclsses and poppu-, !
blow.
T hnt h a place to start hearts ajrlow ’
With praise to the Heavenly Father. ,
t hen
Praise •' the gardener who planted
them
And g. ■ to the travelers along her
wav

Cheering melody all through theif }
day.
1 iter In this w'-'l thought out plot ,
Will come other flowers like forget-menot
And blo-soms sweet like perennial ,
aster neat
That bloom in continuous glory
Till Jack Frost appears and that's the
whole storv.
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All, You Must
iluable Furs And
irments

CUTLER’S
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ISSUED
TUESDAY
AND
FRIDAY

Graphic Description By Capt. “Bill” Winca
paw Who Was In Wrecked Theatre

TFIED COLD

[EDITORIAL]

46-57

Knowing still dark.

He said he had someme. He had been work-

these countries pretty well I felt tiling to tell
tliat these adobe and bamboo build- i jng all night he said, trying to find

also that tlie j tiie bodies of the Guayaquil mana-

electric and telephone wires, which I ger and his wife who were killed
are strung in eveiy direction anil With 60 others when the building
ta&tened tc the sides of the build- collapsed they were living in. He
ings as well as very poor poles. Tne taia that they found Mrs. Temby
pecple were very panicky and ancj maid locked in one another’s
mshed in every direction. By the arms at 2 a in. and Mr. Temby at 6
time we ceached a blcck from tlie a ,n m,.. Temby had been crushed
water front

ORAGE
tmum of Proteo
im of Investment

the

shock

was over j with others

and was killed out-

All lights had gone out and they i right. MUs. Temby had died of
now came cn again. Having noth- sufifccation.
ing else to do most ol tiie people
The building tiiey were living in
wiic were in tlie theatre moved back was new, of iron and concrete contowards the mevie. As there were struction. The ground floor was all
no tickets collected the second time, stores. The second and third were
tiie mevie was Tilled.
used as a clinico and had about 40
1 looked around inside the theatre j peOpIe in it . The fourth floor had
to see what damage had been done apartments, which were (rented by
and found a great many of com- Mr Temby and wife, American vice
piete rows of seats torn locse. Was consui and wife and five of the Pan-

BUY

EDIT
ORES

not surprised at this, as the build- I agra Airline Personnel. All were
! killed.
Everybooy is buried down here
I the same day tiiey die, on account
of tlie terrific heat, as they do no
Apply To
j embalming. The Vice Consul and
j wife were put in a lead sealed cas
MANAGER
ket and sent to the States in an
STRAND THEATRE
,
(Continued on Page Five)

USHERS WANTED

KNOX COUNTY MUST
DIM-OUT COMPLETELY
-OR ELSE!
This area must dim every home, every store,

every industrial plant, and every apartment
building Now—Today—May 26, 1942, Or Else

NTHl
TERMS!
still buy

E PURITAN
you buy.

its applies
ing. ANY
WITHOUT
B U Y AT
E AS $1.25

DED on
INGERIE ny other
less.

A COMPLETE BLACKOUT WILL BE
ENFORCED EVERY NIGHT FOR THE
DURATION
This is stark necessity of war and will be
sternly enforced by the Army if the dimout is
not satisfactory to the government authorities.
Here are some nutshell musts:
Every lighted window in every home must
have the shades drawn, every night for the
duration.
Every store window and every electric ad
vertising sign must be dark.
Transoms and skylights must be dimmed
and porch lights completely hooded.
Automobiles must drive the dim-out area
with low beam headlights, in areas soon to be
designated, must proceed with parking lights
only.
Air Raid Wardens will patrol every Ward in
the city Wednesday night and every night
thereafter for the duration.
They will be courteous but firm—and there
are sharp legal teeth in the new dim out
regulation.

WE MUST BECOME A DIM-OUT
CONSCIOUS CITY
OR ELSE
JOHN M. POMEROY,
County Co-ordinator, C. D.
LOUIS B. COOK,
Chief Air Raid Warden.

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

)N DAY!

Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O FULUJR
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.

EataMMhed IMS. Member Federal Deport Insurance Corp.
pl-MTtf

independently owned and edited press.” Mr. Barton cautioned

of things which the public
is permitted to buy, unless such a curb is essential to win
ning the war, and he urged that all such decisions which may
cause unemployment and cut purchasing power should be
guided by its necessity.
against too great a curtailment

Memorial Day, in the sense we used to
know it, is almast a thing of the past.
Long columns ol blue-dad veterans no
longer march to Sea View and Achorn ceme
teries to hold services which were so largely
attended, and tiie evening exercises, usually held in Farwell
Opera House, have long since been discontinued. In place
of the 150 veterans who marched through our Main street
in years following the war, Rockland had a solitary Civil
War survivor, who died in the Veterans’ Facilities Hospital
at Togus yesterday.
But there have been new warp since the Blue fought the
Gray, and names—fortunately few—have been added to the
Roll of Honor. What we used to call "Decoration Day" will

ANOTHER
MEMORIAL
DAY

continue to be observed while the world shall endure, and

while that world will have no actual memory of the men for

whom the anniversary was designed the spirit will still be
there, and we shall continue to honor those who have made
the supreme sacrifice.

Criticism that the South Portland sh PSHIPYARI) yard was lagging in its schedule gains a
WILL
very favorable reaction from President WilSPEED UP liam S. Newell of the Todd-Bath Iron Ship
building Corporation, who says that come
September they will be turning out a slip every four days—
just as fast as any other yard in the country. Strange if
Maine, essentially a shipbuilding State, could not match the
pace of ether communities. Meantime it would be inter
esting to know just how many workers Knox Ccunty is fur
nish ng toward that amazing total in the South Portland
yard.

THE
GASOLINE

Tlie paradox cf bulging oil storage faat producing fields and a half-normai supply in the East is a challenge to

PARADOX

Yankee ingenuity.

cilities

The news from Wash

ington intimates that the ingenuity is be
ginning to get some exercise.
Tlie problem essentially is how to get 1.250.000 and 2.000.000
barrels of oil and gasoline daily to the eastern seaboard States
without using the tankers that normally carry 95 percent of
the region’s requirements. Recently, tank cars have been mov
ing 652.000 barrels of oil daily, 240.000 barrels are coming
through existing pipelines and crude production in the East is
100.000 barrels daily. That makes a total present daily supply
of 992,000 barrels.
Proposed solutions divide naturally into Ahose that can
be put into effect almost immediately, those somewhat more
remote and those requiring years.

Immediate measures concerning the wider and more
efficient use of tank cars. No one seems to know how much
more oil can be brought by rail. The profit incentive for rail
shipment is absent, as frozen prizes for oil products do not
provide for the increased shipping cost. Higher prices or a
subsidy might tempt independent oil distributors to wider use
of cars, but this would not make up all the shortage. Nation
wide rationing will also release cars for the East.
Less immediate agencies include pipelines and use of the
inland waterways along the coast from Florida to Boston.
Just how long or how much money it will take to get the
waterways into shape is not clear, but as we noted a few
weeks ago, the preliminary work is underway. A 24-inch
pipeline capable of moving 250.000 to 300.000 barrels daily,
would be built across Florida as part of the measure. Oil from
Texas and Oklahoma would be carried in barges along the
deepened Gulf coast inland waterway to Carrabelle, on the
Florida Gulf coast, pumped across Florida to Jacksonville,
and then shipped along the Atlantic waterway. Cost of pipe
line, $10,000,000; time of construction, six months. An alter
native is an $80,000,000 pipeline from Texas and Louisiana to
the East coast, capable of delivering 260.000 barrels a day.
As for pipelines in general Mr. Ickes estimates that a
billion barrels a day can be brought in by six p pel ine projects
using mostly secondhand pipe, plus the projected Texas to
New York line, which would bring in 300.000 to 350.000 barrels
daily, but which may not get steel priorities for construction.
The long-term measures propose the revival of the Florida
ship canal, this time as a barge canal from Port Ingli on the
Gulf coat to'Palatka on the St. Johns river above Jackson
ville. This, according to Maj. Gen. Eugene Reybold, chief
of army engineers, would take three years
There are competent fuel-transportation experts who
have advocated a more extensive use of the existing inland
waterways. These men have wondered whether it would not
be wise to build shallow-draught vessels instead of the huge
carriers which have been sunk or removed from their usual
routes. Hie bigger units have been employed because they go
faster and do the hauling much more economically. Nobody
imagined, a few years ago. that submarines could operate
effectively along our Atlantic and Pacific coasts.—Boston
Herald.

Knox County must dim-out completely
—or else. Thus reads a conspicuous adverMUST
tisemeht on this page, signed by County CoDIM-OUT
ordinator John M. Pomeroy, and Chief Air
Raid Warden Louis B. Cook. The regula
tions apply to every home, every apartment building, and
every industrial plant, and unless the rule is lived up to
strictly, it will mean that a complete blackout will be enforced
every night for the duration—enforced with the Army's might.
II you had a son. husband,, brother or other relative at sea,
and your lights exposed him to submarine peril, you would feel
very guilty and would be made to suffer accordingly. Dim-out!
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MEMORIAL DAY IS NEAR

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidate J with the Gazette in 1882 'I’he Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
Guayaquil, Ecuador May 13
ings received a terrible shaking ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------We had not been in the theatre long
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:Tonight we liad two earthquakes' befcre we had another shock. Thi
| was net as bad as the first. This
which were va.v bad The first tnt
When Bruce Barton speaks the w’orld
time the pecple rushed out of the
listens,
and seldom without giving its ap
IF
THE
hit aboi^t 10 minutes pa.‘t 9 p. m ,novje ancj
biggest part of them
proval.
What he savs always comes
FREE
PRESS
and the second, which was not so stayed out. I stayed and saw the
straight from the. shculder and so it did)
REMAINS
bad about 20 minutes later.
balance cf the picture which was
the other day when he addressed a New
I was in the Almedc Cime when "The Convoy.”
Yorip’cflfKren Uon on the preservation of American liberties,
the first cne hit. People had Just| i came out cf the movie about
“On the home front we have lost, by patriotic voluntary
started to fill the movie when the, n 30 and started walking towards
relinquishment,
our right to manage our own business, to
lloor began to shake. I thought the hotel. I found all fire comtravel
at
will,
to
buy
sugar or gasoline or tires, to decide where
that a big truck was going by the,panies out, and parts of the buildor when we shall work and for how much,” he said. "All of
theatre. As the walls began to ings scattered around the streets,
these are precious liberties. To lose them forever would
sway and the lights went out every- on entering the hotel I found it all
mean
that we had lost the war at home, whatever happens
body realized that something else[ cracked Inside. Went up to my
abroad.
They will not be last if the free press remains. From
was going on.
Most everybody j room as I felt that it being a new
that
base
we can re-take all that we have temporarily sur
started for the doors to get out. You iron and concrete constructed buildrendered. Tlie future of our nation will not be decided by a
could hear people yell tiiat Ihe Japk ing that it was all right. As I was
Hitler or Mussolini, either imported or home grown. Our
were here.
I leaving on the plane the next day I
nation will be what the good sense of a majority of Americans
Being one of those close to the uid my packing and turned in.
will decide it should be. And that decision must be based
entrance I was cne of the first out, slept right through until the teleon
full information, free debate, and complete freedom of ex
of the theatr e. My first thought phone rang and the assistant manapression, in other words, on the existence and security of an
was to get out into the open space ger called me on the phone. It was
away irom the buildings.

FOUR CENTS A COPY
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The Black Cat
1

Local Patriotic Organizations Will Paradi
Rev. Roy A. Welker Orator
Saturday is Memorial Day and
the local committees are planning

Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary.
Auxiiiaiy to Veterans of Foreign

the usual exercises for the sacred Wars.

anniversary. Austin P. Brewer, pa
Auxiliary to Sons of Union Vet
rade marshal has issued tlie follow erans.
ing general orders:
Red Jacket Trcop of Sea Scouts.
Memorial Day Parade
Bey Scouts of America.
Girl
Scouts.
It is hereby ordered that all or
School
Children.
ganizations participating in the pa
Fire
Department.
rade report at GAR. hall, Limercck
All defense workers, and civilian
street, at 1 o'clock war-time Satur
defense
units are asked to partici
day.
Parade will start at 1.30 p. m.. pate in this Memorial Day Parade.
right of line lonning on Union Those units will ferm on M isonic
street, opposite the Methodist street facing Union street.
All service men cn duty or on
Church, extending over Union and
down Limerock street.
Second leave in tliis community are invit
Division to form on School and ed to pairade with the Winslow-Hol
(By The Roving Reporter)
brook Post, No. 1, A. L.
Spring streets.
Organizations which ride in cars
Line of march: Over Union to
There are fishermen, and fisher line. Tlie Milwaukie Pest has sus
Park, down Park up Main, halting are requested to be in line of pa men! Some men fish for cod, some pended publication after 31 yeuia,
in front of Elks Home, while flow rade at 1.15 so as not to cause delay. for lobsters, and others go seining. C'est la guerre.
All volunteer defense workers are
ers are strewn on the water, volley
But “Tom" Orne has them all licked,
and

taps

for

the

Nation’s dead requested to parade in units, so he
as to be recognized in their respec

fishes for gladiolus.

Recently

British demands for bacon hav8

buried at sea.
The parade will then continue up tive part they take in home defense
Main street to Ralph Ulmer Park work.
Consider.- this your duty to parade
where services will be conducted by
on
this Memorial Day to prove your
the Spanish War Veterans and Aux
loyallty
to those who have died in
iliary which will there re-dedicate
the bronze memorial. The parade the service ol our country.
Austin P. Brewer
will then proceed up Cottage street
Parade Marshal.
to North Main, down Main to Lime
• • • •
rock, up Limerock to Grand Army
Tlie program on the Grand Army
hall, where the exercises will be
premises after the parade will be as
held.
It Is requested tliat all flags be dis follows:
Music.
played Memorial Day half staff
Prayer, Rev. E. O. Kenyon.
until noon, then full staff.
Gen. Logan's Orders William
Organizations will form in tliis
Clay ter.
order:
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address,
Platoon of American Legion Po
Douglas
Perry.
lice, Oscar E. Wishman, commander.
Necrology
, Edwin Libby Post,
Past Commander Austin Brewer
G.A.R., I. Leslie Cross.
and staff.

lie was seen sitting complacently in forced tlie Canadian Government
a skiff, holding a pole and peering to limit the consumption of pork
intently into the depths of the deep products to those which do not
water; suddenly the pole was jerked j qualify for the British market, re
to the surface and believe-it-or-not ports tin* Department of Commerce,
—a tin can was at tlie end of the Brotherly regard, I would say,
pole with a nice fat bulb as a prize
catch!
Tlie fastest railroad train in tills

Adjutant, Past Department Com
S.W.V.,
mander V.F.W. Oliver R. Hamlin,

bald-head himself and get out pron-, "Pardner" had seen since years ago

country Is the "Morning Zephyr’*
(Chicago, Burlington & Quincy)

Grindle ol Bangor: "Speaking of
bulfle-lieads, R. W. Tyler, lie of tlie
Wessaweskeag marshes, informs me
his buffle-head will not stay in tlie
same part of tiie river witii an os
prey. He says that during the Win
ter, when the ducks were living in
the small open places of the stream,
they were occasionally attacked by
an eagle that wintered there Now.
according to Tyler, when the osprey
ccmes
along, they think it’s old
Necrology, Ralph Ulmer Camp,
Commander

W

William

Chief of staff Lieut. U.S.N. Her Graves.
Music, Band.
bert MUllen.
Necrology,
Winslow-Holbrook Past,
Mike! Ristaino, chief bugler.
A.
L.,
Commander
Ervin Curtis.
Any officer serving in this com
Necrology,

Huntley-Hill

Post,

munity who wishes to parade on
Memorial Day are Invited to march V.F.W., Commander Charles C. Hill.
"In Flanders" Fields," Nancy
with this staff.
Howard.
First Division, Earl J. Alden, Past
History of Flag. Edwin 6. Mullen.
Department vice commander, com
Music, Band.
Address, Rev. Roy A. Welker.

manding.

Rockland City Band.
Decoration of Monument.
Company L, Maine State Guard,
Dirge,
followed by Taps, Band.
Capt. Laurence Mansfield, com
Star
Spangled
Banner. Band.
manding.
Benediction,
Rev.
E. O. Kenyon.
Automobiles containing the com
• • • •
mander of the Post, Mayor Edward
Memorial Sunday
R Veazie, Col. I. Leslie Cress and
Memorial vesper services were
speaker.
held at St. Peter's Episcopal Church
Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish War at 7.30 Sunday night with Rev. Fr.
Veterans.
E. O. Kenyon, rector of the parish,

Winslow-Holbrcok Post, American
officiating.
Legion.
Representatives
Huntley-Hill Post. Veterans of
Legion, Veterans
Foreign Wars.

Sons of the American Legion.
Anderson Camp, S. of V.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
Spanish War Auxiliary.
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V.

FOR SALE

TULIPS FOR MEMORIAL
DAY
Prices 35c and 50c
FRED L. BROWN
3 ELM ST., THOMASTON, ME.
TEL. 37
55* lt

of the American
of Foreign Wars,
Spanish War Veterans, Sons of
Union Veterans and allied patriotic
bodies attended the services in
memory of the dead of past wars.
Many beautiful flower offerings
were sent by the various patriotic
societies. Dudley Harvey served as
trumpeter for the singing of the
national anthem.

The Raph Ulmer Camp and Aux
iliary US.W.V. will meet Wednes
day night following a supper and
beano. Supper at 6 o’clock with
the men in charge. Take beano
prizes.

INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE
IN MEMORIAL DAY EXERCISES
All members of Thomaston Civilian Defense Units,

which truvels at the rate cf
au hour.

Edward O'B Burgess of Thomas
ton wondered if it was not a record
for wi’d goose tardiness, when he
saw two of than passing over Glea
son street last Friday afternoon.
They had come up the river, were
lost in the fog, and went off tn a
northeasterly
direction.
First

to. And that’s very logical There's when there used to be large trlanmany another critter lias mistaken i gular flocks of them.
an osprey for an eagle Tyler says |
—o—
Nature is at its prettiest around
there's plenty of sparrow hawks
about the fields down there. There tlie country home of Raymond S.
was a fair good wind out ol the Bird in East Union, and enjoying
northwest one day as lie came it ui tlie utmost are five breeds of
through the field—and excellent day swallows—the purple martin (largto catch the hawks hcvering—and ■ est’. tree swallow, barn swallow,
he had his 22 rifle alonng. He al- eave swallow and chimney swift,
ways carries this rifle by the way. to
bouses <and no pun is indiscourage predacious varmints in poided) have all their apartments
his particular reserve. He got cne'^'ken despite gas and tire condlsparrow hawk in the crosshairs of j llonshis telescope sight just as he began >
Tlie girls in Lawrence (Mass.)
to hover and counted 20 before the
High
School have made complaint
bird came out of it. The same day'
lo
the
authorities that splinters in
Tyler says he caught a marsh hawk '
the
schoolhouse
seats are causing
pouncing on a young blue-winged '
j
“
runs"
in
their
stockngs.
Heavens!
Teal. He plugged away at the hawk
Do the schoolgirls wean- stockings up
and made him release his prey in
tliat way?
mid-air. The marsh hawk isn't al
ways such a villan as that, but Ij One year ag^\melia Ke
suppose a ycung duck Is too much to was elected president of Winslow.
resist. He says there were more; Holbrook Auxiliary - Among the
geese than usual this year and j deathA; Cu,hing, George R Hoffses
woodcock are plentiful.
; 69; Rockland, David Nash of Owl’s
—o—
'Head; Washington, Llbbie B. HanThc St. Louis Past-Dispatch and' non. 71.—Rev. R. F. Brown of CamStar Times have reduced their j den was elected president of the
week-day editions from six to three Knox County Association for Rural
to conserve tires, trucks and gaso- Religious Education.

Rags and old rubber will be col
lected in all parts of the city Fri
day night from 6 30 on by the Boy
Scouts under direction of the Sal
vage Committee. Citizens are asked
to display their donations prom
inently that the Scouts may con
serve time. Waste paper is not in
cluded in this collection.
Services will be
tomorrow at the
home for John T.
Rockland citizen,
day in Waterville.

held at 2 p. m.
Burpee funeral
Davis, a former
who died Mon

There will be no Rotary Bulb
tin this week. The program wl
consist of an address toy Cap
Ralph J. Pollard of Waldoboro ar
other features suitable to Menu
rial Day.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read somi
I poetry and listen to some music al
least once a week. The lose of theM
tastes is a lose of happiness.—Charlsi
Darwin

WINTER NIGHT

O magical the Winter night! Illusory
this stretch
Of unimaginable grays; so shadowy a
sketch
Only the fading Inks of spirit artistry
can etch.

also all Patriotic organizations are cordially invited
to participate in the Memorial Day Parade and Ex

ercises to be held Saturday forenoon at 10.30

o’clock. The line of march will form on School street
facing Main street, at 10.15.

All units are asked

to wear uniforms or arm bands.

84 miles

MON.-TUES. JUNE 1-2

GAGS!
GALS!

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST, NO. 37
AMERICAN LEGION

Here is nor dawn nor eventide nor
any light we know.
This ghostly incandescence and un
earthly afterglow.
This far-spread conflagration of tha
fields of snow
I That pales the clouds, snow-laden,
and blanches all the night.
As though ln place of moon and stars
some spectral satellite
Cast glamor on the earth and floods
of violet light.
wraith-like landscape glimmers,
valley, lake and hill,
‘ Unutterably patient! Intolerably stllll
j No inclination of a leaf nor songster’s
, The

55* It

. . . So could one stand an hour,
day. a century.

I

ROCKLAND STORES

Breathless
What frozen silence I
What immobility!
As of some gray unfinished world la
I age-long reverie.

WILL BE

YOU

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT
Closed All Day Saturday, May 30
Memorial Day

a

No
Advance
in

Prices

THE RHYTHMETTES
AARt RHODE'S ORCHESTRA

A P'ee;/ Re/ue Stcdd+d with
A Hoato f nferfainerx’

3'aqe

ON THE SCREEN
LUM and ABNER

‘ ‘BASHFUL BACHELOR”

; O whither have you vanished, tread
ing the leaves of Pali,
Bright spirit of the Summer, leaving
I
the scene tn thrall
I To silence? To what springtime, far,
far beyond recall?
What far retreat of being, what ebb
ing of the flood
Ol life to bless far landscapes anew
with leal and bud
Has left this prospect passionless and
charmed this stricken wood?
. . . And yet from depths how distant,
that tide of green shall rise.
And that bright spirit come again
with April In her eyes.
And Winter's pale prostrations be but
phantom memories.

Newton Andover.

Amos N Wilder

w
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At The High School

Can we find such a one as this
is, a man in whom thc Spirit of
God is?—Gen. 41:38.

By The Pupils

. TOOK THOMASTON TWICE
Rockland High Came From Behind Yesterday
To Keep Clean Slate

Degrees were conferred upon
Miss June Chatto and Mis® Vir
ginia Bowley at the meeting of
‘ Golden Rod Chapter. O E5.. Fri
day night.
The annual election of WinslowHolbrook Auxiliary of the Amerii can' Legion was held last night
’ with Mrs. Delia Day being elected
president. Other officers elected
were: Senior vice president, Mildred Wallace; junior vice president, Alice Walker; secretary,
Mary' Dlnsmcre; treasurer. Ella1
Hyand; chaplain. Hazel Haskell;
historian. Susie Lamb; sergeant at
! arms. Minnie Smith; past presi
dent. Amelia Kenney; executive
committee. Connie Edwards. Adah
Roberts and Bemiece Jackson.
Thes? officers will be installed at
the next meeting. June 8th instal: ling officer to be Bemiece Jackson
Refreshments will be served and
a Flag Day program will be pre
sented. A very impressive memo: rial service for deceased members
was conducted by the chaplain,
i Mrs. Susie Lamib assisted by Mary
, Dinsmore and Hazel Haskell.

DivLsion 8-1, Eighth Grade Liter
ature, taught by Miss Nichols, have
complpeted some very attractive
Thomaston High
(By K. S. F.)
Thls Week's Games
books containing collections of fa
ab r bh tb po a e
vorite poem.
Today — Vinalhaven at Camden:
• • • •
Henry. 2b ..... 4i 0 2 2 2 1 0
The Sonnets of Merrill Moore.
Thomaston at Lincoln.
Mrs. Anna Paulitz substituted in
Verge, ss ...... 4
By Dudley Fitts.
Friday — Camden at Rockland;
Junior High Thursday.
Kelley,
lb. p .. 4
This writer uses two ilustrations
< • • •
Lincoln vs. Vinalhaven.
P.
Lynch,
rf .. 4
•
•
•
•
of classic value, to open the read
Junior High Dramatic Club had
L.
Chap'n,
If .. 3
Rockland
5,
Thomaston
1
demonstratiens
of
“
make-up"
at
er's eyes and mind to the histrionic
Pierpont.
If
.... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
their
weekly
meeting
today.
object lessens in the sonnet form
Rockland High School completed
• • • •
Johnson,
p.
lb
3 0 110 10
of poetry. Using first T. W. H.
Dr. l^ughlin. District Health its circuit of victories Friday when i Beattie. 3b .... 3 0 0 0 0 1 1
Crosland’s line—"The Sonnet is the Office, from the Department cf it
defeated
Thomaston High Chapman, c . 3 0 O 0 10 1 0
corner stone of English poetry,” Health and Welfare, Augusta, con
ducted a Tuberculosis Diagncst c School on fog-bound Styvie Field. Biggers, cf .... 3 11110 0
And Clarissa Rinaker’s lines.
Clinic at this schcol Monday. He
For the first five innings the
Dudley Fitts has the heart and was assisted by Miss Steele R. N
32 1 5 5 27 10 2
graciousness to give intellectual Two hundred forty-nine pupils were score stood 1 to 0 in favor of the
Rockland
1 0000300 1—5
Bowley.
consideration to the vast sea of son examined -Grace
visitors and both teams were play
• • • •
Thomaston
00000100
0—1
nets that the brilliantly bubbling
Ernest Dondis from the Senior ing an excellent brand of school
Struck
out
by
Newcomb
11,
by
over mind of Dr. Moore, at every shorthand class, and Eloise Law
baseball, with Rockland turning Johnson 4, by Kelly 5. Bases on
spare moment is a busy life, creates. from the office practice class assist
balls, off Johnson 3, off Kelly 2,
Mr. Fitts with skill and rare un ed Principal BlaLsdell in the rffice ir. a kippy double- play in which
Allen.
Allen and Page. Umpires,
the participants were the two
derstanding speaks his mind and this week.
• • • •
Condon and Johnson. Scorer,
hesitates not at any talk of skill or
Five new Logan machine lathes Allens and Page.
Stevens.
dramatic inner poise of thought he have been installed in the new ma
An error in right field gave
• • • •
finds needed to accomplish all that chine shop in Room 2.
Rockland 12, Thomaston 9
Rockland its first score, but F. S.
• • • •
Merrill Moore's lines might wish to
Pvt Clarence W. Upham. AJ5.N.
Rockland High made it five
The Junior High assembly pro Allen was nabbed by second baseconvey. This writer feels that, tiie gram
31099139
is with the First Mapping
Wednesday morning, was man Henry in attempting to make straight in the Knox and Lincoln
true worth and vital acumen that given by MLss Hughes' room and an it a two-base error. Thomaston in League series yesterday by again Squadron at Bradley Field. Windis objective in this poet’s sonnets is nounced by Nathalie Post. The those five innings had located the defeating Thomaston High in a sor Locks. Conn Assigned as baker,
not fully understood or appreciat program: Devotions, school; poem elusive Newcomb for only two game which certainly did not look for a field unit.
” Doris Sanborn; piano solo,
ed by the literary school of present ““Today,
Ciribiribin,” Sabra Perry; play singles, and those were the only like Rockland's with the score
At the last, meeting of the Ralph
day thinkers.
Read the following “Five Girls From Out of the Past,’ men who saw first base.
standing 4 to 1 against it when the
Ulmer Camp. US.W.V.. there were
lines with your full-mind concen Lucille Mank. Avis Williamson,
Johnson, who had been holding fourth inning started.
Georgia Jackson, Mary Watkins,
as guests Walter Smith. Depart
trated on its deep poetic insight.
Smith who had been receiving
Lcui.se Barton. Charlotte Cowan; Stevens team all but handcuffed
ment Commander, from Augusta;
Noise That Time Makes
song. ‘You Are My Sunshine.” Dor faltered in the sixth, and swapped indifferent support gave way in Mr Jackson, commander of Tif
The noise that Time makes in pass othy Fullerton, Laura Munro, and places with first baseman Kelley. the sixth, and the visitors could fany Camp of Augusta, and a com
Charlotte Munro; play, "The Gym The damage was done in this inn- score, but once off his delivery,
ing by
rade from Togus. Past Presidents
Ghost,” Glenice Munro, Harry Ros
Is very slight but even you can coe, Ramona Niles, John Sylvester, ning, however for the lad's from Thomaston went all the way with supper was also celebrated.
Grace Smith, Jane Perry. Walter Limerock city crossed the plate Kelley, who was touched up for
hear it
Having not necessarily to be near it. Glendenning, Sam Smith and Rob three times, two passes, an error 11 hits in the eight times Coach
Charles Clancy of Rockland has
ert Philbrook; piano duet, "Off to at third and singles by F. S. Alien Stevens' boys went bat.
Needing only the slightest will to Camp,” Evelyn Clark and Irene An
enlisted in the Army, and is sta
R. Kalloch was the batting star tioned at Fort Eustis, Va. He would
try! ,
derson; a safety-first play, "Eyes," and Newcomb making the triplets
of the game with three safe ones. like to hear from friends.
John Sulides, Katharyn Stevens, possible.
Hold the receiver of a telephone
Robert
Philbrook,
Irvin
Ryan
Ron

Rockland
finished
three
singles
F.
E. Allen’s double in the sixth
To your ear when no one is talking
ald Carver, and Richard Munro; ac- in the last inning, when McCurdy, paved the way for a rally which
What a fine job they are doing
on the line
cordian solo, “Celito Lindo,” Bev
F E. Allen and D. Kalloch hit put Rockland out in front. The on
the Community
Building
And what may at first sound to you erly Glendenning.
• • • •
safely.
game was really sewed up in the grounds. Let’s all, including our
like a whine
Thomaston's lone tally came in eighth when singles by Coffey, R. children do our part to help bring
Ol wind over distant wires is time's A surprise feature introduced by
Gloria Ristaino and Gertrude Robi- the sixth inning when Henry and Kalloch and Newcomb, plus a the outside spaces that belong to
own
shaw proved to be a Maybasket for
Garments brushing against a windy the Junior High teachers, Mrs. Biggers made two of the team's patching, netted Rockland three that center into conformity to
Ccughlin. MLss Nichols, Miss Brown, five singles, and a fly was muffed runs. Henry andi Biggers were what the Garden Club tried to do
cloud.
|
the leading hitters for Thomaston. for that central spot. There is a
That same noise again but nct so Mr Adams,, Miss Sawyer. Miss in right field.
Hughes, and Principal Blaisdell.
The summary:
The
pitching
of
Newcomb
and
chance for beauty and Jim Flana
well
These were from the entire cast of a running catch by R. Kalloch Rockland .... OOI4O4O3 x—12 gan is trying hard to make it
Can be heard by taking a small players, and much appreciated by
were the game's features.
Thomaston ..23030000 1— 9 worthy its prominent place in our
the recipients.
cockle shell
• • • •
The
score:
Base hits. Rockland 11, Thom city. Let's all help.—K. S. F.
From the sand and holding it
Stage
managers
were
Fred
LamRockland High
aston
9. Two-base hits, F E. Allen,
against your head.
mi,. Franklin Blaisdell, Gerald
Edgar V. Pinkham former night
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
e
Kelley,
Beattie, Biggers. Bases on
Then you can hear Time’s footsteps Bradley. David Stearns, and Wal
clerk
at The Thorndike Hotel, and
McCurdy, cf
5 1111
balls, Coffey, R. Kalloch. D. Kal
ter Glendenning.
as they pass
■ • • •
now
back
on his farm in Lincoln
F. S. Allen, lb 5
loch 3. E. Lynch, Beattie. Struck
Over the earth brushing the eternal
ville.
was
a
visitor in the city yes
Miss
Hughes
’
Eighth
Grade
civics
Coffey, ss ..... 4
out, McCurdy. F. S. Allen. Coffey,
grass.
classes are having as a new sup Page, c ......... 3
terday,
much
improved by his stay
0 0 12 0
R. Kalloch. Smith. Dowling, L.
—Merrill Moore. plement reader, “Give Me Liberty”
in
the
open,
and
very proud of his
Duff, If ..... 4 10 0 0 0
Chapman. Verge. Lynch 2. Beattie.
—Fowler Harper.
fine
flock
of
303
Rhode
Island Red
Biggers 2. Errors, Thomaston 2,
"The style of presentation in this R. Kalloch. rf 4 0 0 0 3
book is likely to appeal especially Newcomb, p
0 111
Rockland 4. Batteries. Smith, New chicks.
to young people, but Americans, old F E. Allen, 3b
1111 1 0 comb, Page and Thomas; Kelly
and young, will be challenged by its
Coiporal Joseph E. Brown, son of
0 11110 and W. Chapman. Umpires. Frank
Among the Purchases Made message; its call for a re-dedication D Kalloch. 2b
Mrs.
Hattie I. Brown, has been pro
Winchenbaugh and Libby. Scorer,
to the fundamentals of the Ameri
By First Lady of the
moted
to sergeant.
can way of life.”
34 5 6 6 27 8 1 Stevens.
•
•
•
•
Land In Brooklyn
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
Some very attractive notebooks
sponsor a benefit beano Thursday
The Courier-Gazette Is Indebted and posters have been made by the caLs, May 17 at Warren, with War
2nd period Consumer’s Education ren winning a 10-inning game, 2
afternoon at OAR. hall. A box
to Frederick A. Shepherd of the Class
on these subjects: “Gascline.”
Miss Lucy Thompson Is employed
Brooklyn Eagle for the following Donald Kalloch; "Refrigerators,” to 1. Camden played Warren at in the main office at Snow Ship lunch will take place of the regular
Warren, Sunday afternoon, the
supper. The business session fol
clipping from that paper:
Josephine Buckminster; "Minerals,'’
yards, Inc.
*
final
score,
12
to
1
favor
of
Warren.
lows at 7.39 with important Memo
Harold
Richards;
“
Radios.
”
Dcnald
"A water-color painting of a scene
Estea;
"Sugar,
”
Martha
Chapman;
rial
Day plans.
at Pemaquid Point, Me., by Richard "Boats." Clayton Curtis; "Foods,”
The annual Knox-Lincoln chamTALK
OF
THE
TOWN
Clarke Hare of 512 Westminster Gwendolyn Dean; “Women's Cloth
Holiday hours at the Post Office pienhsip brack meet will be run off
A delegation from Golden Rod
Road, may wind up in the White ing.” Gwendolyn Curtis; "Air
tomorrow afternoon at the Lincoln Chapter, OE6. left yesterday for
Saturday:
Money
Order,
General
planes,
”
Raymond
Kennedy;
"Air

House- it was purchased by Mrs.
County Fair Grounds, Damariscotta Portland where they will attend
planes," Billy Rokes; “Clothing," Delivery, and Stamp Window will
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
between Rockland High School and
Alice Dolhani: “Saddles," Fred Mor
“With other ‘Greenwich Village’ rison; "Paint,” Milton Wooster; be open until 12 noon. There will Lincoln Academy. Ccach Ray Bow the sessions of the Grand Chapter
artists. Mr. Hare had hung out bis “Cosmetics." Margaret Thompson; be forenoon delivery by carriers. den's charges won the contest Iasi of Maine O.EJ5. They were Ralph
paintings for exhibition and pos "Railroads,” Franklin Call; "Foeds,” There will be no delivery by R.F.D. year and bid fair to take the Lin U. Clark, Miss Katherine Veazie,
sible sale in the current Washing Dorothy Tibbetts; "Radios,” Con Carrier. Star Routes will operate coln lads over this year as well, al Mrs. Gertrude Boody. Mrs. Leona
stance Rcbertson.
as usual. Special delivery and per
Whitehill and Mrs. Clara Watts.
ton Square, South, outdoor show,
though in a track meet anything
ishable
mail
will
be
delivered.
Mail
not far from the new Roosevelt
Rockland Lodge of Elks meets
will be received and dispatched as can happen and frequently does. The
apartment at 20 Washington Square
transportation
problem
for
the
large
tonight.
Supper at 6^0.
per regular schedule. A business
South.
Warren High lost to Union High
squad is requiring considerable
collection
will
be
made
at
5
30
p.
m.
The First Ijadv made the pur in a Tri-County League game played
thought cn the part of the school
Week-end mixed fishr arrivals at
chase after a stroll in the neigh in Warren Thursday with a score cf Post Office corridor will be open authorities as not enough cars can the Feyler fish plant were; Capt
borhood in the enurse of which she 12 to 11. This was Union's fourth frcm 4.30 a. m to 8 30 p m.
be found to transport the team that Tom Polk. 3000; Muskegon. 48.030;
stopped to look at the exhibit..
straight win during the season.
Leo Connellan attended a base have enough gas to make the 50- Helen Mae. 2d. 68.003; Capt Leroy
"She thought the watercolor 'very Union ............... 7 0 2 0 0 0 3—12 ball game in Boston last week-end mile trip.
Ames, 5000; Capt. Leslie Stimpson,
nice' and said the painted scene Warren ........... 1 1 2 0 3 0 4—11 between the Braves and the St.
4090.
reminded her of her Summer home
Arrivals at the fish plant of Fi
Base hits Union 14. Warren 12. Louis Cardinals, with the score 77-4
ln Maine. She also bought another Errors. Union 3. Warren 4. Batteries ln favor of the Cardinals. He also J. O'Hara Sens Inc., over the week-1 The department council and field
water color by Amy I.. Stevenson.” Gleason. Hart and Hart, Dunbar; saw the stage play “All's Fair" with end were: Royal. 6000 pounds of day of the Patriarchs Militant,
E. Barrett and Williams. Umpires. Ray Bolger. who played the staw redfish and mixed groundfish; Vil- I.O.O.F. will be held at Odd Fellows
A tooth is the only part of the H Thcmas. and H. Boothby.
man in “The Wizard of Oz" and lanova. 70.000; Fcrdham, 75.000; Hall. Rockland. June 5. Luke Davis
body that cannot repair itself.
Helen B.. 8000; Dorothy M . 17.000; ' and Nestor Brown are in charge of
Jefferson 9, Warren 6
Constance Moore.
arrangements for the affair.
Notre Dame. 40.000.
Jefferson High played Warren
All
Air
Raid
Wardens
of
Ward 7
High Friday at Warren, and won
9 to fi, Jefferson took over a big are requested to meet at the Post at
lead in the second. Bowman cf the 7 30 tonight. «
visitors hit a 3 bagger, and for
The local branch of the Salva
Warren. E Barrett, 2 2-baggers, and tion Army was presented with new
A grand sight--- an
Williams. 1.
TOMORROW AND THURSDAY
Army and United States ensigns
American destroyer
Jefferson
.......... 16 1 10 0 O—9 Sunday at the evening services Ad
DON’T FAIL TO SEE
Warren ............. 10 2 110 1—6 jutant and Mrs Abraham Thompson
MARCH OF TIME No. 9
with guns ready!
Base hits. Jefferson 9, Warren 4. conducted the services and the flags
“AMERICA'S
Errors, Jefferson 3. Warren 5. The were presented to them by Alena
%
OFFICIAL,
NEW ARMY '
.batteries. Shoppe and Bowman; and Siiri Jchnscn after which they
i V. 8. NAW
5 PHOTOGRAPH
I Norwtjod and Moore. Umpire. H were dedicated to the service of the
See for yourself the sixe and
'is;/-...:, y ) ■
i Boothby.
efficiency they are attaining!
Salvation Army byi Adijt.. John IBcggs.
,
Rockland played the Warren loHear Gen. MacArthur's Stir
Two 3-bumer cil stoves are ur
ring Pledge!
gently
needed for Civilian Defense
“To Keep the Soldiers Faith”
purposes, to be used by the medi
Feature On Same Program
cal corps. Any person who will lend
GINGER ROGERS in
a stove for the purpose should
“ROXIE HART”
notify Frederic H. Bird. tel. 300 J

Book Review

A Pemaquid Scene

TALK OF THE TOWN

Tri-County League

New Camden
Theatre

Comfort

plus economy!

The lew ath, red-marked hard real

WE SERVICE
All Makes of Cars!

55 ^*

41T47

7

A. P. BLAISDELL'
5

PARK ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL.

255

55-56

The Ford pickup truck, purchased
some time ago for use by the fire
department, has been converted into
a hose wagorv^and is nearly ready
for service. A wooden body has
been designed and constructed by
department members. The entire
truck has been painted t|ie regu

The Rotary Club

THE STORY OF OUR LIME

TAI K OF THE TOWN

, mills is not easy, much of it is
(Third Installment)
Lime has a necessary place in *rty. but it is healthful work
I which has reared a clan of hardy
the refining of sugar, the manu men.
facture of varnish, and lubricating
Many of the younger men have I
j grease
e textile industry
____ _ Th
_________
. treats joined the Army and Navy, but '
: finished goods with lime in prepa- those who still remain to keep the (
for

oieacmns

Dotn

and

"

At Niagara Falls and at the new
&
government power plants of the
T.V.A. large quantities of lime are
needed in the manufacture of Cal
cium Carbide from which is made
acetylene gas and the modern fertilizing material known as cyanamide. This latter material contains nitrogen which has been extraded from the air and held in
a form available as a plant food.

Friday's meeting of the Rotarv
Club demonstrated that there is
something new under the sun—new
in local Rotary circles any way.
Young men were very much in
evidence as members entered the
dining room. Two of them were
at the entrance serving on the hosP“»«ty committee and extending
*
!ianci to «
s

kiln fires burning can be proud of •
strains of America d ed
Ithe part they are playing In our ^.dent Tom Stone announced

one big job. to win the war.

In Armed Forces
,
'

The list published below brings
the names of Knox County men
who have passed through the local
Selective Service Board and are
in active service, to date. The
Courier Gazette will welcome the
names of men from the county who
are in service for publication.

«>»•
Program for the day will
be in charge of the 'junior membe
cf the club,” meaning the young
! men from the High Schoo)—two r1
I «>«»> each month-who have been
guests of the club this season. Step
P‘"6 from his accustomed throne h) introduced Andy Coffey, handed hi.n
the gavel and said: "Andv wi',1
preside and conduct the meet ng
from this point on" And Andy,
cool as a cucumber, not in the least
befuddled, performed like a veteran
He presented Ernest Dondis as
chairman of the program commit
tee for the day and the program
Itself was off to a good start.
The first, speaker was Douglas
Perry, who in well chosen word,
thanked the Rotary Club for what
lt has done fcr thc High School in
a material way. He mentioned espe
cially the electr c kitchen installed
for the purpose cf serving luncheto the students. "But even more.”
he said, “we are grateful for the
ideals you have set before us bv
precept and example. The fine spirit
of hospitality and fellowship you
have displayed will long linger in
our minds. You have made us un
derstand hew to have fun and do
some good at the same time."
Thc second speaker, Walter But
ler, stressed the assistance g ven b.
the club to students whose adcantages in life are not so numer
ous. He mentioned in particular
the spectacles given to students witii
defective eyesight. "We think ol
Rotary Clubs all over the U. S. and
the wide world doing such things
and we feel that Rctary is a great
Influence fcr good Some day we
may be the Rotar ans of tomorrow.
If that be true you may be sure we
will not fail you”
The third speaker was Bertram
Snow, who gave an illustrated talk
on the building and launching of
ships at the Snow Shipyards, Inc.
The pregram closed with pictures
of last fall’s foctball games.
Visiting Rotarian: C. W Whit

The rubber industry uses a
superfine grade of hydrated lime
Inducted May 20. 1942;
as a hardener and an accelerator
Charles A. LaCome. Jr.. Camden
in the process of vulcanization.
Alonzo H. Newton. Union.
Many processes in the wood
Arthur F. Rackliff. South Thom
Pulp and paper industry require aston.
lime. The process of manufactur
Victor Manninen, St. George.
ing pulp comprises the cooking of
Harold E. Butler Union
wood chips in a strong chemical
Stephen
Accardi, Rockland.
liquor which dissolves or digests
Paul F. Bickford. Camden.
all of the organic matter leaving
Carleton A. Clark. Vinalhaven
only the pure cellulose fibres of
Joseph
O Fountaine. Portland
the wood. In the sulphite process
Cecil
G.
Arrington. Appleton.
limestone in a large tank or high
Ensign O. Winchenbaugh. Rock
tower is treated with sulphurous
land.
acid.
Leland G Wallace. Union.
The process is carried out by
Oliver W. Counce. Rockport.
burning sulphur to form sulphur
Inducted May 21, 1942:
dioxide gas which enters the bot
Lanscum
G. Miller, Rockland.
tom of the tower while water
Walter
C.
Reynolds, Camden.
trickles down from the top of the
Ernest
G.
Carter, Thomaston.
tower over the charge of limestone.
Lloyd
C.
Yates,
Camden.
The resut is the formation of cal
Murray
B.
Simmons.
Union.
cium bisulphite liquor which is
Weikko
Anderson.
St
George
used to digest the wood chips.
Philip
H.
Murphy.
St.
George.
In the soda ipuip process lime
Charles C. Stone, St. George.
and soda ash form caustic soda
George
W Eaton, North Haven.
which is used as the digester or
Alvenus
F. Cross. Rockland.
cooking liquor.
Ralph
Teel,
St. George.
In the sulphate or Kraft paper
Winfred
K
Stanley.
Rockland.
process, lime and sodium sulphate,
George
B.
Parsons,
Rockland.
commercially known as salt cake,
Hanson D. Merrill, Rockland
are used to make a caustic liquor.
Dcnald
E Milliken, Camden.
All of these processes are used by
Other
Knox
County men in serv
the various paper mills in Maine.
ice:
The War Effort of Rockland's
William A. Payson, Rockland,
Lime Industry
Army.
The use of lime for building con
Clinton Fickett. Rcckland, Navy.
struction has been restricted by
George Walmslcy, Owls Head.
government order to only those Phm Corps. Navy.
projects approved' for the war pro
Ellery D. Prestcn, Rockland,
gram. Practically al) lime now Army Air Corps.
being shipped is for building new
Robert Sadler, Rockland Army moyer, Myerstown. Penn. Guest,
war

production

plants

or

for , Air Corps

necessary housing developments.
More than five thousand tons a
month of limestone is being regu
larly shipped as flux for a blast
furnace which is producing pig
iron entirely under government
control. No matter how cold the
weather, or how deep the snow,
quarries must keep going because
a blast furnace operates continu
ously 24 hours each day, it must
have flux stone, it cannot be al
lowed to stop.
Lime is being shipped to tan
neries which have shifted from
making fancy leather to making
leather for soldiers shoes.
Lime and limestone from Rock
land goes to paper mills making

Dr. North.

Ephraim Allen Gordon. Rockland. Army.

TALK OF THE Tl
*

High School Boys In Charge
With Andrew Coffey At
the Gavel

Told Before Rotary Club By President Wood
Of Rockland-Rockport Lime Co.

ration
diZ

Tuesday-Friday

May 2S —Thomaston
Gard
meets with Mrs Percy Denim
May 30- Memorial Day.
June 2 —WaJditboro lit • s■ ,
Cunningham School of the Da
June 11
Vinalhaven— Com
ment exercises at Memorial hi
June li
Rockland Higl
commencement exercises
at
munltiy Building
June 11
Thomaaton
Higl
Alumni banquet and ball.
June 11
WaldolsTti
C
ment exercises at High Selin
torlum.
June 14 Flag Day
June 15—State Primaries
June 21 Fathers Dav
June 21-27 — Eastern Malin
dlst Youth Institute at Camp
wood. Lincolnville
June 28—Opening of Camp
wood (YWCA ) at blncoTnvIi:

Miss Midred Ferrin is em
by Stewart A Williams. Wvr
Simpson. contractors, R
Naval Section Base.

Fred Parker Walden, o
Grant avenue. Torrcsdale.
son of Albert E. Walden,
father was from Rocklam
lived here many years, has r«
a commission as Major i
Army Air Corps Major Wald)
signed many of his firm
plants and will be in cha
similar work m the Arn
World War No 1 lie was
Navy and only IK years old
time. He saw service on Al
convoys; also service in F
He was for some years an eil
for thc Barrett. Division <
Allied Chemical & Dye Co <»
adelphia, Penn . and stood iij
his profession

Tiie Motor Corps will I.
the Armory Wednesday nigli
incidentally, a large pereenti
the citizens, for it is Motor
dance night Bud Clatk. (i
tra will provide the music

Harold S Leach, formerl
nected with the Rockland N
Bank, later having acted
ceiver of this bank and n<
several months erving as
tanf to Ihe president ol
Shipyards, Ine.. was elected
rector of the First Nat ion,i
at a directors' meeting ve
to fill the vacancy caused
death of Willis I. Ayer.

Knox Lodge woiked the th
gree on two candidates, Ra
Andersen and William Cro..
day.
For dependable radio
call the Radio Siiop, Tel. I
Main street. Complete Plnl
—adv.
ANNUAL MEETING

Youths To Register

PRIZE SPEAKERS
President Rcosevelt announces to
Thc annual speaking contest at day that June 30 has been set as
Lincoln Academy took place Friday registration day for some 3.003.090
night. Tilts is known as the May ycung men cf 18 and 19 years old
Rundlette Achorn and .Joseph M and those wh.; have become 20 since
King Prize Speaking Contest
the first of the year, thus complet
Four prizes arc awarded in the ing the inventory cf thc nation's
Achn n contest, $20, $15, $10 and $5 i man power as provided for under
The King prize of $5 is awarded the the selective service act of 1943 as
best speaker among the boy- who do expanded last Dec. 29.
not get an Achorn award.
Although males of the 18 to 19
The winners of the Achcrn prizes ye?r brackets are nct subject to
were: First, Llewellyn Cooper; sec I military service, their registration
ond. Jean Bates; third. Gloria Schu plainly cleared1 the way for their
macher; fourth, Carolyn Denny, speedy induction into the armed
pinner of the King prize was service should Congress lift the
paper on government contracts Jascha French.
ban cn draifting men below 20.
and also special pulp for uses
other than paper. Refined wood
Rockland Lodge. I.O.OF. will
I,awn mowers cleaned and sharp
pulp is the cellukxe from which is .work the Golden Rule degree on a ened, called for and delivered John
made cellulose acetate better class of candidates tomorrow night, L Beaten. Tel 421-W.
53-55
known as rayon, and nitro cellulose which is smokeless powder.
Under contract with the United
States Department of Agriculture
thousands of tons of pulverized
limestone are shipped annually by
railroad cars and by trucks from
Rockland to farmers in Maine. This
program of soil conservation and
crop improvement is considered so
important a part of the war pro
gram that the lime industry is
given a very high priority rating
in the matter of receiving ma
chinery and supplies necessary to
keep up production.
Agricultural lime on pasture land
on crop larid and ln animal feeds
has »o Improved productivity in
CONTINENTAL“BEST-KOTE”
recent years that such a program
cannot be stopped. There must
House Paint covers 500 to 550
be more and more potatoes, corn,
Sq. Ft., 2 coats per gallon, when
„ BEST-KOTE
peas, butter and eg®9 not only for
thinned as directed and applied
cur own needs, but for the needs
on a surface in good condition
of our Alhes in many countries
for repainting. Because it gives
less fortunate th^p we.
maximum Coverage, Hiding and
There is planned a gigantic pro
gram of many new plants to pro
Wear, this Finest-Quality House
duce dehydrated or evaporated
Paint actually costs no more
foods including dehydrated potatoes
to use than “cheap,” inferior
which would reduce shipping weight
house paints. (You need fewer
by 75 percent.
gallons,
and you don’t have to
With a scarcity of farm labor
repaint so often).
Contains
and increased farm production it
may be necessary to turn to high
Titanium—a superior pigment.
school beys and girls for the extra
labor needed to gather the crop.
At least 80% of all the lime and
limestone shipDed out of Rockland

Best Quality
HOUSE PAINT

Bouse paint,

$f)98

Heme tfor Aged Women. I
nual meeting ef this Coi|
will be held Wednesday Jun
2 30 at the home of Mrs. F V
ler, Talbot avenue, for the
cf officers and for the trail
of any other business that ni
gaily come before the nieetn
Hattie A Keating, Seei
Rockland, Me., May 26, 19l

LOST!
Black Bill Fold, lost near
Theatre. Liberal Reward to
Notify

THE COURIER GAZE'

WALDO THEA'
TEL. WALDOBORO II
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show a
Matinees Saturday at
Sunday al 3

MAY

TUES.-WEIL.

MGM Presents—
“MONKEY”
DAN DAILY, JR.
DONNA REED BOBBY I’.l
THURS.-FRL,
MAY
BRIAN DONLEVY
WILLIAM IIOI.DEN
Ellen Drew & Montague

in
“THE REMARKABI
ANDREW”

FIRST AID GROFF

DANCE
UNION TOWN HAl|
THURSDAY. MAY

OVERLOCK'S ORCWSl]
8.00 P. M.
Benefit First Aid Group
Motor Corps.

Director, Donald Calder*
Admission 20c, including

Pei
£ — Gal

find its a grand feeling to have
a savings account here with
liberal earnings being added.

WHY PAY MORE?

lation fire truck red and is being

is going for uses necessary to win
the war.

lettered by George C. Simmons.
The unit, which will be known a*
number 4, carries the bell which
was once part of the equipment of
the American-LaFrance pumper
which was supplanted some years
ago by the new Mack pumper.

The Rockland-Rockport Lime Co.
furnishes a livelihood to thc men of
more than 150 families, the rate of
wages paid today is thc highest in
tne history of the lime industry.
Work at the quarries and kbits
and hydrate plant and limestone j

9

Rockland Loan & Building Association
IS SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, MB.

MAIN ST HRRDUJRRE
jt r0

.

PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE

" fOHMtHLY Y tang’S"
441 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAN 0

^268
r

BURPEE'
FUNERAL HOME
Ambnlance Servict
TELEPHONES
*90 or 781-1 or 781-11

110-112 limerock sti
ROCKLAND, ME,

rv Gab

TALK OF THE TOWN
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Mav 28 —Thomaston
Garden Club
meets with Mrs Percy Demmons.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 2—Waldoboro- Recital by Mary
Cunningham School of the Dance.
June 11 —Vinalhaven— Commence
ment exercises at Memorial hall.
June 11
Rockland High School
commencement exercises
at
Communltiy Building
June 11 —Thomaston— High School
Alumni banquet and ball.
June 11 —Waldoboro
Commence
ment exercises at High School audi
torium.
June 14 Flag Day.
June 15—State Primaries
June 21 Father's Day
June 21-27 — Eastern Maine Metho
dist Youth Institute at Camp Tanglewood. Lincolnville
June 28 -Opening of Camp Tanglewooo (V WC A ) at Lincolnville Beach.
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Tuesday-Friday
The Rockland Chamber of Com
merce will hold a banquet and
meeting at the Thorndike Hotel
Thursday June 4. It is expected
that the new lobby of the hotel will
be completed at that time and the
banquet, which will be held at 6 30.
will be served in the new dining
room. Bradford Redonnett of Wis
casset is expected to be the speak
er of the evening.

Steamer Maid of Sterling is un
loading a cargo of gypsum rock at
the Maine Central Wharf for the
Lawrence Portand Cement Com
pany.

William Donahue has bought
the Gallagher house at Ingraham
Hill and is occupying it.

Degrees At Maine

WE MUST BE DIM-OUT CONSCIOUS
-OR ELSE!
Drastic new Dim-out orders from the Army for all Knox
County were presented to a group of Civilian Defense Officials
last n>ght by County Defense Co-ordinator John M. Pomeroy. If
Ihe Knox County Dim-out is not entirely satisfactory to
the Army officials within a reasonable time ABSOLUTE BLACK
OUT will be enforced by the Army every night for the duration in
a band 20 miles wide from the coast. The sky glow over the coastal
area must and will be reduced to such an extent that friendly
ships will not be silhouetted targets for enemy submarines.
Every curtain in every lighted room in the area must be drawn,
every store window and advertising sign must be darkened, street
lighting will shortly be reduced to the absolute minimum in all
the area under Army orders, and cars muAt use low beam lights,
and in some areas can proceed cnly with parking lights on.
These rules are final and absolute. They wil, be clarified and
explained in these columns as conditions demand.
Air Raid
Wardens will be abroad tomorrow night and every night there
after to courteously but firmly enforce the regulations.
These are stem penalties for non-co-operation with pre
caution by the Army. For all practical purposes, we are under
martial law and must govern ourselves accordingly.

Lieut. Albert McCarty

Seven Seniors From Rock
land and Vicinity
Receive Them
Seven Seniors at the University
Pf Maine from Rockland and vicin
ity received bachelor degrees at the
71st annual Commencement exer
cises held yesterday morning in the
Memorial Gymnasium. They were:
From Rcckland: Bachelor of
Science, with distinction, in gen
eral engineering. Frederick M.
Perry, son of Mrs. Helen D. Perry;
in chemical engineering. Donald E.
Marriner, son of Mrs. Fred Fernald.
From Rockport, Mark W. Ingra
ham, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. M. W.
Ingraham, bachelor of science in
civil engineering.
From Union: Bachelor of Science,
in Home Economics, Susan D. Ab
bott, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
bur Abbott. Eleanor L. Gleason,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
C. Gleason; in mechanical engi
neering, James A. McEdward, son
cf Mr and Mrs. D. D Edward.
Jasper A. Spear, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest E. Spear of Warren,
bachelor of arts in history.

Blanche Bishop, Camden.
Alice E. Yates. Camden.
Mildred S. Philbrook, Camden.
List Of Those Who Have • Jocelyn F. Christie. C mden
C. Harold Jamescn, M. D CamDonated To Patriotic
j
den.
Cause
Frederic Bird. Roeklai'd.
The following persons have thus
J. F. Brown. Rockland.
far donated to the Knox County
Mary Wardwell. Cainden.
blood bank:
Eleanor II. Clark, Th niaspn
Robert K Mayo. Thomaston
Gilmore Soule, Rockland.
Aaron A Clark, Thomast n.
Charles H. Berry, Rockland.
Carl Griffith, Rcckland.
Howard Crockett Rockland
I-anseom G Miller. Rocklan;’.
Bradford Burgess, Rockland.
Herman Winchenbaugh, R ckRobert Gregory. Rockland.
land.
Harold Leach, Rockland.
Ethel Anderson, Camden
Cleveland Leach, Rockland.
Clifton Cross, Rockland
Percy F. Boardman, Rockland.
Frank Harding. Rockland.
Dorothy Baxter. Rockland
Verneley Black, Rockland.
Gardner Penniman, Rockland.
Mary McPhail, Thomaston.
Ijcrcy A. Chatto, Rockland.
Mae Grotton, Rcckland.
Edwin L. Donovan, Thomaston.
Forest Stone, Thomaston.
Anna Dillingham, Thomaston.
Donald Cummings. Rockland.
John M. Richardson Rockland.
Raymond Cross, Rockland.
Kenneth Roes, Thomaston.
Gladys Blethen, Rockland
Dorothy Simmons, Rockland.
John S. Lowe, Rockland.
Harriet A. Frast, Rockland.
Robert Moran True, son of Sub
Stafford Congdon, Rockland.
master George L. True. Jr. of Mal
Ethel S MacDonald, Thomas den High and Mrs. True of 42 Mur
ton.
ray Hill road, will matriculate at
Walter Yattaw, Rockland.
Bowdoin College next Fall. He is
Arthur Rokes, Rockland.
«. graduating from Malden High in
Henry Lurvey, Rockland
a couple of weeks. The ycung man
Sigmund Goldberg. Rockland.
is a nephew of E. Carl Moran. Jr,
Edwin Ross. Rockland.
a distinguished alumnus ci Bow
Eleanor Rich, Camden..
doin.

For Blood Bank

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Haskell of
The National Surgical Dressing I At a recent meeting of the First
Ash Point, who sold their residence
Room
in the Community Building Baptist Church of Springvale Rev.
there to make room for runway
Albert W. McCarty, who has been
will
be
open Wednesday, May 27, Henry Pelton Huse, a former pas
extensions of the new airport,
a member of the Skowhegan High
have purchased the William Dona from 1.30 to 4.30. p. m. under super tor from 1906 to 1916 was made
School
faculty, has received his
i
“
Pastor
Emeritus.
”
The
pastor
of
hue house at the Head of the Bay vision of Mrs. Charles H. Berry.
commission
as a Lieutenant (junior
the
Church
is
Rev.
Lawrence
SelfFred Parker Walden, of 4640 and will occupy it this week.
The following week the room will
grade)
in
the
U. S. Naval Reserves,
!
ridge,
a
young
man
in
his
second
Grant avenue, Torresdale, Penn.,
• be open on Tuesday evening from
and
is
awaiting
orders. Lieut. Mc
!
pastorate.
son of Albert E. Walden, whose
Edwin Hamlin won first prize 7 to 10 p. m. as well as Wednesday
Carty
is
a
son
of
Mr. and Mrs. David
father was from Rockland and offered by Hunt.ley-Hill Past Vet afternoon. All volunteer workers
L.
McCarty
of
Grace
street., and a
Dr. A. W. Foss arrived home
lived here many years, has received erans of Foreign Wars for the larg
a:ked to wear Red Cross regu
former
Jtockland
High
School
a commission as Major in the est sale of Buddy poppies last Sat lation uniform and head covering. from Moosehead Lake Friday with
teacher.
Army Air Corps. Major Walden de urday. Second prize was won by Any further information can be a fine fish that was the envy of
signed many of his firm's new Miss Claire Brickley and third by obtained by calling Mrs. Charles 1 all who have heard about it.
Jesse Linscott will join the city
plants and will be in charge of Miss Mildred Frye. The sale was H. Berry; tel. 897.
police
force Saturday night to work
Rockland stores in general will
Among the nurses reaching
similar work in the Army. In equal with past years, despite the
as a special patrolman during the
World War No. 1 he was in the inclement weather.
At the meeting of the WjCT.U. Northern Ireland with the new remain open Friday night. May
vacation of the regular members of
29
and
be
closed
all
day
Saturday.
Navy and only 18 years old at the
Friday the ladies marked and j expeditionary forces are several
the force.
Memorial
Day.
time. He saw service on Atlantic
The Japs say that Ameiican wrapped over 500 copies of The Maine girls, among them one
convoys; also service in France.
bombers hit Tokyo, Yokohama Courier-Gazette with the letter ’ from Rockland — Miss Jacqueline
He was for some years an engineer and Kobe. If 30 American fami from Dr. H. V. Tweedie in the in i Blethen.
Between
for the Barrett Division of the
MOTOR
CORPS
lies passed up their usual 100- terest of passing the Sheppard Bill,
Rev. Horace I. Holt of Rockport
Allied Chemical Ac Dye Co. of Phil- j mile Sunday ride they would save known as S-860 now on the Senate
substituted
at
the
Littlefield
Rockland, Vinalhaven, North Haven,, Stonington
adelphia, Penn., and stood high in
enough gasoline to keep one of Calendar. Marked copies were sent Memorial Church Sunday for Rev.
to
the
President.
Members
of
the
his profession.
those bombers in the air one
and Swan’s Island
cabinet, members of the Senate and Charles A. Marstaller, who is at
ROCKLAND UNIT
hour.
The Motor Corps will lake over
House of Representatives. Thanks tending the sessions of the NorBy Steamer “North Haven" on the Schedule ot th<
WEDNESDAY, MAY 27
then Baptist Association.
the Armory Wednesday night, and
are
extended
to
the
Ballard
Busi

Graduation exercises of the
VinalhiaVen Steamship Co.
incidentally, a large percentage of
“At The Armory”
class
of 1942. Rockland High ness School, to Mrs. Virginia ChatThe Maine Federation of Post
the citizens, for it is Motor Corps
tc and Mrs. Lorna Pendleton for
SPRING STREET
Office Clerks and Auxiliary annual
dance night. Bud Clark's Orches School, will be held in the main assistance in typing addresses.
No Freight Will Be Received Alter Leaving lime
auditorium
of
the
Community
convention
will
be
held
June
20.
BUD CLARK’S
tra will provide the music.
Building the evening of June 11.
21, at Maranacook lodge, near Au
ORCHESTRA
May 30, 1942
Benjamin Wiggin was made
gusta. Leo George of Washington,
Harold S. Leach, formerly con
REFRESHMENTS
The number of persons receiv happy Saturday night by the re D. C., President of the National
nected with the Rockland National
Admission 25e, 35c, tax included
ceipt of a cablegram from his son,
Bank, later having acted1 as re ing aid from the city welfare de Edward, announcing the latter’s Federation of Post Office Clerks.
55-lt
.4-56
ceiver of this hank and now for partment has been reduced to a safe arrival at an Australian port John Driscoll of Pawtucket, R. I.,
minimum
Chairman
of
the
board
a national vice president, and other
several months serving as assis
on the oil tanker which left New
tant to the president of Snow of Overseers of the Poor, Joshua York April 4 “I'm O. K.,” wired national officers will attend. Gov.
Shipyards. Inc., was elected a di N Southard, has found empoy- Edward. He will be in the service, Sewall and other State officials
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
4
rector of t'he First National Bank ment for every able bodied man sailing out of Australian ports, will be invited.
and
woman
on
the
relief
rolls
and
at a directors' meeting yesterday
May 25-29
May 25-29
for two years.
to fill the vacancy caused by the Ls now only assisting those persons
who are unable to work, due to old
death of Willis I. Aver.
The local order of the Maccabees
age or physical , defects and
ty?ld
its first election of officers
Knox Ixxlge worked the third de children.
if
Friday
night resulting thus; Nor
gree on two candidates, Raymond
V’
man
R.
Crockett
commander.
Charles
A
Hall,
son
of
Principal
Andersen and William Cross, Mon
and Mrs. W. D. Hall of Castine Franklin O. Start, lieutenant com
day.
(formerly of Rockland) has been mander; Jasper E. Rawley, record
For dependable radio service awarded another scholarship for keeper; Alden W. Sewall, Thom
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844 -517 his second year at the Yale medi aston, chaplain; Dr. Walter D.
Main street. Complete Philco line, cal school. He has also been chosen Hall, physician; Osmond E. Bunk
er, sergeant; Alfred H. Teel, mas
—adv.
60-tf as assistant librarian.
ter at arms; Wesley E. Laird, first
Sanford
W.
Delano,
Chief
clerk
master of the guard; Nathaniel B.
ANNUAL MEETING
at
Maine
Central
freight
office,
is
Wade, Waldoboro, second master
Heme for Aged Women. Tlie an
of the guard.
nual meeting cf this Corpci ation having one week's vacation.
will be held Wednesday June 3 at
More Talk of The Town on Page 2.
Mrs. Hazel Martin has rejoined
2 30 at the home of Mrs. F. W. Ful
the
waitress staff at Newbert's
ler, Talbot avenue, for the election
BORN
Restaurant.
cf officers and for the transaction
Wiley—At Knox Hospital. May 4, to
and Mrs. Lindley Wiley. (Leola
of any other business that may le Mr
Parllnl. a son—Howard Lindley
Henry (Butch) Wooster, well
I,add
At Knox Hospital, May 16, to
gally come before the meeting.
When you can say that about
A Complete Asiortment of
ALL FLAVORS - COOL DRINKS
Mr and Mrs. Douglas Ladd (Mildred known Rockland boxer, is now re
pi?Hattie A. Keating, Secretary
Shannon), a son—Jon Hcman
a clothing store . . . you’re going
Select Quality Freth F ruiti
ALREADY SWEETENED
Grover At Rockland, May 13. to Mr. ported to be stationed somewhere
Rockland, Me., May 26. 1942.
some
.
.
.
and
so
is
the
store.
and Vegetables
and Mrs
Horace Grover, a son— in the tropical wilderness below
FOR "IO*
PROTECTS
55-lt George Douglas.
HEALTH
This compliment by a customer
the Panama Canal Zone with the
Fresh lot of Pansies received
om
MARRIED
didn't
turn
our
heads
.
.
.
just
Army unit to which he has been
Kllis-.lnhnson At Rockland. May 23. assigned since entering the service
Headquarters for Tomato
makes us feel what a swell bunch
Walter L. E'Us and Alberta E. John
Plants
and Other Seedlings
of appreciative customers tfe've
son. both of Rockland.—By Rev. Roy last year.
22- Special/

Miss Midred Perrin is employed
by Stewart & Williams. Wyman Ai
Simplon. contractors, Rockland
Naval Section Base.

FINAL SAILING—MAY 30

DANCE

VINALHAVEN S. S. CO.

PERRY’S
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“They stand on their
heads to please a
fellow”...

AVIN

Kool-Aid
7e
Pea Soup
Quob«c
&No Scrub
Frankforts i» Bulk . .
I
Frankforts In Mustard Sauce 4
Grapefruit siiversik.
WWM B&M Beans • .
2 45c
Pineapple Juice
wi
Grape Juice
CI1IIUTU »
Devils Food Mix
ib
Gold Medal Flour
Swift’s
Chicken Chop Suey
Midco Ice Box Freeze 2 17c
LIFEBUOY

es ol the 18

lo

,J»

tre n t subject to
tlirll I rKl-.tl ;,ll it
thr
I
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Into

(heir

foi
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LOST!

Ml lord

I 'ungiri, lift
ill* ll lirlon .V

Uie
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Black Bill Fold, lost near Strand
Theatre. Liberal Reward to Finder.
Notify

THE COURIER GAZETTE

55* It

WALDO THEATRE
TEL. WALDOBORO 10<l

’“show times’
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at 8.30
Sunday at 3
TUES.-WED.,
MAY 26-27
MGM Presents—

“MONKEY”
DAN DAILY. JR.
DONNA REED-BOBBY BLAKE

Quality

;e

paint

JIM kOU

Usi r-MNT

1
.

THURS.-FRI..
MAY 28-29
BRIAN DONLEVY
WILLIAM HOLDEN
Ellen Drew & Montague Love

in

“THE REMARKABLE
ANDREW”
FIRST AID GROUP

UNION TOWN HALL

Benefit First Aid Group and
Motor Corps.

Director, Donald Calderwood
Admission 20c, including tax

54-55

IN MEMORIAM
In lovtng memorv of oirr mother.
Orlet Linscott Smith, who left us a
year ago today. May 26. 1941
"Peaceful • be thy sleep, dear one.
Safe In the arms of Jesus"
Children and grandchildren

FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

TELEPHONES
or 781-1 or 781-11

v

1U-112 LIMEROCK STRUCT
* Aw BOCKLAND.

Helen
*

The annual Spring concert of
the High School musical organiza
tions and the Rockland City Band
will be held in the High School
auditorium. June 1, starting at 8
o'clock. Public invited; adm. 30c
including tax.—adv.

RUSSELL

BURPEE’S
nt

L*V

Prock—At Togus, May 25. Peter
Prock. aged 93 years. 10 days
Fu
neral Thursday at I o'clock at Waltz
funeral home, Waldoboro Interment
In German Protestant cemetery
Allen—At Orrington. May 25. Rev.
Eugene V Allen, formerly of Rock
land, aged 75 years.
Diamond At New York Cltv. May
23. Charles A Diamond, formerly of
Thomaston, aged 66 years.
Robbins — At Waterville. May 25.
John T. Robbins, formerly of Rock
land. aged 93 years. 3 months. 20 days
Funeral at 2 p. m Wednesday from
the Burpee funeral home.
MarDonald—At
Bangor.
May
23.
Retta F . wife of Wilbur E MacDon
ald of Rockport, aged 64 years. Fu
neral Tuesday at 2 o'clock from Good
funeral home. Camden
Nesbitt—At Oxlord. Conn
Mav 17.
Mrs Harriet M. Nesbitt, aged 82 years.
Burial ln Oxford, Conn.

Buddv Poppy distribution
P H McKuslck. chairman:
Johnson. Auxiliary chairman.

OVERLOUK'S ORCHESTRA
8.00 p. M.

ORE?

DIED

CARD OF THANKS

DANCE

Per

Welker
Barrows-Packard — At Glen Cove,
May 24. WRrren C. Barrows of Glen
Cove and Ruth E Packard of Rock
land —Bv Rev George Woodward
Crockett-Cole — At Rockport, April
15. Nelson S Crockett and Flora A.
Cole, both of Rockland By Rev. H I.
Holt.

Huntlev-HIH Post. VFW wishes to
thank all taking part In Its annual

THURSDAY. MAY 28

98

A

TEL. 662

got here in Knox County.

Knox Lodge I O O F. worked the
third degree at its regular meeting
last night.
Tulips for sale. John Burgess,
99 Thomaston St.—adv.
55-lt
Beano at G AR. hall Thursday,
May 28. 2.15 p. m — adv.

DANCE
SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Music Bv
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Price S5c and 35c, tax included

55-56 i

This week

we’re

having

the

time of our lives standing on our
heads while our customers try
the new 1942 Straw Hals on
theirs.

$1.50 to $5.00
On Our Service Table
TRAVEL KITS
$1.00, $4.00, $5.00
SEWING KITS
$1.25
MONEY BELTS
50c, $1.00, $1.50

CARD CASES

BINGO

with deck of cards

TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 745

50c

Given Away—Dinner,
52—1 each, and Beautiful Chenille
Spread with Flowers

55* lt

Buy Your Monument
THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD

AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

Under a new system we now
can buy monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.
Save on Freight.
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Ask us for details of this
Money-Saving Plan!
* AU Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

ARMY BILL FOLD
$4.00
NAVY BILL FOLD
$5.00

Leatherette Cigarette
Cases, 50c, $1.00
Army and Navy Ties $1.00
Army and Navy Hose .50
Smoker’s Sets,
1.00

FLAGS
2.50, 3.50, 5.00, 7.00
Store open Friday evening
Closed All Day Saturday
Memorial Day

Ralph A. Glendenning. Prop.

A Card or a Call WUl Bring
a Representative
43-tf

FAME
BRAND

IK KW

X-PERT
BRAND

TBL. 2M
418 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. I

°( A.

Mir

Enriched 24'Z,

"Famous for Frashneit"

32c

SOM
Ho. 2 tin
TOY

mtd 5otod jttppesfiMs/
WILSON’S

Salad Dressing
A Full Quart Jar - Featured at A
Real Thrift Price for This Sale...

Del Monto

SARDINES
TOMATO SAUCE
IN

Red Crown Sandwich

SPREADS

3
GREGORY’S

ti.

«.<««• arnc4*Mw/r, •<mi

MANICURE SETS
$1.00, $2.50

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works
20 Lindsey St., Rockland
TeL 1216-W

o«

29

Minced Ham • • • • «>■ 23c
Hormel Spam sandwiches «• 35c
Stuffed Olives • • • »^*w.lOc
Crisp Potato Sticks • 2«-l9<
Libby's Veal Loaf ..-19c
Libby's Potted Meats • • 5c
Fame Brand Fruit Salad «• 25c
Swift's Tangy Aged Cheese % 31c

C84,
14 CK

3»JOc

WALDOBORO
zs
zs z\
A
AA
A

WASHINCTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

MRS 1jOUISE ACEL/JOI
Cun eftpondeu*

-

TH J7

Mrs. Isabel Labe .s pending a
week in Portland, with Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Reed.
Mr anti Mrs. Nelson Brown of
Arlington, Mass., were week-end
guests of Mr. and. Mrs Wilbur
ill! toil.

Mm C B Stahl, chairman of the
Canteen Unit ls planning a June
breakfast in the near future to raise
money to buy canteen equipment.

Miss Thelma Plagg, Miss Mar
jorie Plagg. Miss Nellie Moody and
Dewey Moody attended commence
ment exercises at Colby College.
Places ol business will be clospd
Saturday, but wllLremain open Fri
day night for the convenience of
customers.
Millard Clark, chief of the Dam
ariscotta fire department, who at
tended the School for Chemical
Warfare at the Edgewater Arsenal.
Md. is instructing auxiliary fire
men in tire fighting methods and
procedures.
Fred I. Burns, Alton Winchenbac.li and Herbert L. Mank were
buxine' > visitors Saturday in Dam
ariscotta.
The Mary Cunningham School of
the Dance w 11 hold a recital June 2

in the High School auditorium.
Mr and Mrs. Henry P Mason
were in Waterville Sunday attend
ing the commencement exercises at
Colby College, from which their
ephew. Linwood Palmer, graduates.
Miss Virginia Soule of Brunsw.ck
sp>- nt the week-end with her par
ents. Mr and Mrs. Leslie Soule.
Mrs T C Ashworth has been a
recent Portland visitor.
Mrs Harold Parsons and son Wila of Newcastle were guests Pri
ck of Mr. and Mrs C B. Stahl.
Leslie Soule, local agent for the
Maine Central Railroad, is having
two weeks’ vacation. Mr and Mrs.
Soule visited Thursday in Portland.
Miss Christine Goudy, R N, is
employed at the Sanborn home.
Mrs. Warren W Creamer spent
the week-end in Portland with Mr
and Mrs Charles Robertson
W 'liam H Brooks, Jr., attended
commencement exercises at Uni
versity of Maine.
Mr and Mrs. Victor V. Burnheim
er Miss Ruth Burnheimer, Mr. and
Mrs B G Miller and Miss Nancy
Miller visited Sunday with Mr and
Mrs John Burnheimer in Portland.
Mrs Elsie Mank of North Waldo
boro s receiving congratulations on
the publication of her song. •‘We'll
Never Have a Flag of White.'' Mrs.
Mank wrote the words and music;
the arrangement is by Aaron A.
Clark.
Harcld Manning of Chicago fa
employed by the Waldoboro Press.
Students from the Feyler Comer
school who have qualified for the
sevpn-point pin are: Alberta Shu
man, Lucille Newbert. Ronald Hey
er Maxine Shuman. Joan Robinson,
Marlene Jackson, Flora Newbert.
Dewey Moody, a student at Uni
versity of Maine, is visiting his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moody.
Mrs. I. F. Flynn of South Port
land arrives today to visit her
daughter, Mrs. Robert Schoppe un
til Friday.
Twenty women have enrolled hi
Miss Frances Simmons’ first aid
class. Robert Schoppe is instruct
ing a class of 2fi men. These classes
are being held Monday and Friday
nights at tlie High Schcol building.
Tlie Motor Corps met Monday in
the tax collectors’ office.
Corp. Eugene Winchenbach has
returned to Washington, D. C.,
where he is stationed, after spend
ing a week with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs Alton Winchenbach.
John Wood has returned to Notre
Dame University after spending a
vacation with his mother Mrs.
Oliver Wood.
Meadowlark Troop of Girl Scouts
held their last meeting of the ses
sion Mcnday.
MLss Ilda Bennett and Mrs Verna
Orff of North Waldoboro were
visitors Sunday at the home of
Mrs H. E. Wentworth
Miss Helen Boggs and Mss Crys
tal Fitch passed Civil Service ex
aminations for |un or typists posi
tions in Washington, D C, which
were given at the High School re
cently.

TIRED, WORN-OUT

EXHAUSTED
On "Certain
Qays’'nf tbe Month?
D functional month
ly disturbances make
you weak, weary, so tired and
dragged out—at such times?
Then try famous Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound. It's
made esacciaZZy /or women to help
relieve monthly cramps, backache
ar.d weak, tired feelings-due to
this cause. And in such a sensible
way! With nature’s own beneficial
roots and herbs. No harmful opiates.

Taken regularly-Pinkham’s
Compound helps build up resist
ance against such symptoms. Thousands upon thousands benefited!
jfoUow —bei directions.

Wa hington, May 20—With trans
portation by automobile cut down
by gas rat omng and tire shortages
and the prospect of tram travel,
bus and plane restricted, we find
we can't even buy new bicycles.
A Kpnnebec County constituent
writes to ask about priority to buy
a bicycle to use for going- to and
from work. The National War
Agency says that ’all sale of new
bicycles is suspended.” New bicycles cannot oe purchased at this
time out the National War Agency
says that 'We look for .some modification of
month "

this

order

within

lations. Smaller ones arg returned
when possible Any indebtedness
of the deceased is taken out of the
proceeds of the sale and the bali ance is sent to heirs,
i From Richard Barnes Kennan.
executive .secretary’ of the Maine
Teachers Association, comes a request that I support a proposed
amendment to the Hatch Act to
exempt teachers frcm the Act's
oan on pol.ticai activities
The
purpose of the Act is to prevent
public officials from participating
in political activities. School teach-

' Scouts, will meet at 10.15 at the
home of Mrs. Mabel Mills, the line
of march, t: be formed cn the cor
ft ft ft ft
ner
Children of the schools are
ALENA L. STARRETT
asked to join the line of march,
Correspondent
which will form about the monu
ft ft ft ft
ment for tlie exercises
Miss Ida Stevens, president of
Every observer Ls requested to Ule AuXiliary. assisted by Mrs Minsend or take a snapshot of him- prva
patriotic instructor,
self or herself to the chief observer,
.
..
- „ 1 has planned this program Pr cesWillis R. Vinal, for use on the iden-1
**
H
..
,
sional ”Mairclung Through Geortification card.
Each snapshot
.j v.
.j
. with
.u gia;
should
be marked
on the back
*
, prayer, by Rev. L. Clark
„ ,
1 French; "America;
flag salute;
the name of the person.
, . _
. .,
„ .
"Lincoln s Gettysburg Address by
Lights over the alewife traps have, Herbm L Moon. ..Rpd Whlte and
been arranged so that the crew may ] Blue;.. address by r^v L . Clark
take alewives after dark, when the French; "Star Spangled Banner;''
tide serves right. The largest fish- reading. ..General Logan's orders.
ing day to date has been 184 bar by Earle Moore Jr.; placing of the
rels. Last week, the crew fished wreath at the monument by Girl
two or three nights as late as 9 Scouts; "Gcd Bless America;’’ re
o'clock.
cessional .
Mrs. Lindley Wiley and infant
gr;up wm re.a£Seirble at the
son, Howard Lindley, have returned dridge Where Girl Scouts will strew
home from Knox Hospital.
flowers in the waters of the Georges
Rev L. Clark French spoke on, River, in memory of sailors lost at
"The Value of Memorial Day.” sea Taps will be sounded by Afred
Sunday morning at Town Hall.. E. vVyllie.
A. Starrett Auxiliary SUV. and
, .
.
.
,
.
Junior Musica Ie
Boy and Girl Scouts were invited.
Mrs. Minerva Marshall, patriotic in- | The first Public mURical Program
structor led the march followed by Presented Thursday at Town hall by
17 members of the Auxiliary a dozen
Junior Symphony Club, under
Bov Scouts and nine Girl Scouts, jdirection of the counselor. Mrs.
Special music was sung by the Mildred Barry, was successful, prochdir Mr and Mrs Nestor Salo- ceeds to
used for club music,
maki were received into membership Mrs. Grace Strout. director cf the
Thomaston Choral Society, was
of the Congregational Church.
guest speaker, and praised the
At the Study Unit meeting Thurs
wcrk of the club especially at the
day at the home of Mrs. Abbie
Maine Federation of Music Clubs
Newbert. Mrs. Edna Overlcck was|
Convention held recently in Ban
chosen new leader. Mrs. Marlon
gor, in which the lccal organization,
French presented a book review on
participated in the newly formed
Winston Churchill, and Mrs. Over
junior orchestra.
lcck a paper on Rubber." Instead
She said in part, The study of
of current events, each member gave
this harmony will render great
a sugacless recipe. A picnic was
planned for June 18. arrangements
yourselves, and to those
to be in charge of Mrs Lula Cunwhom you ccme m contact. As
you are already aware, this study
ningham, and Mrs Overlock.
Rev Roy Welker, pastor of the necessitates experiences of sacriRcckland Congregational Church, j
indulgence,
was guest speaker Thursday at the
of music- calcu‘
Brotherhood meeting, his subect. I
k sharpened, estimates are
f
’
tablished.
irregularities are de
"Lessens From the First World
tected.
and
greatest
of all. the ele
War,” in which he told many of his
vation
of
the
soul
and
mind is made
experiences In World War No. 1.
. easy speaker,
1. - with much florin,
An
clarity. possible into the realm ”
he told of conditions leading up to, Mrs Berry, in behalf of the club,
the present war, during which this presented to Mrs. Strout a bouquet
country has been more interested in
mixed Spring t.owers.
money’ than in missionary work ini Mrs. Strout had brought with her.
Japan. A hand was given Perry j two singers of the Thomaston BapGreene. guide and champ wood1 tist junior and senior choirs. Joan
chopper, for the Maine woods bean Vinal and Laverne Patterson, who
hole beans, which he had prepared
NOTICE
With Raymond Payson at the piano,
Rockland. Maine, May 18. 1942
Public Hearing on tbe following ap
a community sing led by Charles plication
for a Hote>i Malt Liquor LlWiiscn, was enjeyed at the opening i cenae will be held by the Mumctpai
.
__ jx-i Officers ln the City Council Room,
of the business meeting presided Clty Building on June 1 1942 at 7 30
tn the afternoon:
over by Dr Judson Lord, president o'clock
Samoset Company. Rcckland. Maine

WARREN

TW •

____
E R. KHiiNE
City Clerk
53 T 55

Attest:

Memorial Day

Under the direction of the E. A
Starrett Auxiliary. SUV., special
Memorial Day exercises will be held
at the Soldiers’ Monument Satur
day at 10 30. Rev L. Clark French,
Congregational
pa.'tor of
the
„
,
. ,.
,
. ,
Church, will deliver the address, j
and Chester O WvlJie will be in i
I
and

Maurice Simmons and Har Miss Hazel Lane’s Report of
old Overlook Training In
Mississippi

Work For Rural Religious

Education

Pvt Maui ice E. Simmons, son of
The report of Miss Hazel N
Mr and Mrs. Rodney Simmons of Lane of Rockport, religious direcSt George; and Pvt Harold C. tor for the past year of the Knox
Overlook, son ol Mr. and Mrs. Clif- County Association of Rural Re

ford Overlook of Warren were en
rolled as students this week in the
country’s greatest Air Corps Technical School at Keesler Field, Mis- j
sissippi and have started an intensave 19-week course to qualify as an
airplane mechanic. These young

ligious Education, and re-elected,
is offered: as indicating the worth

our Association to the rural
areas of our county:
The work of the Knox County
Association ior Rural Religious

a ers are not mentioned in the Act men, who went there irom the Fort Education has had tins year three
but those employed by institutions Devens, Mass., reception center, al

Business needs will be given financed in whole or in part by
preference of whatever bicycles are loans or grants irom tiie Federal
available. Until then you're lucky Government are covered by the
if you can buy a second-hand bi Act.
Mr Kennan says that he feels
cycle from a private owner which is
not forbidden. It would be smart the Act as it now stands is defito place your order with your local nitely damaging to members of the
dealer so you will at least be in line faculties of land-grant colleges
whenever any bicycles are released colleges of agriculture and many
public school teachers. Senator
for sale.
As the war goes on and casualties Brown, of Michigan, has introare being reported, the mail of duced a bill to amend the Hatch
Members brings many queries re- Act to exempt officers or employees
lating to the casualties The fam- ' of “any educational or research
ily of a lieutenant killed at Pearl ■ institution, establishment, agency
Harbor asks me about his effects or system which is supported in
and remaining pay, including the whole or in part by any State or
six months gratuity authorized political subdivision thereof, or by
after the World War and amended the District of Columb a, or by any
in 1941 This Act authorizes pay- Territory or territorial possession
ment of the gratuity to widow or Of the United States; or by any
child or previously desgnated de- recognized religious, philanthropic
pendent relative. In this partic- ■ or cultural organization .”
ular case, there is no wife or child I Alton H. Jackson, secretary of
and the young officer did not the Penobscot Bay Longshoremen’s
designate a dependent. Therefore Association, writes to say that his
the War Department tells me that organization cannot understand
there is no authority for payment why one of the finest piers on the
of the gratuity to any one. How Atlantic Seaboard at Searsport is
ever, there is a special form to be lying idle. This means that the
filled out for the War Department longshoremen in that vicinity -ire
for arrears of pay due the officer without work and yet practically
which will go to his heirs. Juris- all of them are native-born citidiction over these matters rests zens, ready and capable of serving
with the Claims Division of the j the shipping defense in the war.
General Accounting Office here.
Recently, he says, Searsport was
Frequently a family does not visited by defense officials who
know exactly what amount is due I could not understand why this
at the time of death. In that case great pier of the Bangor and
in space allowed to write down the Aroostook Railroad is idle when
amount, it is enough to write Tend-lease material is being shipped
"Claim is made for all pay and out of congested and labor-troubled
allowance due at time of death, ports.
exact amount not known.”
1 I have asked Senator White of
When the casualty takes place j Maine, chairman of our Maine
far away, personal belongings which Congressional delegation, to take
cannot be returned to heirs are this up at an early delegation
sold under War Department regu- , meeting.

charge of the music
The Auxiliary, Girl

which, was burned in February.
We discontinued work in the

Has Had Busy Year

Airplane Mechanics

fifi ft a

Tuesday-Friday '
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NOTICE
Rockland. Maine. May 18 1942
Public Hearing on the following ap
plication for a Spirituous and Vinous
Liquor License will be held by the
Municipal Officers in the City Counell Room. Cl«y Bulid-lng on June 1.
1^2 at 7 30 oclock in the afternoon

ready have completed their basic
training which includes marching,
target practice, gas ma.dc and bayo
net drills, and orientation lectures.
At tiie completion of the Air Me
chanics course there, they will be
prepared for assignment to active
line duty with some fighting unit of
the Army Air Forces.
The course begins with instruc
tion in aircraft maintenance fun
damentals, and then advances to
airplane structures, hydraulic sys
tems, propellers, instruments, en
gines, fuel and electrical systems
and engine operation. Before com
pleting the course, tlie student is
given thorough training in the in
spection of single and multi-motored
planes

main phases: the leadership of
three Sunday Schools on a 50 mile
circuit through the school year;
religious instruction in 27 diferent
elementary public rural schools in
10 different towns of Knox County;
and the Summer work of 1941, in
cluding
short
term
Sunday
Schools held on Sundays or week
days. Supplementing all of these
were occasional services in chapels
otherwise closed, home visitation,
and the distribution of devotional
literature.
Sunday Schools

Clark Island Primary School
Spruce Head School, and South
Hope School, because Sunday
Schools were available to pupils,
and in two schools at Burkettville
after the fire.
We are now teaching in 21
schools 26 classes and 435 children,
in the towns of Washington.
Appleton. Hope Union. Warren,
Cushing. Friendship. St. George.
South Thcmaston. and Rockport
'Rock ville 1 Including the schools
discontinued we have taught since
last May in 27 schools with 32
classes reaching thus 526 children.
We have had the seasonal les
sons for Christmas and Easter and
in some of the schools the item
onstration of the flannful effects
of alcohol given by Mrs. Clara
Emery, president of the Rockland

VINALHA’
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Following the lesson oru the
building of tne uuflpie,.. the chil
dren of the l ong Cove School be
gan to attend the St. George’s
Episcopal Chapel as a group, and
have found joy in the experience.
Ten schools qualified for special
certificates 111 1941. with all pupils
above the third gTade completing
all the readings. A Bible was left
this year at each schoolhouse, and
more pupils are douig the work;
150 qualified last year. Dr. Tweedie’s gift of several Bibles lias
been very helpful, and we are look
ing forward to receivmg, a dozen
Bibles promised1 by the Lincoln
Baptist Association.
I cannot speak too highly of Ihe
co-operation of the rural public
school teachers, who supervised
and helped the children all
through the year, and especially in
the final work with the scrap
books, at the time when they were
overloaded with the rationing of
sugar
Our purpose is to reach with
Christian
influence
and
the
Christian message the unchurched
sections of Knox County, through
the church, the schoolhouse, the
home, and the devotional litera
ture, which has been so generous
ly provided by Dr Tweedie and is
read in so many homes.

1

e
T.\.

IMM
;

A

\
Perfume 1.23: 6.00
Toilet W ater 2.30
V\
('.ologne 1.13
Bath Powder,
I'aleuni Sachet, Face Powder,
Bubbling Bathaheen, each 1.00
Talcum 63 . . . Soap .30 . . . Sachet 1.23

It was possible to add South
Hope Sunday School on this cir
cult by the absence of the director
from each of these Sunday Schools
once a month. This lias developed
K
self reliance in the local leaders.
Also combined in a series of charming gift packages
The Clark Island Sunday School
appeared on the pregram, which teachers, we are proud to report,
priced from 1.00 to 3.90.
Phu Tirol Ta* £
was:
carried on their Sunday School
Orchestral numbers by the sym with Mrs. Leslie Milne as leader
phony, witii Albert Marsh of Rock throughout the Summer months of
land leading, "Festival March” by 1941. which freed the director to
Mendelssohn, and Tosellis Sere organize a Sunday School at South
nade; address by Mrs. Strout; song Hope. Also, although the director
by Joan Vinal of Thomaston; piano attended, the teachers planned,
solo by Joyce Butler; chorus num prepared, and conducted the An
bers; "Days of Long Ago ” and "’Tis nual Community Christmas Serv
of Summer We Sing;’ duet, "Sleepy ice and the Easter Service. The
Holiow Tune, by Patty Moody and altere*;t and attendance has been
Mary Norwood; chorus. Go Down gOOd
Moses.” slave hymn; solo by Miss
The South Hope Sunday School
Laverne Patterson of Thomaston: began June 15, 1941 at the Advent
piano duet, "Star of Hope,” Mrs. Christian Chapel. It haa reached
Ltuie Rogers of Rockland and Anita directly 40 people in the village.
Robinson; harmonica solo by Arthur Rev. John Ames preached twice by
Jenkins; girls' trio, “Lullaby Time," invitation. A choir has been
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
by Anita Robinson, Dale Messer, formed.
and Alice Kenniston; orchestra
AIEW HARBOR
The South Thomaston Sunday
group. Two Guitars” and "National School held a fine record of at
Carl Gilford is building a house
Medley,” and the “Star Spangled tendance through the Summer on the lot next to the Gcsnold
Banner.’”
months. Many Summer visitors Arms.
Accompanists were, Mrs. Strout. joined us.
Ralph Cline’s truck,
Mrs. Annie E. Gardner of Cam
Mrs Mildred Berry and Mrs Carrie and our Association car provided bridge, Mass., arrived Thursday to
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
Smith
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
transportation to and from Sun spend the Summer at her cottage.
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
day School for 24 different persons
Maynard McFarland has returned
small words to a line.
SOUTH THOMASTON
from rural outlying districts. An home frcm Miles Memorial HospiSpecial Notice:
All “blind ads" so called L e. advertise
Miss Dorothy Ripley who spent old fashioned family picnic was tai, Damariscotta, after a two-week
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
three weeks at her home here, went held in July near Ash Point with stay for an appendectomy.
60
present.
Three
young
people
Glenn
Rittenberg
cf
Chicago,
was
last Tuesday to Montpelier, Vt.
The Women's Service Club met united with the South Thomaston week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Church in March.
Robert Search.
The Association concluded its
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Brackett
Elizabeth Babb A quilt was award
SMALL hlack dog lost, white chest.
1931 FORD Model a metor a fnr
ox i
___ x____ L r A ‘ Or
ed to Mrs. Archie Racklilffe. The work with the South Thomaston and family of Boston visited rela ' nrlor nloocx, nntlf,,
garage, Limero k
Sunday
School
May
5.
1942,
as
tives here over the week-end.
next meeting will be May 27’ at
BLACK billfold lost neaf Strand St.
55*57
the
school
now
feels
ready
to
carry
Dr and Mrs. Charles E. Helah of Theatre Liberal reward if left at THE
the home of Mrs Bragg.
TULIPS
for
sale.
50c
a
doz
also
COURIER-GAZETTE office
55*57
narcissus reasonably priced
p
h.
Edward Hopkins is ill with pneu on with Rev F Ernest Smith, of Bath arrived May 8 to spend the
PALADINO. 49 Summer St.. Tel 1263.
monia and Ls being cared for by Rockport, as the leader of the Summer at their cottage “Charlene"
__________ _1__________________________ 55-56
church.
Mrs. Stella Elwell.
Miss Regina Thomas cf Bcstor
PAIR 6-year old mules for sale also
farm machinery: brown Water Sniniei
The Hope Comer Sunday School, spent the week-end at the T.r ma
The teachers of this community
pups.
RAYMOND GENTHNER. W .1
FURNISHED room to let Modem doboro.
55*57
attended the funeral Thursday of started by MLss McKmghc has cottage.
conveniences. 24 State St., tut 590 W
~30-FT
carried
on
with
only
friendly
con

55*57
Mrs.
E.
Standish
Young
is
visit

Mrs. P L. S Morse in Thcmaston.
it Palmer engine end equipment.
5-ROOM apartment to let. second MRS ROY V srMPSON, Criehaven.
Mrs. Arnos Norton and Mrs. A. F. tacts with the director. They ing relatives in St Stephens, Can.
Me
floor
Adults
only
Cor
Warren
and
would like to have in the future
,
55*57
Chester Poole and E. Standish Main Sts Tel. 986-J C. A. HAMIL
Graves also were present
1938 PORD V 8 coaxih for sale, gcod
monthly
visits
at
the
Sunday
TON.
29
Chestnut
St.
55-57
Young have returned from a fishing
Jesse Sleeper and son Jesse who
condition. 5 good tires Price rl-’ht.
HEATED apartment to let. 4 rooms MIKE ARMATA. 21 Brewster St. 54*59
trip in the Mcosehead region.
have been ill, are much unproved. School hour.
and bath, all modern Electric stove
EASTMAN folding Kodak for sale?
Summer is “open season" for
Cheever Prentice Jr. is ill with garage, garden space Separate en
MaynaTd Dean, who died in Port
1 S'ijO’l,; also Brownie 2I4\3|4
trance
355 Broadway, TEL
1067-J
TEL_679-R,____________
54-56
land recently, was a native of this short term Sunday Schools and oc bronchitis.
after 5 p m.
55.57
casional
religious
services
where
SINGLE
and
double
houses
for
-ale
Miss Edna Boynton and Miss
place, only son of William and Lydia
HEATED apt.. 4 or 8 rooms, to let; to Camdeh. Rockport. Rockland Owls
the
chapels
are
usually
closed.
A
Marilyn Gifford visited Friday in also 2 heated separate bed rooms tine Head, and Thomaston. Cottages at
Dean. He was related to many of
location tn Thomaston Apply 13 Dunn lake and seashore Desirable rents $15the families here and was descended direct result of the Sunday School Portland with Mrs. Albert E. Brewer St
L. A. THURSTON
or TEL. 153. Thomaston.
55*57 $35 per month.
in
Razorville
has
been
a
monthly
Tel 1159. City
54.tr
Mrs. E. A. McFarland and Mrs.
from the early settlers of this place.
FURNISHED apartment to let at
service
at
the
Razorville
Chapel
IN
Rockville.
7-room
house
for
Mabel Duplisey were Friendshin 21 Talbot Ave, Tel 678 M. MRS C F ln first class condition. 3'2 acressa'e*
His early boyhood was spent here
of
SIMMONS.
54-56
sponsored
by
this
Association,
con

land, frui^ trees, electric lights, city
visitors Thursday.
and it was here that he came each
unfurnished apartment to water, cerrieted cellar, hardwood floors
Mrs. Arlene McFarland has em let5-ROOM
Summer. A genial, kindly man. he ducted by religious leaders in ad
Fine view of hills and Chickawaukie
at 26 Talbot Ave
TET
1158-W
joining
towns,
and
loyally
sup

(Tolman homei Or exchange
54-56 Pond
ployment at McFarland’s Grocery
was greatly liked by all who knew
f"r -mall house In Rockland
F H
ported
by
boys
and.
girls
of
Che
54-55
YATES cottage at Owls Head to let, WOOD Court House. Rockland
Mrs. Blanche Irving has arrived
him. Survivors are his wife and'
for month of July; 16 acres, all con
school. The at her home for the Summer
DINING
tab'e
for
sa'e
also
2
-mil
son Those from here who attended | Razorville public
vinces Tnqulre at OWLS HEAD POST tsble.s. Iran bed piano stool
TFI.
OFFICE.
54*56 143 M. 22 Maple St.
54*56
the funeral in Portland were GiLford chapel at Stickney's Corner was
opened
for
one
service,
and
also
ONE apartment and rooms to let.
FIVE. good, young horses for sale
Butler, Joseph Baum and Clifford
UNION
TEL. 1328-M 29 Beech St.
53 55 will work single or double One -addie
the Mountain Schoolhouse at
Dennison
The Vose Library will be open
horse
MURDICK CRAMER
W-shROOM to let with bath. tet. 22-M
North Washington.
Ington, Me______________ ______ ____ 54.^
53-55
Friday. May 29. from 2.30 to 5 p. m., 235 Broadway.
Summer is also open season for
CHL stove. 5-burner for sale in
7-ROOM partially furnished house sulated oven. Ivory and black
$15
ST. GEORGE
home visitation, especially in lo as the regular day Saturday, is a to let at 120 Camden St., bath, full TEL.
38-12 ____________ _
54*56
view harbor, near church, school, i
Victor Dennison announces the calities inaccessible in Winter or holiday.
SMALL
furnished
home
for
sale
mile to Post Office, on Rt 1. Write
engagement of his daughter Velma. mud season, and as the director's
P O BOX 893. Rockland
53-55 with excellent water supply cheap
Inquire of .81 E BROADWAY. Derry.
4 ROOM apartment to let. all mod N H
Rgsp. to Albert W Hastings, son of schedule is so full during the
54*59
em
Apply at CAMDEN AND ROCK
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hastings of school year. We have a Knox
LLNCH rbom. ready for occupancy
LAND WATER CO . Tel 634
50-tf
aLsT household furnishings for saie
South Hope Miss Dennison Ls em County Cradle Roll with 35 babies,
h'L'KNISHED apt., 3 rooms, fine con MRS F BOHN 12 Clarendon St 54-56
WOMAN wanted -for general house
dition
Suitable
for
couple;
references
ployed at Mr. and Mrs. Everett to whom the director sends birth work and care of -mall baby Tel 30. required; no transients; garage if de
BULK hay for saie; also electric
MRS
KARL
STETSON
Elm
St..
Humphrey’s in Glen Cove and Mr. day cards and tries to call on the Thcmaston.
55-57 sired C A EMERY Tel 436-M 50 tf ml.k cooler. Apply MRS A T LOW
Tel. 524-J. 219 Talbot Ave.
53*55
3-ROOM
furnished apt.
to
let,
Hastings works for Frank J. Wiley mothers. It is hard for the direc
DRFSSERS chairs and tables want adults. Inquire 12 Warren St. or 11
FOX Terrier puppies and Laundrlalso mattresses
Rt. 1, BOX 49 James St
Tel
49-tf ette washing machine for sale.
in Camden. No date has been set tor to accept the limitation of ed;
Warren. Me
_
55*57
566-J. GUY JOHNSON. Lake Ave
4-ROOM
unfurnished
apartment
to
for the wedding.
tune, strength, and gasoline, to
ONE-horse- hay rake wanted TEL. let at 48 Grace St., all modem, adults ________________________ __ __________ 53 55
Lewis Robinson called Sunday on parish work among young mothers, 479-W*
54 56 only TEL. 133 .
47-tf
ADDING machines and cash rewisters; typewriters and all types of office
Owen Chaples at Clark Island.
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. tet
the aged, the ill, the bereaved,
MANS bicycle wanted, in good con
machines repaired at lowest prices.
46-tf One late model bookkeeping cash
MLss Sally Robinson and guest
dition Light weight English type pre 579 W MRS FLORA COLLINS
MLss Priscilla Dugas of Lisbon Falls where there is no other pastoral ferred Write ' R" care 'of CourierUNFURNTSHED apt to let. 4 rooms register for saie, gaxage model Book
Gazette
«
54-56 and bath. Inquire 12 Knox St . TEL
keeping system.- and supplies
J W
visited Mr and Mrs. J. C. Robinson attention in Knox County.
156-W.
46-tf THQM.AS Tel. 973-W______________ 53*55
PRESERVING
tars
and
Clothes
the past weekend.
Elementary Schools
HOUS BHOI D furnishings for saie
wringer wanted MRS R. B KUSIZOT
Mrs. Ada Jenkin. who has been
B J CRTPHENDEN West Main St .
54*56
Religious instruction for one- 12 Knox St Rockland.
Thomaston.
53 55
confined to the house with a cold,
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
is able to be out again.
PHILCO-gas
range
t6!i
and
”
Flor

half hour every two weeks is given cal'ed
and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ence end heater with hot water coM.
Mrs Annie Kinney, who is em at present by the director in 22 ING 19forBirch
St.. Tel. 212-W
48-tf
FURNITURE
for
sale,
suitable
for
nmplete
835
for
sale
TEI,
Camd-n
ployed in Camden, spent last week
Summer cottage; also old buttons 6^5______________________ _ _______
53-55
rural schools, where all or a part
GIRL 'wanted for general house TEL 786-M
end at her home here
55.57
30-POOT power boat for sale, 8't
work.
Apply
26
Rankin
St
,
MRS
Mr and Mrs. Afred Hocking, Er of the pupils are unable to attend LAURENCE MILLER
MAN'S bicycle for sale, nearly new foot beam, good condition Price $250
54 56
Hobart meat grinder market size 239 ORAM H SIMPSON. Criehaven. Me.
dine Hocking and Arnold Hocking ' Sunday School In some schools
Main St.. ARTHUR SMALLEY
55*57
__________________ ______ _______ 53*58
attended the graduation exercises where there are many small chil
DRESSERfi'it; and mirror for -ale.
LARGE tenement and barn for sale
of Colby College
dren. two classes are held, one for
also Fischer hair dryer, all ln perfect at 55 Mechanic St.. Camden. Buyer
condition Price very reasonable MA
must tear down. Contains much valu
Mrs. Sigurd Olsen was guest the older, and one for the young
BELLE BEAUTY SHOPPE Tel 683-W
able lumber, brick, etc
GILBERT
last Tuesday of friends in Long er children.
REV RUTH MATHIAS. MEDIUM
City
55*57 H.KRMON Tel Camden 713
52-57
Five
questions
and
reading
by
letter.
Cove.
HOUSE trailer for saie or exchange
Send $1, stamped envelope
to 12
FIRST class dark loam for sale.
The schedule has been changed Third
Notify
BERT RCHARD MAKIE. Tel
St Bangor, Me
54*56 for a small truck.
553-M, West
Mr. and Mrs Clyde Grant and ,
. . . .
BRODIS Limerock St Rockport 55*57
feadow Rd.______
49*60
daughters called last Tuesday eve j30rnewiiat during the past year,
LAWN mowers sdarpened Called for
ONE
cherry
dining
table
and
eight
I
SEEDS
—
of
all
kinds
at
the
oldest
JO6EPH
BUTLER.
ning on Mr and Mrs. Percy Jones.
have entered the Union and delivered
MRS GERTUDE STUDLEY seed store In the city C C TIBBETTS
53*55. chairs
Schools, holding two classes in the Thomaston
4H tf
West End Thomaston.
55*57 288 Main St.
REMOVAL NOTICE
lunch room for the unchurched
.
to,p loam for '’aJe
WILLIAM
OWL’S HEAD
Rockland Radiator has moved to
None of the strikes called since ANDERSON Tel. 23-W. West Meadow
children of Union, who have not Augusta
Rad
ui
tor
Shop.
6
Bowman;
55
________________________________
50*55 57
Mrs. Howard Albertson, Jr. of
hr service to old and new cus Pearl Harbor have been authorized
had this instruction, since their 24
DAY-old
cockerels,
for
sale
$5 per
tomers
AUGUSTA
RADIATOR
6 by national offices of any union.
Haddonfield. N J is caring for her
hundred
Tel. 532. H. W. LITTLE. 360
outlying schoolhouses were closed. Bowman. Augusta. Me
53*55
mother, Mrs Florence Dyer, who is
As dried fruit is usually soaked Broadway _________________________ 48 tf
We have also accepted the invi
MEDIUM Two questions answered before cooking, save the soaking
PRESSED hay for sale. $20 at the
Ul.
by letter Send stamped envelope. 25c.

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

TO LET

WANTED

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

tation to enter the three elemen

CotnPany Rockland, Maine
______
Chocolate or coffee stains can be tary schools at Appleton village.
E R KEN E
removed
by laundering the material Some of these pupils attended the
City Cleric
Burkettville two-room schoolhouse
53 T M and bleaching with chlorine.

I Tuesday-Friday

W. L. MERRIAM. Union. Tel.
water to cook the fruit in. thereby- 7barn.
3
__________ ___________________ 46 tf
saving much of the food value of
* H. hard coal. egg. atove. nut
•15 50 per ton del. Nut size and run
LIGHT trucking.
waste removal; the fruit.
eewlng machine repairing.
LEROY
New River »oft. not a-reev-d
Glass ties for railroads were pro
YATSON. Tel. 314-W.
50*55
•J®“ ton del M. B
C. O. FERRY.
posed and tested in WOO.
•
319 Mala S»„ Tai. 417.
48-«
RUTH MATHIAS, 12 Third St.. Ban
gor. Me
29*50

a

I All patriotic orders a
fneet Thursday at G:
gooms to make wreath,
©rial Day. It will be
Session. Those not m
take box lunch.
I "We" met Wednesd.c
■Villiany Lawry. Subj«
Cu-sion was "What n|
Christ have on our e
tun and modern life.'

served
4-H Clul:
Willllf 1
Weilii* -day night with
Miss Mary Maker.
John Ritchey who
guest at “The Moors'
nesday to Larchmont.
Mrs. Frank Small ar
Mrs Clyde Bickford
’Thursday from Rocklail
Mrs. Janette John!
Wednesday in Rocklail
Those attending Ei
Grand Ledge tliis wee
Ida Libby Mis. Cora Pi
Mi Eleanor Gregory
Miss Doris Russell
Friday at bridge. Tho|
Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist
Libby. Miss Helen Ol
Phyllis Black. Mrs. Bet I
Mrs Dorothy Clay tei
Ami Carvei Higlitest
to Mrs. Gilihrisl; low<
Orcutt Lunch was set
Lyford Philbrook of
Reserves, who was gut 1
Slope Farm during hi
returned Wednesday to
Mrs. Florence Gross
sou. Glenn Mcl.augtilm
urday from Dan ort li
Gross attended his 1
from High School
N Cook Sholes rel ml
day from Belfast.
Mas
Mar.hal Coon
Saturday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. B E.
Worcester. Mass.. cam<
and are guests of Mr
Ralph Cla.vter.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley
returned frcm Togus
accompanied Mrs. Pol
Leonard Swears.
Mrs. George Lawry
Saturday from Rocklan
Mrs. Maine Gray. ret|
urday Irom Belmont,
The local W P.A. has
William Peppard of
Mass, aiid Richard Rc
mont, Mass, have been
ipast week of Mr. and
monel Webster. They
home Sunday.
The American Legion
met Friday at the Le;
and made wreaths for
Day Supper was served
The address of Pvt Ci
is Company C 17th P N
I., fifth regiment. Fort
Ala
Patriotic orders mart
day to Union Church
o’clock service, escortci
Vinalhaven Band. J. W
leader, in observance ot
Sunday. Church decor;
beautiful and appropriat
glory and banners of
organizations interspei
©pi ing flowers. Specie
were sung by the choir
tion by quartet Gertrt
Flavilla Anderson, Har
and David Duncan. Or
Louise Burgess. Rt ’
Mitchell, pastor delivei
address, his subject
The attendance wa
large
Memorial Day cxerci:
Observed
by
Wood
Coombs Post, A L.
Gettysburg Camp,
other patriotic orders
forenoon graves will
in these cemeteries; Bay
■erwood’s Neck. Oc
Coombs. Brown's Head.
. At 1.15 a column wi
front of Memorial hall
der: A E. Libty, Mars)
Maven Band, J. W Kil
Metor; Spanish War
American Legion, Vau
sCu, Commander; Gettyau V.. James Calderw
s, ander; Sons of Ameril
lorman Johnson, C
•old' Star Mothers. Fi
Veterans' widows, Schoi
m charge of teachers
to John Carver cemetei
r|te graves of departed
•ience to waterfront
Ploint. to scatter flowe
■ater in memory of
•des, under direction
•eadley; thence to c»olc|
■ent for Memorial
d- corate in memory* ot
•ever returned; thenc*
Mai hall to break rank
lumn will form in ft
on hall and march
onument to perform
treat, followed by
inalhaven Band. J. W
ader. All citizens are
s'ist in exercises of thi
Robert Wadswo
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Chapter Chairmen of the Ame-iAll patriotic orders are invited to can Red Cross have received the
ieet Thursday at Grand Army following letter regarding “Safe
oms to make wreaths for Mem- guarding Military Information"
lal Day. It will be an all day from Chairman Ncrman H. Davis:
The War Department has found
sion. Those not solicited will
it necessary to issue directives to its
ke lx)x lunch.
cwn personnel to assure the cor
We" met Wednesday with Mrs. rect handling of military informa
iJliain Lawry. Subject for dis- tion toy all persons concerned. The
1 ion was "What influence did following instructions diave been
in-conference with the
liiiist have on our economic sys 'developed
military authorities and while they
n and modern life." Lunch was are Issued primarily for observance
by Red Crass personnel, engaged di
•ved.
■ Winner 4-H Club will meet rectly in Service to the Armed
Forces they should be carefully con
• dn'‘•day night with its leader, sidered
by all other members cf the
, Mary Maker.
| National Organization and Chapter
John Ritchey who was recent staffs who may from time to time
est at "The Moors" went Wed- I ccme into the possession cf certain
information of a military nature by
jfcsday to Larchmont, N. Y.
reason of their Red Cross employ
■Mrs. Frank Small and daughter ment.
l<i .
Clyde Bickford returned
Obviously the Red Cross must
scrupulously observe the same pre
Thursday from Rockland.
cautions followed by the personnel
Mis. Janette Johnson visited .of
the War and Navy Departments
We dnesday in Rockland.
I with reference to the safeguarding
Those attending Eastern Star of military information and the use
Grand Ledge this week ane Mrs. 'thereof. Certain of our personnel
Id.1 Libby. Mrs. Cora Peterson and will be mere Intimately in touch
I with’matters affecting and affected
IT
Eleanor Gregory
by our inilitairy effort but all should
■ Miss Doris Russell entertained be familiar with the following in
Fl; lay at bridge. Those present: structions:
■ ib. Andrew Gilchrist, MLss LouLse | Do not discuss numbers cf ships,
troops, aircraft, trains or trucks of
Li bby. Miss Helen Orcutt, Miss the armed forces.
Fli Ills Black. Mrs. Betty Bragdon, I Do not mention, except to those
Dorothy Clayter and Mrs. authorized to receive it, any infor
Inn Carver. Hightest honors went mation on Task Force numbers,
Task Force commandt s, or code
Mrs. Gilchrist; lowest to Miss Designations, names or numbers.
Ircutt. Lunch was served.
I Do not associate any Army Post
Lyford Philbrook of U. S. Naval Office iA.P.O.) number. Task Force
•serves, who was guest at Sunny number, code designation, names or
destinations. In ether words, never
Hope Farm during his furlough use any two or more of these desig
_ turned Wednesday to hLs ship.
nations in combination.
Mrs. Florence Gross and grandDo not, at any time, mail letters
11. Glenn Mcl.aughlin. came Sat send telegrams, or accept messages
for transmittal fcr any troops who
day from Danforth where Mrs. 1 are
enroute from one point to an
■ ross attended his graduation other.
| Do not discuss military or naval
ft,mi High School.

it

banning gift puckageo
Z'/uJ tedual ,

'A

i

'*z.

In

4-.

Cook Sholes returned Satur- forces, their armaments or equip
ment.
lrom Belfast.
I Do not mention plans and fore

Marshal Coombs visited casts or orders foi future operations,
j whether known or surmized.
■.Iurday in Rockland.
Do not mention marks used for
0 Mr. and Mrs. B. E. McElroy of ' identification
of baggage or maWorcester, Mass., came Saturday terial.
aj.d are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Do not mention shipments of sup
plies to overseas stations.
•alph Clayter.
p Mr and Mrs. Charles Polk have I Do not discuss any destination,
returned frcm Togus where they known or surmized ,of Red Cross
personnel going overseas.
accompanied Mrs. Polk's father, I Do not discuss the strength,
(character, cr importance cf any
lionard Swears.
■ Mrs. George Lawry returned .units to which Red Cross personnel
are assigned.
Se turday from Rockland.
Before sending letters, telegrams,
'Mrs. Mame Gray, returned Sat cablegrams, or radiograms bearing
upon the coordinated movement of
urday lrom Belmont, Mass.
■Tile local W P.A. has been closed. Red Cross personnel with military
ascertain frcm the prepe
■William Peppard of Lexington. ;units,
military authority interested in tiie
Mu s ahd Richard Ross of Bel particular subject what informa
mont, Mass, have been guests the tion can be sent and how it should
past, week of Mr. and Mrs. Ray be worded.
mond, Webster. They returned 1 When serving with troeps outside
ithe United States, ascertain from
home Sunday.
the ccmmandlng officer tc Ahnm
The American Legion Auxiliary ycu are assigned, the information
■ct Friday at the Legion Home to be forwarded when di'ecting hew
■ui made wreaths for Memorial ipail or supplies should be sent to
you.
■ay. Supper was served.
‘ D; not mention towns or loca
■ The address of Pvt. Calvin Vinal tions in connection with military
I3 Company C 17th PN G.. Bn. B. organizations outside Continental
I. fifth regiment, Fort McClellan, United States.
| Do not discuss military transpor
Da.
tation facilities such as railways,
Patriotic orders marched Sun- roads, etc., w’hich may be handling
y to Union Church at the 11 military material.
Urge y:ur friends back home not
lock service, escorted by the
to publish your letters in the news
nalhaven Band. J. W. Kittredge,
papers.
ader, in observance of Memorial
Do not forward undeveloped
indav. C'uirch decorations were film of any operations. Photo
autiful and appropriate with old graphs and negatives may be sent
if approved by the censer.
bry and banners of the several only
Red Cress personnel serving with
ganizations interspersed with the military forces should refer to
Ring flowers. Special anthems Army Regulations 380-5 “Safe
re sung by the choir and selec- guarding Military Infermation.”
and become fully conversant with
011 by quartet Gertrude Sellars,
same.
llavilla Anderson. Harry Coombs
All Red Cross personnel are cau
id David Duncan. Organist was tioned to be continually on the alert
juise Burgess.
Rev. Charles and should they observe actions of
a suspicious nature, they should re
.tchell. pastor delivered a fine fer the matter to their superior Red
idress. his subject "Witnesses." Cr;ss officers for appropriate acts
he attendance was unusuallyby the military or civil authorities.
e
Memorial Day exercises will oe Wadsworth. 39, were held Satur
Ibserved
by
Woodcock-Cassie- day at the Headley funeral home.
’oombs Post, A. L., assisted by Rev. W. J. Hutchison officiating.
ettysburg Camp. S.U.V. and Mr. Wadsworth was bom in this
ther patriotic orders. In the town, son of Mr. and Mrs. Parker
renoon graves will be decorated Wadsworth. He was employed at
. these cemeteries: Bay View. Cai- the Grimes fish plant.
e: wood's
Neck, Ocean
ViewK
He is survived by his wife Ernebombs. Brown's Head, Pool’s Hill line Law-ry Wadsworth; daughters
At 1.15 a column will form in Elsa and Helen; sons Paiker, Ar
nt of Memorial hall in this or- nold. Vernard Dexter and sisters;
•r: a E. Libby, Marshal; Vinal- Mrs. Marion Sloane of Vermont.
iven Band. J. W. Kittredge, di- Mrs. Helen Johnson of Rockland.
or; Spanish War Veterans; Mrs. Blanch Davidson and Mrs.
nerican Legion, Vaughn John- M^bel Oakes of this town. Mrs.
Coinmander; Gettysburg Camp. Minnie Beckman, Portsmouth, N.
U V. James Calderwood. Coin- H.. Mrs. Dora Staples. Springfield.
nder; Sons of American Legion, Mass.
rman Johnson, Commander;
There were many beautiful floral
Id Star Mothers. Fathers and offerings. Interment wus in Cum
erans’ widows, Schocl Children mings cemetery. The bearers were
charge of teachers and March Lyford Philbrooks. Ivan Calder
John Carver cemetery to deco- wood. Mont Oakes, and Alfred
e graves of departed comrades, Hall.
ence to waterfront at Smith's
Those from out of town who at
;nt. to scatter flowers on the tended the services were: Mr. and
a ter in memory of Naval Coin- Mrs. John Beckman of Portsmouth.
■ Mrs.
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EFFECTIVE

v
IT COSTS
>t to exceed three lines Infor 5V cents. Additional
cents for three times. Five

so called 1. e. advertlsebe sent to The C’ourierInts additional.

FOR SALE
Bl FORD Model a motor A for
tr< od condition; also other parts
|OREN 1OVNGS garage. Limero'k
___________________________ 55*57
I IPS for sale 50c n doz • also
lissug reasonably priced
p
H.
ADINO 49 Summer St. Tel. 1263."
_________ ______________ 55 * 56
\IR 6-year old mules for sale, also
machinery, brown Water Spaniel
RAVMOND CrtNTHNKR W .1_________ 55*57
F i power boat for sale, with or
liout P.ilnn i engine end equipment
ROY V SIMPSON. Crlehuven.
55*57

*3K fori) v n
tch for sale, gcod
dltl n 5 good tires Price rp’ht.
IE ARMATA. 21 Brewster St. 54*59
VSTMAN folding Kodak for sale?
1 2l4’(31,; also Brownie 2l4x3l,
' ®_________________ _______54-56
INOI E and double houses for sale.
Oamdert. Rockport. Rockland. Owls
n
and
I’liomasUn. Cottages at
and seashore Desirable rents $15p"i month
L A THURSTON.
1159, City.__________ 54-tf
Rockville. 7-room house for sale.
ndlvion 3>_. acres of
:1 fruit trees electric lights, city
•’’•’ ( tmeted cellar hardwood floors,
e view ol hills and Chickawaukie
id
* Pulman heme) Or exchange
'
In Rockiand. F. H
'on Court House. Rockland. 54-55
dNINo tab'e fcr sale; also 2 srmll
iron bed piano stool.
TEL
M. 22 Maple St
54*56
I\F. good, young horses for sale.
ttork single or double One saddle
f
MURDICK CRAMER,
Washton Me_______
54-56
,l!- ' '
5-burner. fur suie to
uted oven. Ivory und black
$15
38 12
________________ 54*56
iMAl.I. furnished home for sale

•i

excellent

water supply;

cheap.

1 uire of 81 E BROADWAY. Derrv,
H_______________________ 54*59
I Nt H room, ready for occupancy;
ts

;. ‘sehold furnishings for sale,
F Bohn 12_Clarendon St 54-56

II I-K

' ij ■ >r sale, also electric
\ 'PP;V MRS A T LOW.
_524-J 219 Talbot Ave.
53*55
OX I errier puppies and Laundrlc wu-hlng machine for sale.
Tel.
-J OUY JOHNSON Lake Ave
________________ 53 55
iDDINtr machines and cash retrfcs’vpewriters and all types of office
iclimes repaired at lowest prices.
model bookkeeping cash
er for sale garage model Book*
eping systems and supplies
J W.
W. 973-W. __________ 53*55
IOUSBHOI D furnishings for sale.
J CRIPPENDEN West Main St..
53 55
PHILCO-gas range $65?~and~ Plor• end heater with hot water coM.
piplete $35 for sale
TEL. Camden
__________
53-55
lo-F'OOP power boat for sale 8'a
^t beam good condition Price $250.
HAM H SIMPSON. Criehaven. Me.
___________________53*58
..ARtiE tenement and barn for sale
1 > Mechanic St., C.’mden Buyer
tut tear down. Contains much vaiu??> ‘!J’?ber
t>rlek
et"
CULBER’X
ARMO.N Tel Camden 713
52-57

'

class

dark

loam

for

sale.

< HARD MAKIE. Tel. 553-M
West
eadow Rd
49*60
SEEDS of ail kinds at the oldest
ed -tore In the city C C. TIBBETTS
IH Main St
48-tf
322?, '?,p l0am for sale WILLIAM
jNDERso.N Tel 23-W. West Meadow
1(1
_______ _____________ 50*55 57
DAY old cockerels, for sale $5 per
undred
Tel 532. H W. LITTLE. 360
iroadway
48-tf
PRESSED hay for sale. $20 at the
a.rn
w L MERRIAM. Union, Tel.
5
46 tf
H .1141x1 coal- CRB stove, nut
15 50 per ton del. Nut size and run
N>.w R^ver soft, not screened

Wn del M B A C. O PERRY,

19 Maia St„ Tel. 487.

tf-tf

tics. under

direction

An Island Doctor

Ate A Fine Chowder

Chairman Davis Tells How B> Lake Noyes of Stonington Then Friendship’s Volunteer
Military Information
Has Had a Remarkable
Firemen Voted To SJudy
Should Be Safe
Career
First Aid
guarded
Dr. B. Lake Noyes, Stonington
May 14. the 20th meeting cf the

ZN. Z*N
✓N
Zx zx
/s zx
ZS

fz cfov&i

of Joseph

N. H.. Carl Davidson of Bath and

physician, antiquarian, and writer,
whose record of bringing 5003 babies
into the wcrld will probably staen.
up against the record of any dcctor
in the country. For over 40 years
he has served the island tuwns a«
general oractitioner, defying bliz
zards. ice and snow to help the sick
and needy. No stranger to the
vicissitudes of life, lie has per
formed operations under the most
primitive of conditions cn the peo
ples of humble cottages cf lobster
fisliernien, while no’tiieast gales
screeched outside, rattling tiie doors
and windows and piling tons
an
gry water on the granite ledges that
jut cut from the rugged shores
Dr. Noyes was born May 30, 1870,
in Lisbon Falls, the sen cf Dr.
George B. Noyes and Sarah Eliza
beth Lake Ncyes. His father was
surgeon in the 11th Maine Volun
teers in the Civil War, and a di
rect descendant of Nicholas Noyes,
the first to disembar k at Newbury
port. Mass., from the English ship
"Mary and John” in the 17th cen
tury. His sen, the Stoningtsn phy
sician, was graduated lrom the
Bowdoin Medical school in 1895, and
directly folkwing hLs graduation
opened hLs office in Stonington.
He had as colleagues at the time
Dr. George C. Chamberlain, Dr.
Cecil Wasgatt and Dr. Frank Fer
guson. Those were the so-called
herse-and-buggy days, and many
were the times when such mode cf
transportation w.uld have seemed a
luxury.
Since this was even before the
days ol power boats, telephones and
automobiles, to reach his patients
on far cut islands he was obliged to
set sail in fishermen’s boats in
whatevu.’ weather fate chanced to
send. Primitive al*-o was tiie man
ner of summons. When the island
ers rteeded him in an emergency,
they would often light signal fires
on the shores. More than cnce the
doctor nairowiy escaped death when
heavy wind tore away tiie sails of a
sloop, nearly filling it witli churning
icy water. On another cccaskn he
was nearly carried out to sea on an
ice floe at Stinson's Neck.
His initiation to this perilous
sideline to hLs profession began al
most simultaneous witli his practice
on the island. His attention was
called to the intermittent puffs of
smoke from a signal fire cn Mer
chants Island, indicating the im
mediate need cf a physician there.
Undaunted by the mountainous seas
that a strong sou’wester was rolling
up, one on the other. Dr. Noyes set
out in a lobster sloop cwned and
piloted by Bill Hutchinson.
After shipping more salt water
than was good for the safety of the
sloop, they finally made the island,
where the doctor found that the
wife of Matthew Holland was suf
fering from a bad case of blood
poisoning. The case treated, the
two set sail once more for the p’ace
from which they had ccme. But
they found that the gale cn their
outward journey had been merely
practicing. It was now playing for
keeps. On one occasion a moun
tainous sea. aided and abetted by a
heavy blast of wind, turned the
sloop ever so that she lay almcst
flat on the sea. In seme mann«'r
the sloop righted herself, but had
shipped so much water that she was
on the point of foundering. While
the two bailed furiously tc keep the
boat aflcat, the nort was made un
der double-reefed mainsail.
Dr. Noyes aho found that a herse
and sleigh can have its unpleasant
moments. Making his way in this
manner from Ames’ Print t~ Stin
son’s Neck, he had reached a point
about 50 yards frcm shore when
about an acre cf ice on which he
was driving breke away from the
body and started cut to sea. Sizing
up the situation. D\ Noyes lashed
the horse repeatedly and forced the
animal tc jump the salty channel
that was widening even as the horse
was in midair.
Ten years later, in 1C05, he had
become the only doctor cn the i«’nnd
and his was the task of administer
ing to the 4CP0 inhabitants. M«ny
of them came down with the influ
enza epidemic that ran amuck that
year, and Dr. Ncyes literally spent
sleepless weeks doing his rounds.
During his early practice, almcst
every island in the vicinity of Deer
Isle had at least one granite quarry
in operation, and encugh accidents
happened daily in these works to
keep a dozen physicians on the
jump. The doctor recalled that !n
these toocm vears the auarri°^ of
Thcmas & Henry. Eaten, Henry
Rcbbins, Sullivan & Green. Goss &

Volunteer Fire Department of
Friendship was held at the V.F.W.
hall. East Friendship.
An extra fine clam chowder, pre
pared by Kenneth Thompson, Fred
Young and others, wras served to the
17 membe.s present. If the Volun
teers hold enough meetings, there
will be seme delicious chowders
served, as each one seems better
than the last.
A short business meeting followed,
at which it was voted tliat the Vol
unteers should take up the study
of First Aid. Guy Bessey, with the
assistance cf Llewellyn Oliver and
Dr. Platt, will instruct the men.
Guy Bessey and Llewellyn Oliver
have recently received instructors’
certificates, having taken and
passed the Instructor’s Ccurse given
at Rockland High School this
Spring.
The First Aid Meetings will be
held every other week on Thurs
day at 8 p. m.
Tiie first meeting will be held at
Ray’s Upper Hall Thursday 8 p. m.

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Nellie Braizer of Danvers.
Mass, was recent guest of her
mother Mrs. Hattie M. Wotton.
Mrs. Kenneth Winchenpaw and
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver left for New
Bedford, Mass. Friday the 22 where
they will visit for a few days.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met
with Mrs. Hattie M. Wotton Wed
nesday alternoon. A very pleasant
afternoon was spent. Refreshments
were served by the hastess.
Mrs. Josephine Lawry
and
daughter Miss Eda Lawry were in
Waterville and Augusta Thursday
calling on Mrs Nellie Marriner iu
Waterville.
Capt. Zerus Lawry who has been
in ill health is able to walk out
among his neighbors.
Alonzo Walter is in ill health.
Mrs Bianche K. Wallace has re
turned home after spending the
Winter in Lewiston, Me. and Lynn.
Mass.
Miss Nellie Allen has returned
to her heme in Clark’s Island after
being guest of her sister Mrs. Les
ter Simmons.
Corporal Oscar J. Simmons, son
of Mary Simmons of Lawry has
returned to Fort Eustis, Va., after
a 10-day furlough spent with his
mother and friends. Corporal Sim
mons expects a transfer nearer
heme in June.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wotton of
Lynn, Mass, were week-end guests
of their parents Mrs. Mary Wot
ton and Mrs. Blanche Wallace.
Mrs.
Josephine LawTy
and
daughter Eda gave a chicken din
ner in observance of Mrs. Wilbur
A Morse’s birthday at the home
of Mrs. Morse Thursday. Three
birthday cakes graced the table,
mad? by Mrs. Mertie Grover of
Thomastcn. Mrs. Eldcra Miller of
Waldoboro and Mrs. Josephine
Lawry, she received several very
appropriate gifts, also birthday
cards. Those present to enjoy the
dinner were Mrs. Eldora Miller of
Waldoboro, Mrs. Josephine Lawry
and daughter Eda and Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Morse.
Sergeant Hadley Miller who was
on a furlough for a few days visit
with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Bedfield Miller has returned to
Biddeford Pool, Me.
Mr and Mrs. Rav Winchenpaw
and daughter Betty and Miss
Hazel Starrett .spent the week-end
in Portland.

APPLETON RIDGE

Mrs. Ida Mitchell and children are
at the heme of Thomas Williams for
a few days’ visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Jenness Kellar and
family cf Lincolnville wo e recent
callers on Mr. and Mrs. W. M. New
bert.
Week-end guests at the home or
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy N. Moody were
Miss Lucy Mcody of Pittsfield and
Esten Boardman of Jefferson.
Miss Maud Fuller. Mrs. Thomas
Williams and daughters were Rcck
land visitors recently.
George Hustus and son Kenneth
Small, Cas?v & Sherwood. Gran* A- of Kncx were dinner guests Wed
Candage, Gilman Bray, John Mc nesday of Mrs. Beatrice Mcody.
Donald, Russ & Mei ill, F.ank War
Mrs. Julia Mcrse and Lillian
ren, Lafayette Collins and Joseph
Goss were in full ‘wing. Of these, Chaples also Mis. A. H. Moody of
the cnly surviors are these cf Goss, the village were neighborhood call
Regers and Maguire.
ers Sunday.
Dr. Noyes is reported to have
Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport was
been doing x-ray werk longer than
any physician in th£ World today. the speaker Sunday morning at the
In fact, his ofifice has been doing Baptist Chuich.
x-ray work since the year of disceva-y in 1896. He worked with Dr.
CLARK ISLAND
Franklin Robinson of Bowdoin on
the phenomenon, just after descrip
Miss Joyce McCourtie and George
tive data has been released by it£ Darling of Barre, Vt., were recent
German discoverer.
callers on Miss McCcurtie's grand
In addition to the practice of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Mcprofefsicn. Dr. Noyes h»» found the Oourtie. They also visited her
time somewhere to complete 76 cousin. Miss Marion Seavey of Long
volumes of historical material built Cove.
around the early history and settle
Catheryn Caven of Hartford,
ment of the Penobscot Bay. These Conn., recently visited several days
volumes, cr at least such ac he is with relatives and friends here.
not (for the moment working on,
Mr. and Mrs. John Olson of Wor
are safety locked away in what Ls cester, Mass., who spent the past
known as the Pencbscot Bay Ar week here, had as callers Wednes
chives, a granite vault fcr which day Mr. and Mrs. Eric Thorbjornson
many tens of the stene were ex and sen Edward and Mr. and Mrs.
cavated. The vault adjoins his Thomas Melquist of Tenant’s
house, but can be entered only from Harbor.
the outside. This forms the most
Daniel Middleton, David Roberts
complete and mcst extensive his and Oscar Swanson of Vinalhaven
torical covering a h:me area of any are occupying the camps of Maurice
such collection in the United States. Jones.
Dr. Noyes receives injuiries of his
Mrs. Jessie Williams is with her
torical and biographical nature son, and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
fl-om Maine to California, and each Mrs. William Williams cf North
receives a painstaking answer. Sel Weymouth, Mass.
dom is he unable to furnish the de
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Patrick,
sired inlcrmaticn.
who were called to Vinalhaven by

leadley; thence to soldiers Monu- Mrs. Helen Johnson of Rockland.
■■ :it for Memorial services to
orate in memory of those who
SOUTH CHINA
ver returned; thence to MemoHome Guard Units have been
al hall to break ranks at 6 p. m. organized in China and South
umn will form in front of Le China. Home Nursing and First
on hall and march to Soldiers
Aid courses have been completed
Monument to perform service of and a Motor Corps division is
freat, followed by concert by 1 meeting Monday evenings at both
1’.nalhaven Band. J. W. Kittredge, places.
tader. All citizens are invited to
Diphtheria and small pox clinics
Dr. Noyes has some time since
• ist in exercises of the day.
have been held for all the schools. passed his 70th birthday, and still
services

for

I

MONHEGAN

In Guayaquil

Robert

Buy

liquor to take,—still haa his first gor Commercial.

insisted tliat site Mas beui£ liatin
ted. Though everyone thought she
had hallucinations, she finally

Miss Jessie Dunbar and Rich
ard Matthews of Massachusetts
persuaded the police that there
American bomber plane the follow have arrived for the Summer.
was something) wrong. Inspector
ing day.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Knowlton
Fuller
sent the shrewd and per
As we walked around town we of Manchester. N. H. are enjoying
sonable nurse-detective, affection
found a number of houses which a vacation in their cottage.
ately known as "Miss Pinkerton,"
had collapsed. In sofne, many were
Banes Stanley of Brunswick, re
to the Fairbanks mansion, and
killed and in cne other all were cently visited his parents Mr. and
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
she
appeared just in time for a
killed. All the wooden and bamboo Mrs. William Stanley.
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
murder,
or, rather, the first mur
9 a. m. to 8 30 p m.
constructed stood the quake but all
Capt. George Gilbert of New’ Every week-day;
• • • •
der.
This
Is Mrs. Rinehart’s first
iron and concrete constructed suf Harbor bought lobsters here last Books are yours.
Within whose silent chambers trea "Miss Pinkerton” story in some
fered some damage if they did not week.
sure lies
years, and her re-appearance is
crumble. The latter was the fault Mrs. Isabelle Cartwright of Phil Preserved
from age to age; more
far
sure to please her host of fans.
of construction and poor engineer adelphia, has opened her new Than precious
that accumulated store of gold
Trouble
is my master by Darwin
And
orient
gems
which
for
a
day
of
ing. The same building our mana cottage. Mrs. Cartwright will be
need.
Teilhet.
ger and wife were killed In was on the island until late Fall.
The sultan hides deep In ancestral
Pirates, constables and Tories all
owned by tiie same man who lost Francis Wilde, grandson of These tombs
hoards of truth you can un
play parts in this unique, roman
another building, everybody in it George Leonnard has returned
lock at will.
Wordsworth
tic. exciting and amusing novel of
being killed. Not only is the most home.
The library has Just added to
America
111 1805. Two years be
of the cement very poor that is
Capt. and Mrs. Ford Davis went its biographical collection "The
fore Fulton's “Clermont" sailed
made here, but the contractor Tuesday to New Harbor on the
1 Bunker Genealogy’’ by Edward C. the Hudson, Oliver Evans drove a
thinks nothing of making this con seiner Njorth. Other passengers
Moran, Jr. In hi9 book Mr. Mo steam propelled amphibean mon
crete mixture about 10 or 12 to one. were: Everett Carter and Everett
ran has traced the ancestry and
Most of the buildings we looked Wincapaw. Capt. and Mrs. Davis descendants of Benjamin 3 (James ster through the streets of Phila
at that had fallen or were damaged will be at Pemaquid Point for sev 2, James 1) Bunker. Thc book delphia and into the Delaware.
Around this episode in the life of
were only the m;st modern and re eral weeks.
is dedicated to Mrs. Edward C.
an
inventor, the author has built
cently built. The bamboo in this
Mrs. Lucy Davis of Port Clyde, Moran, mother of the author "and
particular area are still standing. ' arrived recently. Mrs. Davis will whose picture is the frontispiece the thoroughly fictional stcry of
The rents have now gone up cn be employed at the Trailing Yew. of the book. We are delighted to this Bingham family, and because
the adobe and bamboo buildings and
George Leonnard recently made a add this fine work to our Genea it will help them to foget the
present for awhile, many readers
the most modern concrete buildings trip to the mainland to meet Mrs. logical shelf.
are going to welcome this book.
you can rent for your own price. Leonnard. They will be at Mon
God runs my business by Albert
Just as soon as this town has an hegan store all Summer.
W. Lorimer, is the story of R G. The making of tomorrow by Raoul
,
other bad fire it will be the reverse.
Capt. Earl Field and Adolph LeTourneau, a Christian layman de Roussy de Sales.
This book ranges over Ihe sub
It is now May 16,. All day long Stevens will carry the mail for an who is devoting his time, talents
you can see people being carried in indefinite period. Until June 1 they and money to the spreading of the jects of Nationalism. Pacifism,
their caskekta, to the burial grounds. will leave the island at 9 o'clock Gospel. The book is a gift of Mr. Germany, America and the rest
of the world, with the vision, and
I counted six in one procession.
in the morning, going to Thom and Mrs. Maurice Snow
Since the first quake we have had aston — weather pennitting —
During the Children’s Spring understanding of a truly brilliant
eight distinct shocks or rumbles you making one trip daily. After June Book Festival, May 10 16, the li international interpreter. The At
could feel. One of these woke me 1 they will make two trips daily.
brary displayed new children's lantic Monthly says, "Not since
out of a sound sleep.
Fred Townsend will manage the books. The festival is similar to Lord Bryce's “American Common
In some tewns the whole tewn has Monhegan store in the absence the Bock Week which is held in wealth” lias there been a scrutiny
been wiped out. In one of these vil of Douglas and Harry Odom, who the Fall, when the new Fall books of onr American way of life com
lages there was some kind o f a are serving in the Navy and’ Army. are displayed for a week. The parable to that wliicli this author
meeting in a church. The roof fell
Capt. Earle Starrett recently books cn display maya be reserved has put in his book "The Making
in and killed everybody in it.
called here in his new boat Mon and will be ready fm- circulation of Tomorrow’.’’
The Children by Nina Fedorova.
One American and his wife were hegan. Pa&sengers were: Mrs. Star on Monday, May 18.
This novel, which is very like
going into the movie here. They rett and son Paul. Mrs. Albert iLaNew books added to the adult
had just bought their ticket and San. Fred Burgess, manager of department during the month:
"The Family" Is the story of Lida,
were standing on the sidewalk be the Knox Hotel, Thomaston, James Flight to Arras by Saint-Exupery. who. with her mother, are ttie
yond the arcade when the clock on Tompson of Massachusetts, Lor
Tiie author of "Wind, sand and only members of the family now
top of the building fell and plunged raine Richardson and a friend, stars" has written another fascin living in Trentsln. Jimmy the
through the sidewalk missing them Mrs. Linwood Cushman of Port ating and extraordinary bock aris American boy she loves, lias gone
by inches. Another woman who had Clyde and Vernon Burton. A sec ing out of his experiences and re back to America, and while -lie
just berne a baby in the clinic that ond trip was made out to the island flections of the past two years waits, a forgotten great singer
was a total less grabbed her baoy and passengers were Ira Acorn and when he was a pilot in the French trains .Lida’s lovely voice. There
and got outside the building before Mrs. Fred Burgess. A new truck Aimy air corps, especially of those is hardship in the bock but little
it fell. Another family of 10 in was brought out here for the Mon final
shattering
days.
when, dispair, there is pity for others but
hegan
store,
also
the
Island
Inn
the same building was killed while
though defeat was certain, the little self-pity, if you have read
"The family" you wil) enjoy “The
truck
which
had
been
moved
last
cne of the younger sons just started
fliers of France fought on.
Children"
as well.
Fall
to
the
mainland
for
repairs.
Northern
Nurse
by
Elliott
Merrick.
to enter the building when it fell.
A
remarkable
personal
narrative,
In any of these towns there is no Vernon Burton returned to Rock
In the years of our Lord by Man
ual Komroff.
such thing as organization or co land on the Monhegan, taking his the exciting, authentic story of
Australian Kay Austen, the au
A book to break upon a waroperation in getting things done. truck along with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Evans, thor’s wife who went to Labrador torn world, a reminder that the
Almost everybody does as he wants.
Therefore, when they started to 3d. of Hudson, N. Y. were receht to serve as a trained nurse and New Testament story is ever-fresh.
clear the fallen building away to get guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Con found herself forced to act as It is a simple recreation of tiie
the people out they did it back naway. Mrs. Evans came to the physician. surgeon anaesthetist, times in which Jesus lived, the
wards. Hundreds of people, besides island to remove the belongings of ; dietician, as well as nurse, for a author retells tiie well-kncwn
the people who were working to get her mother, Mrs. Louise Gardiner ’ whole isolated' community. It is story’, in keeping with the spirit
the other pecple out, piled on too who died recently while visiting I an exciting, true and inspiring and mood of the Gospel version;
and, though much of it is neces
cf the wreck to steal everything her daughter in New York. Mrs. 'story.
Dina
Cashman
by
Kathleen
Norris.
Gardiner
w
’
as
83
years
old.
She
sarily
invention, nothing is con
they could and they did. All the
The
story
of
a
California
girl
had
been
coming
to
the
island
for
cluded which is contrary’ to New
rings were stolen off the bodies that
20-odd years and had made plans who loved a man she knew she Testament belief.
were taken out.
I have just learned now that a to return again this Summer. Her couldn’t marry, and who had the Angel with spurs by Paul I. Well
man.
woman was found ajive in this first Summer on the island was courage to follow’ through the
A stirring tale based on the ro
building after being buried for 50 spent at the Island Inn, and she strange destiny pointed ikly her
Dina mantic and little known expedi
hours. They say that she is al returned every season thereafter. unfortunate love affair.
right except for shock. The odor Mrs. Gardiner was greaty loved by Cashman, iplayed out a difficult tion of Confederate soldiers into
frcm the dead bodies still in these the island folk, and she had many role in a group almost unani Mexico. These men. unregenerate
wrecks is terrible. The heat here is friends among the Summer visi mously opposed to her. managed rebels who refused to face life un
tremendous which accounts for It. tors. Her friends on the island I to take everything that came to der Yankee domination, were led
All of this country here Is very will miss her. She was always her, from a middle aged husband by General Jo Shelby across Tex
lew and swampy, and a mass of riv cheerful, and one of the most op 1 to a glittering divorcee, and was as and the Rio Grande, through
the same genuine, unaffected the desert marches to Mexico City.
ers. Being about eight feet above timistic of persons.
Dina
when she finally fell ever The story is vividly alive, and
Relics of War
high water mark. If there had been
lastingly
in love. A romantic story through the narrative threads the
The Chadwick family are always
a tidal wave with this earthquake
the whole city ct Guayaquil with its in the right spot when war flotsam without a dull moment. It Is sure love story of Captain Clay’ Ben
nett and Merit Hamilton. A very
population of about 150,030 would appears in this vicinity. Early in to be popular.
Edge
of
darkness
by
William
readable story.
the Spring Phyllis Chadwick found
have been wiped out.
Woods.
A manual of home vegetable gar
Wiiliam H. (Cap’n Bill) Wincapaw an odd sail, which might have been
This
novel
treats
of
the
greatest
dening by Frances C. Coulter.
used on a life boat with much
theme
born
of
the
war.
The
re

A bock of expert and practical
Oriental rigging, such as bamboo.
SEARSMONT
volt
of
the
“
little
people"
against
advice
on how to prepare the soil,
Last week Capt. Chadwick sal
Royce Miller of Portland called at
their
Nazi
oppressors.
It
is
a
story
when
and
how to sow seeds, fer
the home of his sister, Mrs. Colby vaged a grimi reminder of war;
of
Norway,
of
a
handful
of
fishtilize,
cultivate
and protect every
a coop such is used on Naval boats
Howard, recently.
erfolk
who
emerge
from
bewild

type
of
common
garden vegetable.
Miss Frances Mayhew has re for the (purpose of carrying live
erment
and
fear
to
heights
of
Tools,
storage,
weather,
weeds, and
turned home from the Kncwlton stock. The structure was painted
Nursing Home in Belfast.
courage.
The
scene
is
laid
in
a
hundreds of other subjects are
a war grey, all of the wire netting
F. I. Wilson of Belfast was a busi was torn from one end of this remote hamlet where a handful covered completely. A book for
ness caller here recently.
coop; the door was gone and part of flsherfolk, with the aid of the the gardener.
Mrs. Mary H. Todd of Rowley, of the roof. The wood appeared to British, who supply them with
Mass., was recent guest of Mrs.
Francella Moody, and also a caller be well soaked in salt water—evi arms, plot against their Nazi con
NORTH HAVEN
dence that it hadi been drifting querors . In the fortitude and en
on lccal friends.
Mrs. B. A. Aycrigg and Miss Ma
The body of Mrs. Lizzie Googins about for some time. Lettering on durance of those w’ho escape to rion Ferguson arrived Wednesday
Clark, formerly a citizen of this one side of this house read: Prop the sea. shines the promise of a and have opened their cottage for
town, but in more lucent years a erty of B I.S.N.C., London.’’
life cnce mere free and dignified. the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Waterman
resident of Rockland, and Malden,
Do you want to be a nurse? by
entertained at supper recently Mr.
Mass., was brought Sunday to Oak
Dorothy Sutherland.
and Mrs. C. E Waterman. Mr ""d
Grove Cemetery for interment.
A thorough guide to a nursing Mrs. Victor Walker, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. A. J. MacPhail and two
NORTH APPLETON
grandsons of Lvnbrook. N. Y. are
Visitors Sunday at O. T. Keene’s career. A study of nursing, this Arthur Emerson, and Mr. and Mrs.
Bunker.
staying at the MacPhail farm.
were Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Drink entertainingly written book in Carl
MLss
Marion Howard has resigned
Mrs. Abbie Meservey of Warren water of Camden.
cludes a summary of the back
chief epo ater at the telephone
The class taking advanced first- ground, personality and training as
accompanied by "Bud" and Max
exchange, effective June 1. Mrs.
ine Batchelder of Belfast, and aid under the supervision of Leo
Ronald Gillis will be her successor.
necessary
for
success.
A
good
book
Pearl Batchelder of Belmont, called Crooker of Camden completed the
Mrs J. A. Biown and daughter,
course this week. There is a new for those interested in the pro Elinor have returned to their home
on fr.ends here recently.
Orrin Fuller, daughter Mrs. Edith class now taking the standard fession.
at North Shore.
Gross, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ful course under the supervision of A witness tree by Robert Frost.
The Vinalhaven Choir presented
the
play "The ‘Deestrict’ School."
ler, all of Camden, were recent Charles Schaller.
The author's seventh book of
Mrs. Julia Morse celebrated her
j
recently
at Calderwocd’s hall. This
callers on Mrs. Francella Moody
90th birthday Sunday with a social poems, his first book in six years, play was well presented and greatly
and True Mioody.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harriman and gathering of relatives and friends. is a major literary’ event. Here is enjoyed
Mrs. Winona Talbot of Camden the foremost poetic talent in
daughter Feme recently visited
recently visited her mother Mrs. America at its widest and deepest
Your Memorial Day needs sup
Mrs. Harriman’s mother. Mrs. Ora Cora
Ames.
plied at Joel Woaster’s G eenhouse.
Clark, and her sister, Mrs. Clarence
range.
Guests Sunday at the Cullinan
Freeman, at Littleton, N. H. Mrs.
home
were Mr. and Mrs. George Only One Storm .by Granville Geraniums, tulips, pansy plants, e’c.
Clark returned with them for a
Order early—adv.
Cullinan
and children, also Mr.
Hicks.
visit at their home here.
and
Mrs.
Chester
Gray
and
daugh

Only
One
Storm
is
a
simple
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Collins of
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Burkettville, and Mr. and Mrs. ter of Montville.
story of a young and successful
Mrs. Helen Gushee is "caring for
Charles Collins of Newtown, Conn,
man
who
leaves
the
hurly-burly
her mother Mrs Joshua Wentworth
called Sunday on Mrs. Mary Col
life of a New York advertising ex
who has been ill for some time.
(Continued from Page One)

lins and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond

Estelle Harrington who made her ecutive to settle with his wife and
Harriman.
Mirs. Herbert Robbins spent last home with Mr. and Mrs. Maynard children in the Berkshire village

week at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. William Smith, in Belfast.

Brown, is now with her mother in
Gardner. Mass.

of his birth. There he runs a job
printing business, and he and his
Mrs.
Gertrude
Moody
spent
Wed

Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Dickey of
nesday and Thursday with her family become a part of the village
Belmont visited Monday with Miss
daughter Mrs. Alice Buck in life, the church, the school, the
Frances Mayhew and Daniel Mc
Warren.
town meeting and its politics. It
Farland.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wood and
is
a picture of what is happening
family of Rockport were guests
the illness ou Mr. Patrick’s brother, Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Urban i in America, an honest, significant
returned here Tuesday
Trask.
and heartening portrayal.
Pvt. Joseph L. Trask, son of Mr.
Mi.s. Myrtle Simmons and Leroy
The Haunted Lady by Mary Rob
Spear of Augusta were visitors re and Mrs. Urban Trask lias recent
erts Rinehart.
has his first drink of intoxicating cigarette to light.—From the Ban cently at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ly been promoted to the rank of

Robert Wadsworth

Funeral
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Charles Butler.

Corporal.

Rich and elderly Mrs. FairharUm

SLUGGISH

INTESTINAL TRACT
Dr. True's Elixir, The True
Family Laxative, aids in
relieving sluggishness of
the intestinal tract and
constipation ... For old
and young ... Agreeable 'ft
to take... Caution: Use
only as directed... Ask
for it at your druggist.

Vi

Dr.Trues Elixir
I III
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ROCKPORT
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Former Rockland Pastor and
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APFJ--F M ROES
Cerre.* ponden I

Prison Chaplain, Died

UDAO. CHAMTOXT
Correspondent

Yesterday

y? A.
z«? z®? Z\
zs.
/\
Tel. M

The Rev Euxene V Allen. 75. re
TVl.
tired Method-st minister, who had
Carrell Richards has completed
'Open House'’ will be held in served many Maine parishes died
honor of Capt Donald F Perror. last night at has home in Orrington. hts first year studies at the Universityof
_ ___________
Maine and______
arrived______
home_
and family Thursday from 5 30 to
The Rev. Mr Allen went into the Wednesday
7 30 in the Baptist vestry. All
members of the church and parish Eastern Maine Conference in 1385. Char.es McKenney is able to be
are invited. Buffet supper will be and since that time had served Elast- Ci(.t fofowing an illness which ccnserved from 6 to 7 and each per- pore Hodgder. Linneus. Fort Fair- ;ii*ed him to the house for two
son is asked to take a covered dish field. Monticello. Littleton. Machias, weeks He with his family expect to
. . . ,
or a salad A short musical pro Boothbay
Harbor.
Stcnington mov e 'con to the house which he
gram will be given at 7 o'clock
Rocklar.d. Houlton and York vil has been repairing cn Limerock
Ellen Tolman and Mrs
Kalloch returned to Au-

bum. Mass Saturday having been
ca..ed here by ne dea.h o. •••'■•
sister. Mrs F I_ S Morse.
Mrs William Gilchrest and
daughter Miss Barbara Gilchrest
who passed the Winter in Florida
have returned home

The Tuesday night rehearsal of
the Baptist Choral Society has
been cancelled for this week.

street.

lage

will drive your car a thousand miles.

Seventy gallons of gasoline

will keep a fighter plane up one hour.

NAOMA MATHEW
Correspondent

This is STILL a free country.

ftftftft

Women Voters

Mrs

D

F

Smith of, when a large timber fell on his fcqt.

Camden’s Speakers

Continued
from_Page Seven*
________
_ ______
and adoption of a program and Annual Junior Contest Probudget as well as introduction cl
duced Fine Talent
the new State officers.

The nu-

The results of Junior Prize Speak
Uonal. State and local Leagues pro- ing Contest held Thursday at the
pose to focus their a't-ntion upon

_
.
„ _ _
Camder. Opera House were: Firs

the "active list' for the next two gins prize, Janice French; fir t
years
boys prize, Joseph Bagley; second

Swett

Mr?

Robert Mcrrisson and

girl's prize. Priscilla Crawford: sec

orxj boy's prize. Frank Knight
These awards were presented bv
Allston Smith cf Rockland one of
the three judges, who fcund it
difficult to make the decisions The
contestants presented their themes
in a fascinating manner, particu
larly the girls
The first Isabel Payson who was
becomingly dressed in yellow 'affe'a

Owner

of

Camden

Estate

Meets Difficulties In

Private John S. Fogg Is Ordered To the Commum-

cation Department

Boston

Ft Knox. Ky—Acting u .
The Rockland Garden Club meet
'•*> L
story yesterday mcming that a man ders issued by Maj Ger.
BhLs
afternoon with Mrs. Donald H
Devers.
Chief
of
Armored
William Chanler of Bath, and claiming to be Lord Eiiward £ F.
3. Jbiller at her home on Brcadwaj
Acre Island spent Sunday in town Montagu, descendant of a British Private John S Fogg of
y Bliss Annie Rhodes will conduct thi
armored Division. Camp P
' and called on A L. Anderson.
royal family and resident of New
,I program which will take up the n;
The Ladies Aid Society will meet York and Camden had been arrest- has reported for a special
I ture work tliat (lie club has carviei
i Wednesday afternoon, at the heme ed by Boston detectives, a; the re of instruction in the Corr.r.
On with the Girl Scouts.
tions Department 'Radio
! of Mrs Eva Webster.
quest of New York and Cincinati
tion and maintenance
Community Hospital: Mrs Laura police, cn worthless check charges.
The Sunshine Society was entei
Armored Force School bl
Pendleton ar.d son returned Sun With Montagu at the time of the
tained at the home of Mrs Minn
lege of the hard-hitting rr.
day to T naalnv iie. Mrs Ralph arrest was J Morley Kelly of NewMiles yesterday.
ized branch of the Army
Young has returned home.
York and Camden who was also
Headed by Lt Cel Le
Mrs Ernest Sprague who has wanted on alleged bad check rence. the communication
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent
been m Bridgtcn the past few charges.
Daughters of Union Veterans, wet
meat trains the officers
Montagu has been in Carr.den for
weeks, has returned home.
entertained Friday afternoon and
listed men necessary to
two
months and is reported to have and repair the 700 odd rao.
The Pedigreed Peaalers bicycled
evening at file home ol Mrs Blanch
to L-ncolnvalie Center. Sunday de bought the Thcmas W. Watson used by a 12000-man arm.'
Shadie.
spite the rain ia attend church estate cn Melvin Heights which he vision. The operator's cour
serviced A <eHetcJS meal was has been occupying with Kelly who 14 weecs ar.d includes a, - . •
Richard H. Perry of the U S.
served ffi 4he group at the com is said to be his secretary.
Coast.
Guanti Training Station.
experience operating ran.
Montagu stated, according to the scout cars truck- ar.d tar.k
munity hall, following the serv
Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn, N Y
* on a short leave, visited hts parent
ices. In the group were: Milford Boston paper, that he has been
The
mammoth
350-1
Pavscr.. Harold Corthell. Roger using the estate and planned to school, only one of its ktnd
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Perry, lost Sun
Calderwood Captain Stevens. Gil- P-‘- chase L and had also had the Lii.ied States trams •
day for a few hours.
bert Harmon. Dorothy Harmon.
of two 135-foot yachts, one of s-..ds of skilled te-.hai:.?
Edna Fuller. Laura Fuller Ruth »hich is known to be the Aeolus rainuin and repair fr.<
Mrs George L True .Ir. (Phylh
Mathews. Pearl Walden. Lillian ouned by the Watsons
Moran» of 42 Murray Hill road w 1
chicle*. 30 W weapons
Montagu
quite indignant _ 30 -jOio seta which make
Grey. the Hanson twins. Ethel
named chairman of Ihe Education)
when arrested and .said that be
Oliver. Jocelyn Christie. Milton uhen
Couunittee. the Massachusetts Fed
eci'tipmer.t of an armored
Christie. Oliye Weaver. Prudence tto ..d straighten cut the Cincinnati The school operates 12 h< .
eration of Women's Clubs, which
Weaver. Frank Leonard and Ar*hich is said to be for the on a two-shift basis 6 day?
held its State convention last wrekj
thur Marshal
5Um
3344. and wa? issued to pay and ss commanded by Br:_
in Swampscott. She is a tnemb.•/
• a hotel bilL
of
the Education committee of Old
Mr- Everett Larrabee of BridgStephen G Henry.
Charges
against
Kelly
arise
from
and
New, is active on tlie civilian
t< a is visiting her parents Mr and
Private Fogg is a ?-::i
alleged worthless checks for the
Defense
Committee and is on the
Mrs Ernest Sprague
WUhelmina T Fogz of Warr
amount of 3W issued to New- York
advisory
board of tlie rationing
; entered the service last .f.-i
Mr and Mrs Kendall Underwood 5-^
committee Malden Evening New.
and children have moved to LockMonta<ll .old
tha!
*al'G'
he had been held as a material witComplete line of Gossard’s Miss
Mr ar.d Mrs. J?mes M Smith r.ess when Cap: Walter WanderSimplicity Foundation garments,
.
>®N
of Waterville spent Sunday* in weli wa? killed aboard his yacht at
/N Z\ /N
front lacing corsets, <■( inbinations
town
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Is At Fort Knox
Private John S. Fogg Is Or.
dered To the Communi
cation Department

OClETY

The High School Cauldron Board -

Et Knox. Kv.—Acting upon or
ders issued by Maj. Gen. Jacob L
lie Rockland Garden Club meetsi Mrs. Ralph W. Bickford is in New
afternoon with Mrs. Donald H ; York, visiting her daugnter Louisej
| Devers. Chief of Armored Porce
Private John S. Fog® of the 3d Fuller at her home on Broadway ! for a few weeks.
-------iarmored Division. Camp Polk, La Miss Annie Rliodes will conduct the ,
lias reported for a special course program which will take up the na- [ Word oomes to Mr. and Mrs. En
of instruction in the Communica ure work that the club has carried j gene Stoddard that their daughter
| Mrs. William Parker and daughters
tions Department < Radio opera n with the Girl Scouts.
------I are nicely located at N. Little Rock.
tion and maintenance) of the
The
Sunshine
Society
was
enter
[Arkansas, 707 Radge Row, Park
Armored Force School, "blitz" coluned
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Minnie
Hill, near her husband, Major Park[lege of the hard hitting mechan
Jilcs
yesterday.
er.
Camp Ufe.
ized branch of the Army.
Headed by Lt. Col. Leslie Law
Member.-, of Ruth Mayhew Tent
Mrs George L. St. Clair of Ran- j
rence, the communication departlaughters
of
Union
Veterans,
were
kin
street, entertained tiie Friday
ment trains the officers and en
ntertained Friday afternoon and Rug Club at her home In an all
listed men necessary to operate
veiling at the home of Mrs. Blanche day session.
anri repair the 700 odd radio .sets
used by a 12.000-man armored di Shadie.
Miss June Chatto has returned
vision. The operator's course runs
Richard II. Perry of the U. S. home from Bates College for the
14 weeks and includes actual field
oast. Guard Training Station, Summer vacation.
experience operating radios in
anhattan Beach, Brooklyn, N. Y.
scout cars, trucks and tanks.
Pauli Horeyseck. Grant Davis,
*
en
a short leave, visited his parents,
The
mammoth
350-builriing
Stanley
Murray and Madeline Hurd
|li
.
anri
Mrs.
Neil
Perry,
last
Sun

school, only one of its kind in the
are
home
from the University of
day
for
a
few
hours.
[Lu ted States trains the ’hou
Maine
for
the Summer vacation.
se., ds of skilled technicians who
Mis
George
L.
True
Jr.
<
Phyllis
p aintain
and repair the 3 ooo
Mr. and Mrs. PTiilip Howard have
vehicles. 20 000 weapons and over dorant of 42 Murray Hill road was
returned from a three weeks’ visit
imrd
chairman
of
the
Education
t
Of) radio et.. which make up the
with their son Conrad in Rock
Standing—Howard Edwards, Bill East, Herbert EHingwood, Waiter Butler, Ruth Wotton, Peggy Havener,
equipment of an armored Division. Ccmmittee, the Massachusetts Feriville,
N
Y..
Vera
Payson, Brad Ames, Evelyn Gray, Clarence deRochemont, Andy Coffey.
ation of Women's Clubs, which
The school operate? 12 hours daily
Seated—Polly Spear, Jean Calderwood, Charles Huntley, Eloise Law, Mrs. Gatrombc, Lucille Stanley, Edith
elrl its State convention last week
Ion a two-shift, basis , fi days a week,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wescott of Rich.
n
Swampscott. She is a member
and is commanded by Brig. Gen,
That admirable Rockland High ley; advertising managers, Lucille by Vera Payson, and "On Looking
if the Education committee of Old Blue Hill are occupying the V F.
Stephen G. Henry.
Studley
house
on
Park
street
while
nd New, is active on the civilian
School publication “The Cauldron ' Stanley, Howard Edwards, Evelyn j Back," by Eloise Law. ContribuPrivate Fogg is a son of Mrs.
Mr.
Wescott
is
employed
on
Mie
has just made its appearance from Gray, Jean Calderwood; literary j tors to the literary department
IWilhelniina T Fogg of Warren and lefense Committee and is on the Tillson wharf contract.
editor, Vera Payson; joke editors, were Ernest Dondis, Polly Spear,
idvisory board of the rationing
lent cred the service last January.
The Courier-Gazette press — a Bradford Ames, Herbert Elling- John Storer, Lucille Stanley, Doroonnnittce Malden Evening News.
Robert Brown of Bowdoin College beautiful piece of school magazine wcod; girls’ athletics, Edith Rich; thy Peterson, and Eileen Beach. The
visited hLs parents, Mr. and Mrs. work done wit a an effective cover boys’ athlet cs, Walter Butler; girls’ Cauldron pcets on this occason
Complete line of Gossard's Miss
Simplicity Foundation garments, Arthur Brown of Ash Point, over in the class colors. It is dedicated individual writeups, Polly Spear; were Nancy Howard, Evelyn Gray,
to William- Whit'ng, »ho is now boys' individual writeups, William William East, Eileen Beach, Doro
rout lacing corsets, combinations, the week-end.
New, Items from all of the Pa
serving
in the U. S. Army "in East, Clarence deRochemont; ac thy Peterson and Evelyn Gray.
tc. Expert fitting and alterations.
Mrs. Basil H. Stinson has re
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Twenty-two pages are required
Mrs. L. K Mansfield. 232 Main St., turned from a few days' visit in recognition of his helpfulness and tivities, Marie Dodge; pictures,
here.
invaluable services."
Ruth Wotton; circulat on managers, i for portraits of the class members,
I’hone
l
1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf Ellsworth and Bar Harbor.
The Cauldron editorial board, Margaret Havener, Andy Coffey; j and one page “in memorlam" tu
At the latest meeting of China
which
is responsible for this fine faculty adviser, Mrs. Gatcombe.
Barbara Lassell.
Mrs. Walter H. Spear entertains
Lirange ot South China, the Ken
issue
was
made
up
as
follows:
Two
editorials
of
outstanding
All of the school’s many activi
her contract club at her home this
nebec County Past Masters Associ
ties
are played up in good style,
Editor-in-chief.
Eloise
Law;
character
arc
published
—
“
Students
afternoon.
^tion were guests and filled sev
business manager, Charles Hunt- of Today—Builders of Tomorrow," and with many illustrations.
eral of the offices. Charles H.
The Charity Club was entertained
White of the Department, of Agriat the home of Miss Teresa Arau ’
STOREY-TURNER
I
BARROWS-PACKARD
Iture served as worthy master;
in Camden Wednesday last.
Miss
Matilda
Elizabeth
Turner,;
Warren
Coolidge Barrows of Glen
Asters, St< cks, Zinnias, White
;MeiTe Harriman, lecturer; Mrs.
daughter
of
Francis
Mills
Turner
of
,
CovP
and
Miss
Ruth Adelaide Pack
Alyssum, Marigolds, Salvia, GOHarriman, Flora; John King as
Miss Rose Whitmore was home Great Neck, Long Island, N Y.. and I arcj
Rookland
were married at 7 Ruth Scabury of Foreign
secretary; and Mr < King Ceres,
detia, Cosmos Snapdragons, SC3from Bangor over the week-end Swans Island, Maine, and the late ( o>ciCe^ Sunday night at the reslMission To Address Young
After the meeting, Deputy Joseph
bi'wa. Lobelia, Petunias, Portuwith a hai|*ptl.v united family, and to Mi's. Turner, were married May 11.'pence of Rev. George Woodward of
People’s Rally
Harwood, president of the Associ
greet her father, Captain Charles to Jchn Edward Storey, son of Mrs.! oien Cove.
laoa, Salpiglossis, Pansies, Agerition, called it to order, an inspir
Whitmore, heme for a period from Edna Storey of Port Washington,
Ruth Isabel Scabury, .'Lift. D.
aluni.
Forget-me-nots,
Sweet
The couple were attended by Mr.
ing session was held and a joint
sea.
Educational
Secretary of the
lung
Island.
The
ceremony
was
and Mrs. Thcmas Farley of Glen
William, larkspur, llardy As
program was enjoyed.
It was
American
Board
of Commitesioners
ters, Funkia, Lillies, Lupin, Col
voted to invite China Village and
There comes to The Courie -Ga- performed in the Lady Chapel of Cove and Rev. Mr. Woodward pe - for Foreign Missions, Boston, wide
the Church of St. Mary the Virgin, termed the double ring cc emony.
zette an invitation to the Andover
Vassalboro Granges to visit South
umbine,
Feverfew,
Bleeding
West 46th street. New Ycrk, by Rev.
The groom Ls the son of Mrs. Win ly known as a vivid and stimu
na Grange June 3.
Newton Theological School’s com Arnold B. Craven.
Heart, and Canterbury Bells.
ifred Barrows and the late Hudson lating speaker on Christianity at
mencement exercises June 7 to 9
The
bride
attended
Great
Neck
Cabbage,
Tomatoes, Celery,
1 A. Barrows of Glen Cove and the heme and abroad, will speak Fri
inclusive. To celebrate on Newton's
isite as the one totally destroyed by
day night. May 29 in Newcastle
Centre’s beautiful hill, the most in High School, The American Schcol bride is the daughter of Mr. and Maine Congregational Church be
[fire this Spring with a loss of tnos1 ^Cauliflower, Sage, Sweet PepNeil Packard of Rockland. Mr.
spiring and effective year’s work in of the Ballet, and Columbia Uni>1 last season's pack and about 20 Ipors, Broccoli, and Lettuce.
varsity.
Mr.
Storey
is
connected
Barrows
is a graduate of Rcckport fore the Lincoln Young People's
all their many consecrated periods |
tons cf sugar.
Also have Window Boxes, Bird
Rally.
of highest ideals for Christian Cul with Pratt and Whitney Aircraft High School in the class cf 1941 and
Roscoe Penny cf Knox is in
II ouses, Trcll'ses, Iron Babbits,
Miss Seabury was a delegate to
Corporation, Hartford, Connecticut. [he pride graduated from Rcckland
ture
that President Everett C. Her
jharge cf ccnstucti.cn and at pres
the
great World Meeting of the
Flower Vases, Vigoro.
They will live in Rockville, Ccnn. | High School in 1940.
rick and hts eminently devoted wife
ent lias a crew of about 49 men.
Church
in Madras, India, in 1938
I They will make their home in
And Tulip Blossoms for Me have accomplished in the almost j
The new factory will be larger and
morial Bay.
impossible exploits, into restcra- ' The Dorcas Club met Monday sift- j south Portland where Mr. Barrows and visited the Board's fields in
be'ter equipped than before.
ernoon for sewing with Mrs. Delia js employed in the Tcdd-Bath Iron 1
Near East and India in the
tions, new buildings, and general!
TEL, 671-J
three
months preceding. In this
Sullivan, Masonic street.
Works.
re-organization that have taken '
Cinnamon toast may be made
and previous trips she has visited
without sugar by blending two
place since thts brilliant man of
Mrs. Leslie Clark of Damariscotta
Chapin Claes will meet in the twenty-three countries. coming
and one-half tablespoons of honey
Ood tock into his efficient hands
Mills is a guest of Mrs. Carrie Waltz vestry cf the Universalist Church among the people not as a tourist
486 OLD COUNTY ROAD
with two-thirds tablespoon but
the work of this School.
ler. increase amouts as desired.
Broadway.
ROCKLAND. ME.
from 10.30 a. m. to 4 p. m. tomorrow comes, but as a guest in the
55T61
for Red Cress sewing. Members of homes, campuses and mission sta
Katherine's Beauty Shop 63 |
Miss Louise Spiiman of Cincin-j1 tlie Ladies Society are ,invited
,. , to
. tions of the world.
53 55
Park St. Tel. 1120.—adv.
nati, Ohio, on her way to Vinalha- . .
,,,
•
As an author, Miss Seabury
3
I join- the Chapin Class for this linven
fcr
her
Summer
sojourn
at
I
specializes
in books on under
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
I portant work. Those attending in
Tol.
“
The
Breakers,"
was
week-ending
standing
the
World Mission cf
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
the morning, take their own lunch.
892
at
tiie
Copper
Kettle
because
of
the
Christianity,
but
she has written
ROUKLANP
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
stormy
weather.
one
popular
reading
bock, “DinaCoats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
Mrs. Bessie Sumner has returned
TODAY *
bandhu
”
,
a
background
story on
prices.
9-tf
PRISCILLA LANE in
Carl Uvonen of Owl's Head ts a home from a visit with her son, India. Her latest publication is
“SABOTEUR ’
surgical patient at Kncx Hospital. Merten R. Sumner, in Brooklyn.
"What Kind of a World Do You
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
On Saturday, May 30, this
I PEARL HARBOR WILL BE AVEH6E0
Mrs. J. M. Pomeroy left yesterday Want?" a discussion, study and
Miss Virginia Ulmer, who has
Theatre is proud to become an
action pamphlet on World Order.
agent for Uncle Sam in selling
been visiting her parents. Mr. and for Washington. D. C.x where she
Dr. Seabury. an ardent advocate
War Stamps and Bonds,
Mrs. A. H Ulme; Jr., Fulton street, will attend the commencement fes
ROCKLAND, ME.
of
world peace, believes that the
BUY YOUR STAMPS AND
has returned to Belmont, Mass., and tivities of Fairmont Jun e • College,
-II. Dealer
BONDS AT THIS THEATRE
foreign missionary is the best
back to her profession as a nurse. Ms. Pomeroy’s daughter. Miss
emissar
of friendliness America
Laura Pomeroy, being a member of j
§2.1X1
lias
today.
Christians in the World
Mrs. Ralph Feyler has returned the graduating class. Mrs. Pom- ■
DOROTHY GRAY
Christian
Community
have for 250
from Portland after visiting her hus eroy will be the guest cf her sister,.
years
done
the
spade
work that
COLOGNE
band. Ralph B. Fevler. who is pm- Mrs. E. Vere Powers, Baltimore. Md. ,
TODAY, WED.. THURS,
eventually
will
result
in
a just and
ployed as guard in the Maritime
TWO BIG FEATURES
durable
peace
if
Americans
do not
I Shipyard in South Portland.
Miss Bernice Havener enterfail
them.
[ MP
tained a group cf young people
_________ Plus Tax
*ou»» an
[ midHWH”
Saturday
night, honoring Perry
S’
THOSE NAUGHTY CATS
$1.75 Value
Margeson, who will soon leave
As sure as Spring ccmes there Is
for school in Springfield. Mass., sorrow abcut naughty cals eating
LaSalle Cleansing Cream
her brother, Elmer B. Havener,
I the birds, and lovers of birds think
LaSalle Skin Freshener
iHilHllIHi
home on furlough from R.C.A.F.. ' the eats should at least be belled,
Both For
TODAY. BARGAIN DAY, 25c
Moncton, N. B., and her sister, j so the birds are given half a chance.
Dennis O’Keefe and Jane Wyatt
Mrs. Fred T. Spaulding of Matta ' The lovers of cats let them go their
IkUJJjJ
WEEK-END FOR THREE’
pan, Mass Other guests were MLss
Plus Tax
fiendish way and “catch what cats
Plus
Betty
Munro. Miss Carol Hall and 1
a
can" and say, "Oh. let the birds
DONA1D M. &M»r
Henry
Fnnda,
Joan
Bennett
ACAW cusru
the Misses Dorothy and Pauline i
ilNST MOTHS!
look cut fcr themselves,’’ and what
fAV MrXENZK
“WILD GEESE CALLING”
Havener.
i
is
worse pay no attention to their
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 39c
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
bad
cats. We need the birds; they
HAL ROACH
Tontan.Circle will be entertained !
presents
give
Joy and life to the great out.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pint 79c
PI I IS
tomorrow night by Mrs. Carl Free- |
of-doors. They eat the worms and
Further Prophecies of
man at her home in Glen Cove
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 49c
NOSTRADAMUS
i bugs which would devour all our
A’ir’orv Quiz
Uartoin
fruits and most of our gardens. And
Miss Anna L Gordon has re(RI'ISE SPORTS
(•II I I TU ( OMBINATTON
we
need some eats, but could they
turned from a trip to Washingnot
be belled? Tiiat would be
10 GLUE BLAOES
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
ton, D C where she. was guest of
Also
1 sporting of the owners and we
ONE SHAVE CREAM
Miss Ethel J. Smalley.
With FRANCES LANGFORD
Alexander KURD A »
i realize they catch the rats and the
All Fnr
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
mice and some snakes. Most of us
Angus D McInnis of Perth Am
. like cats but why iet them eat our
boy, N. J. is making a brief visit
I birds pray?
K. S. P.
at his former home in this city.

I

GRANGE CORNER

PLANTS

FOR SALE

Coming To Newcastle

Edwin A. Dean

1OL
ATE

jME
$1.00

$1.00

GINGER
ROGER

49c

Lomba

J

VENIOA

Benni)

TOILET TISSUE
10 ROLLS

98c

twt

TO BE »
2 nOT TO BE
LUBIISCHS

STARTS NEXT SUNDAY
the SECRET DICTATOR’
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Note—Sunday Shows 3, 6.30. 8.45
Mon., Tues.. 2, 6.30, 8.45
For Great Dictator Showing only

Pay« Seven
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Chapter 10 “DICK TRACY

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

“COUNTRY STORE”
Gifts For Your Home
War Stamps For Victory

COMING MONDAY, TUESDAY
ON THE STAGE

“FLYING HIGH REVUE

OF 1942”

Added
MARCH OF TIME No. 9

“AMERICA’S NEW ARMY*
“IXL NEVER CROW AGAIN”

See Page Two Ad

Members cf Ruth Mayhew’ Tent
Corporal Carleton Walker is ,
are invited to the home of Mrs.
home on a short furlough from
Susie Karl, Ocean street, tomorParris Island. N. C.
i row afternoon for supper and soI Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Smalley ! cial evening. Members are requesand son Brian of Alexandria, Va., I ted to take prizes.
j were guests last week, of Mr. and
• Mrs. J. Smalley, Wriicw street.
SPECIAL!
UNTIL MEMORIAL DAY
A business meeting of the Catholic
OIL PERMANENT, $3.75
Women’s Club will be held ThursCHILDREN’S ENDS. $3.00
frtoy at 7 30 at which time dues will | CENTRAL BEAUTY SALON
be payable and plans formulated for
Over V A. Leach Store
TEL. 144Ni ROCKLAND, ME.
a social outing.

This And That

5

The Women Voters

To Meet In Topsham

Closing Session of State
Convention Held at
Hotel Rockland

Medomak Region Garden
Club Federation, There
Friday, June 5

Mrs. William H. Bruce of
Elizabeth, third vice president cl the mak Region of the Garden Cluo
Mainp League of Wrmen Voters, Federation will be held Fiiday. June
5 at the United Baptist Church, Ehn
presided at the closing session of street, Tcpsham.
that organization at Hotel Reck-1 The meeting will open at 10 451
Dy K. S. F.
land Friday morning, hinging to a a. m. with registration starting at.
Did you realize that once the close a highly successful two-day! 10.15 a. m. Automobiles will meel
the Rockland train at the Bruns
Mississippi
River
temporarily convention.
flowed North? It was during the
The reports of the presidents of wick Station at 10.21 a. ni. Return
great earthquake of 1811. It got the several league showed progress train is at 8 14 p. in. Tlie Topsham
over the tantrum, however, and in the work of the organizations for Club has kindly offered to provid''
went properly on its natural way the past year. Mrs. Horatio C. a buffet supper for all who cannot
very soon.
Cc-wan/read the report of the R'ck- return immediately after the close
» * * «
land Club which has been most ac cf the meeting. Mrs. Robert Miller,
chairman of the meeting, would like
Yes. I heard the melodious call tive.
of the Baltimore oriole, five days
MLss Dorothy Lawry, a member of an approximate number of these,
earlier than usual.
the credentials committee, reported staying fcr supper as well as those
• * * *
that there had been an attendance who plan to attend the luncheon.
For America freedom knows of 13 State board members, six This will make it easier for the
only victory, and victory takes league presients, 12 delegates and Topshakp club to make arrange
courage.
America has what it seven visitor members at the con ments. Kindly do this by June 1st.
Registration 25 cents; chicken
takes.
vention.
* * $ *
patty
lunchecn 75 cents.
A budget cf $731 was adopted for
The
list of speakers the club has
Ethelbcrt Ncvin’s Widow
the coming year part cf w’hich was
procured
should be well worth the
Dies at 79
allotted fcr war service wc. k.
effort
of
anyone who attend;..
Mrs. Raymond V. N Bliss of BlueGreenwich. Conn., May 16- Mrs
Mrs.
Orbeton.
club president; Mrs.
Annie Paul Nevin, 79, widow of hill, who is to serve as president for
Sumner
Sewall.
First
Lady of Maine,
Ethelbcrt Nevin, the American the coming year was introduced by
and
a
few
of
the
Regional
and Dis
composer, died at a private sanl Mrs. J. Marden DeShon. the retiring
president. Other officers elected trict Chairmen will speak in the
tarium here after a long illness.
Ehe married the composer of were M s. Earl W. Hall. Waterville, morning.
Afternoon speakers (2 p. m.) are;
“The Rosary” and "Mighty Lak a secend vice president,; Mrs. William
Miss
Ncrmena MacKinnon, a well
Rose" in Pittsburgh, her native II. Bruce, Pcrtland, (bird vice presi
known
reader and Mrs. Benedict,
city, in 1888. After her husband's dent; Mrs Merrill H. Bowles. Ban
Montclair,
N J., and Medomak.
death in 1901 she became a widely gor, secretary; Mrs. J. Marden De
known figure in literary and mu Shon. Portland, treasu-er; Miss Dor
sical circles, although she herself ethy Lawrv, Rockland, director of
the second district.
was not a musician.
• • • •
Active in the affairs of the
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio C Cowan Recital Last Night Was a
American Society of Composers,
Distinct Triumph For
Authors and Publishers, she helped tendered a reception Thursday
draw up a copyright bill, which honoring the members of the
Them
was signed by the late President Maine State Convention ofi the
The recital in the Tower Room.
League of VZomen Voters, their
Theodore Roosevelt.
spacious
home
being
attractively
Community
Building last night bj
Surviving are a son and a
decorated
throughout
with
season

pupils
of
Frank
A. Young was a dis
daughter. A private funeral will
al
flowers,
tastefully
arranged
by
tinct
honor
to
students,
accompan
be held next week in Blue Hill
Mrs.
Jane
O
’
Neil
and
Miss
Char

ists
and
teacher
alike.
From the
Me., where her husband is buried.
lotte Buffum. In the East room, opening number of “America" sung
• « « •
After going through her weekly scene of the receiving line, there and played in chorus to the closing
housekeeping accounts, the young was an artistic mantel display of j ensemble of the National Anthem,
apple blossoms, tulips and bar- they held the keen interest of all
wife sighed.
reflections present.
the
mirror
"How are we to meet the high berry,
heightening
color
brillance.
The generous applause of the
cost of living?" she asked sadly.
The
West
living
room
was
color

guests
amply repaid the youngsters
“You don’t have to meet IU
ful
in
yellow
and
red
tulips
and
for
their
hours of ha d study, who.
sweetest”, replied husband from
the
effectiveness
of
the
wdde
open
with
their
teacher, responded time
behind his newspaper. "It overtakes
blooms
formed
a
lovely
picture.
On
and
again
with
encores for the ca
you.”
« • « «
the dining room table, bleeding pacity filled room of guests.
Following the program refresh
"We can have compensations if heart and forget-me nots were
we will it so. We can have the sat daintily blended in a blue crystal ments were served irom a side table.
isfactions which come from a bowl. All flowers were donated by | where baskets of flowers combined
group united in a common purpose Mrs. William D. Talbot. Mrs. Carl with the Spring decorations, mak
We can have the satisfactions
which come from the rediscovery Sonntag. Miss Charlotte Buffum ing a delightful settii i. for Mrs.
jErlon Beal and Mrs. Sadie Stimp
of the spiritual resources of the and Mrs. Ralph Wiggin.
family and the individual. We can
In the receiving line were Mrs. son. who so graciously served.
have the satisfactions which come Sumner Sewall. Mr. Cowan, Har
from being efficient, truly effi rison Lakin, guest speaker of the
cient.”—Donald M. Nelson
NORTH HAVEN
evening and former diplomat; Mrs.
« « « »
Pvt. Phillips Brown, Jr., has been
J. Marden DeShon of Portland,
“Ooot Wi’ Ye”
heme on furlough for a few days.
retiring president of State League,
A Scot boarded a tramcar carry
Mrs. Orrie Woodworth has re
ing a very bulky parcel. The con Mrs. Raymond V. N. Bliss of Blue turned home from Rcckland.
ductor, noting the size., decided it hill, new League president, and
Richard Waterman is home from
was above the standard for free Mrs. Cowan.
U. of M. for the Summer, and Rich
carriage, so he said: “It’1'1 be a
Over 100 guests were present
penny for you, and thcepence for from Augusta. Waterville, Bangor, ard Bloom is home on a week’s va ..iyour parcel.”
tion befc e beginning his second
Angus was stricken speechless Bluehill. Portland. Thomaston and year at the University.
for a moment, and then he stuck Rockland. The refreshments were
Golden McDonald was home from
his elbow into the parcel and said: as attractive and dainty as they
Bath to spend the week-end with
"Come oot o' that wi' ye. Sandy; were dehectabe.
it’s twopence cheaper sitting down
his family.
Assisting Mrs. Cowan were Mrs.
than for me to earrv ye!"
Mrs. J. F. Dyer and son. Durant
Oliver Holden. Mrs. Frank A Tir
«
have arrived home from New York
Five hundred ideas submitted by reli. Mrs. Burton Bartlett, Mrs.
employes of the Douglas Aircraft Frederic Bird. Miss Dorothy Lawry. and Washington. D. C.
Parker Crcckett has employment
Company at Santa Monica, Calif., Mrs. Fred Snow and Mrs. Robert
in Portland.
since March, 1936, have saved an Burns.
average of four hours a day each
Frank
Sampson visited
his
The League closed its 23d Con
—a total of 730,000 man-hours per
mother.
Mrs.
Will
Sampson,
at
year. This fact was reported re vention Friday with a discussion
North
Conway,
N.
H..
over
the
cently oy A. M Meyer, shop sug
(Continued on Page Six)
week-end.
gestion department head.
The total number of suggestions
PEANUTS AND POWER
was 5.841. of which 990 received
UNION
It may surprise most cf us to learn
cash awards. Most of them have
Tlie
annual
meeting of the Good
been put into practice.
that the ccmmcn peanut has be
Many of the ideas were for time come a useful and valuab’e source Will Society will be held next
saving: others were for increased
Tuesday at the heme of the presi
accuracy or simpler methods of of war need and power in its oil
All
production. They ranged aHi the value. Its source cf glycerine for dent. Mts. Nannie Burns.
members
and
others
interested
in
way from actual mechanical in explosives and its food value for
ventions
to improvements in on- men at war. has opened eyes to Lakeview cemetery are invited.
clerical methods.
the need of planting a heavy in
* * « «
The spirit that wins was recently crease in acreage. In fact this
manifested by a small boy who was season will show the greatest in
learning to roller-skate with a crease cf any farm crop f'T the
number of older playmates. The production of oils. The cotton seed,
All Makes and Types
frequent mishaps of the little fel
low awakened the pity of a ten sunflower seeds, and the scy bean
der-hearted woman. "Why. sonny,” acreage are not encugh where ship
she said, "you are getting all ping has become difficult from the
bumped up. I wouldn’t stay on South American States We have
CALL 590-W
those roller-skates; you might hurt
the
acreage,
we
have
the
men,
we
yourself badly!"
Central Shell Station
The tears of the last fall were can, we must and we wi’.l do this
still rolling down the glowing great service fa;- the needs of the 34 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME
cheeks of the youngster, but he moment. Watch the peanuts grew.
55* It
looked from his adviser to the —K. S. F.
shining steel of his skates, and an
swered: "I didn’t get. these to give
up with; I got ’em to learn how
with!"
t • * #
HATS OFF—
Latest effort to a^d to the life of
TO THE NEW
y
Armv shoes is a “carbon tap” sole
made of reclaimed and crude rub
FEATHER EDGE
ber and black carbon—nailed or
sewed over the regular leather sole,
it adds two to five times to dura
bility of the sole.
• • • •
For hatless Sura
The other day I overheard Joe s
rrer days, get a
wife and another woman telling
brief and breezy
each othtr how their husbands
permanent that’s
behaved at home.
flattering and easy
"Mine comes home and has his
to flip into place.
dinner and then sits down in the
Get
a
feathereasy chair and shoves his feet up
edge!
on another chair and reads a
OTHER PERMANENTS
book,” said Mrs. B. “I think its
disgraceful."
$2.50-$4-$5
Then Joe’s wife said: "My hus
band likes to sit down and put his
feet up on the mantelpiece, and
I encourage him to do it.”
“Why on earth do you encourage
him?"
375 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 142
"Because there’s u&uatty rome
stnaii change left in the easy chair
aa-T-tf
when he gets up."

Mr. Young’s Pupils

RADIO SERVICE
W. H. Emery

PERMANENT

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON
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Lincoln Baptists
Meeting Held In Connection
With the Rockport Bap
tist Centennial
The Rockport Baptist Church
entertained the 138th annual meet
ing of the Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation Tuesday as part of its Cen
tennial program. As usual it was
a very happy and helpful meeting
with much ot the credit going to
Ihe entertaining church for its
gracious hospitality.
The three devotional period.* of
the day were led by Rev. M. H.
Dorr of Camden in the morning,
Rev Sidney 'Packard, also of Cam
den in tiie afternoon, and Rev. B.
C. Springer of Tenants Harbor in
the evening. These were periods
of great spiritual blessing. Mr.
Dorr said in part that if Christian
people could coine together with
one accord, one spirit and one
purpose as did the disciples at
Pentecost, they could move the
world. W? need to wait, trust and
pray until the Spirit comes to bless
us.
Mr. Packard’s message of the
afternoon further emphasized the
need of the Holy Spirit in Chris
tian lives in order to rightly fur
ther the work of the Gospel. Rev.
Springer brought a message of
hope in these troublous times. We
need only to draw near to the
Lord' at all times to be delivered
from our fears for He is good. He
is near and He Ls sufllicient for
all our needs
Dr. Frank T. Littorin of Water
ville spcke on the subject of Chris
tian Education and presented by
means of statistics some startling
facts relative to the decline ln Sunclay School attendance in the past
eight years. If .such a decline keeps
up. the church will cease to exist
after a neriod of time, for it draws
its members largely from those
who have been brought up in the
Sunday School. Christian people
are not concerned enough about
their neighbors and friends, about
the children, anti in order to feel
such concern it will be necessary
to pray as never before.
The annual sermon was deliv
ered by the pastor of the host
church. Rev. C Vaughn Overman
on the topic "Tiie Mystery of His
Will'. There are three things we
need to remember today if we are
to know God's will for our lives.
First, that it is the pleasure of
God to bless us with all spiritual
blessing because we have been
adopted into the family of God.
secondly, that we have an inheri
tance to which to look forward,
namely, the right of eternal life,
and the opportunity to become a
co-w'orker with Jesus Himself, and
thirdly, that of knowing His will
in our lives today if we but ask
for guidance. Many people today,
anxious to know what the luture
holds in store, are consulting for
tune tellers and similar methods
of peering into the future, but
God's will lor the Christian is to
go to Hinrtnd find faith and hope
in the present.

Rev. Frederick Smith of Water
ville, president of the Civic League
in Maine, warned that we are
likely to lose the very things for
which we are fighting if we ig
nore the Sabbath day as is being
done so universally today. England
tried working seven days a week
in the first World War and found
that it did not pay: she tried it
again in the present war and was
forced to abandon the plan again
because she found that the man
power of the nation was being
drained just as surely as if these
inen were on the firing line. Mr.
Smith urged those who have the
interest of the youth of our coun
try at heart, to write to their Con
gressmen and to President Roose
velt protesting against liquor situ
ation in many of the camps and
the vice surrounding them.
The missionary program pre
sided over by the president, Mrs.
Betty Dorr, proved to be very in

LONGER CLAM CANNING SEASON

izing a Glorious Vision,” Mr. Bol
ster called attention to a portion
of the second chapter of Isaiah in
which the prophet lamented the
condition of the world of his day,
a condition very similar to that
which is found in the world today.
He oft ered a three-fold remedy
which is as applicable to our day
as to his. The first was a revival
of spiritual religion and real
spiritual religion Today so many
things can be counterleited so
cleverly that it is difficult to dis
tinguish counterfeit from the genuine. Men may possess the crucifix
and yet not possess the faith and
love which would make them gen
uine Christians. The second sug
gested by the prophet was a more
exacting moral standard. If the
Christian church is neglected and
its teaching! ignored men will fall
into moral decadence. The third
remedy is the converting of de
structive forces into constructive
ones not by destroying the old ma
terials but by turning them to
some good use. Our safety is to
be found in right relationship with
God and not in education or legis
lation as necessary as they may
be. Our need is more repenting,
more humility before God more
need of prayer and more faith.
The business session, presided
over by the Moderator, Rev. W.
G. Foote of Belfast opened with
words of welcome from the en
tertaining church given by Deacon
Arthur K. Walker, to which the
Moderator responded.
Rev. H. L. Skillin, the new pas
tor at Morrill was welcomed to
the Association. Mr. Skillin re
sponded mentioning the fact that
on one other occasion he had en
joyed fellowship with the Associa

tion for a. period of time.
It was voted to write the balance
of impounded funds off the books
as the final payment had been
made. The evangelistic committee
"reported seven Vacation Bible
Schools held, helped by funds in
the hands of this committee, also
an Evangelistic campaign in the
Fall as well as several association
prayer meetings through the Win
ter months. There was no report

teresting as Mis. Streeter, the mis from the obituary committee as
no pastors, their wives, or deacons

sionary speaker has but recently
returned from Burma and was able
to give a very clear picture of the
situation in that war-torn coun
try. She spoke of Burma as a
garden and proceeded to develop
the thought along that line. First,
was the background or the early
li.story of Burma when the hill
tribes came down from Tibet and
China and conquered various secl.ons of the country so that today
there are many separate nationali
ties and religions in Burma. Thus
it offeied particularly good ground
for the sowers who went there.
Judson in the early days and
many others in the more than a
century of missionary enterprise
there.
The seed was first sown in the
cities and then along the rivers
and so on out into the jungles till
today a very large proportion of
the population are literate and are
able to read the Bible in their own
dialect. The word of God has
been carried through all the
schools, hospitals, jails and even
to the islands near the Burma
coast. As a result, when the
Christian people are driven from
their homes to take refuge in an
other country they are taking
with them a message to give to
needy people who have never
heard of Christ. Who can say that
this is not a pett of God's great
plan of sending the Gospel to all
nations?
A new

feature was the introduc
tion of a period for the laymen
of the various churches to report
the work done in their respective
fields bythe laymen This period
was under the leadership of Mil
lard Hart of Rockiand a, member
of the State Baptist Laymen's
Council.
These reports showed
that the men had been active in
Sunday School work, organized
Men's Classes and Forums, helped
in the musical parts of the serv
ices. and in repair work, served as
deacons.
trustees
and
many
church offices and had transported
elderly people and children to the
services

had passed aw-ay during the year.
The pension committee reported
that seven churches had adopted
or were planning to adopt this plan
for their pastors this past year.
The report of the Nominating
Committee was accepted and the
officers for the ensuing year elec
ted as follows:
Moderator — Rev. Melvin Dorr,
Camden.
Vice Moderator—Arthur Walker,
Rockport.

Clerk and Treasurer—Mrs. Grace
Wyllie, Warren.
Auditor—Joseph Robinson. Rock
land.
Preacher oil Annual Sermon—
Rev. Byrd Springer, Tenants Har
bor.
Alternate — Rev. Samuel John
ston. North Haven.
Missionary Committee — Mrs.
Betty Dorr. Oamden.

Regional Committee—Rev. C. V.
Overman and others provided by
the Const.

State Convention Board —Ralph
P. Conant, Rockland.
State Nominating Committee —
Rev. C. V. Overman. Rockport.

Obituary Cemmittee^-The clerk.

Evangelistic Committee—Rev. H.
L. Skillin, Rev. Lauris Whitman,

Rev. Charles Marstaller.
Finance
Committee — Joseph
Robinson. Leslie Packard, and the

clerk.
M. and M. Pension Board—Rev.
Samuel Johnston. Rev.
Lauris
Whitman. Earl Talbot. Mrs. Fran
cis Tillson, Mrs. Maude Brown.

Christian Education Committee—
Rev. J. C. MacDonald. Mrs. Helen
Overman. Mrs. Minnie Merrill,
Rev. Aubrey- Bishop. Roger Conant,

Miss Ella Simmons. Mrs. Robert
Wotton.

Letters were
read
from
22
churches.
Music for the day was furnished
by the children’s choir and by the
Young People’s vested choir of the
Rockport church.

The registration committee. Mrs.
Lina Joyce reported an attendance
of 152 for the day. A rising vote of
Rev. George F. Bolster of Brewer thanks was given the host church

district

secretary

for

Eastern for their very friendly welcome.

Maine, spoke on tbe topic, "Reel-

WAS OUR LAST CIVIL WAR VETERAN

Mrs. Grace Wyllie, Clerk

ISSUED
TUESDAY
AND
FRIDAY

Needed At Once
EALM

See Manager Jillson About
Call For Junior Inspec
tor Trainees

It Has Been Extended To June Fourth As An
Emergency Measure
Extension of the clam canning
season from May 15 tb June 4 was
announced by Sea and Shore Fish
eries Commissioner Arthur R.
Greenleaf a.s an emergency mca
sure, and he said that diggers,
packers and the general public was
benefiting by the move.
Declaring that the action was
taken at the request of the in
dustry and large wholesalers of
this
popular
Maine
product
throughout the nation. Greenleaf
predicted that the total pack
would reach a much higher figure
than normal.
With prices higher and the de
mand greater than ever Greenleaf
believes that it would have been
unpatriotic and unbusinesslike to
have refused to grant the exten
sion.
Large orders from the armed
forces are taking so much of the
pack that without special measures
none would have been available
for the long standing, loyal civilian
customers, he said. As it is now
there will not be nearly enough to
go around but the situation will
be considerably improved.
More thap a dozen large fac
tories are turning out canned
clam products daily and last year
456.077 bushels valued at $390,419
to the digger were utilized. For the
first three months of this year the
production is more than 120.000
bushels.
The purpose of closing the flats
to digging for canneries during the

Tuesday-Friday

f<i

OF

Established January,

Music

Junior Inspector Trainees are
needed at once for war work.
Charles D. Jillson, manager of the
ty Gladys Sf. Clair Heistad
Rockland office of the U. S. Em
Summer months is to allow- the bi
ployment Service, said today. Eligivalves to propagate and to .pro
bles selected for employment w.ll
A bulletin from the New Eng of Thomaston. A splendid sh ,u
tect the young against a maximum
be given appointment under the land Conservatory of Music, Bos from this section.
of molestation.
designation Under Inspector (trainee ton, announces that Summer
• • • •
for Junior Inspector. Ordnance Ma School will be conducted there for
Tiie
Todd Bath
Shipbui|ji(
terial. at $1440 a year. These ap a period of six weeks beginning Company enjoys group sin ,nu
pointees will be placed in a formal June 24 and ending Aug. 4. Dur- shown in a picture in one of
training course. The training course • ing this time opportunity is off Sunday papers .‘hewing Ern..?!
THE LYRIC MUSE
will involve full-t.me study for a ered regularly pursue intensive George, leader of the Todd-Ba
period of three months.
Upon
Marine Band, starting off
completion of tiie course, the suc work in applied and theoretical btw workers on a pati iotie *oi,.
subjects
for
which
credvt
may
be
cessful graduates will be assigned
V
to inspection duties and recom earned toward a Bachelor’s De It is said to have a desirable
mended for reclassification to Ju gree. There will be special courses on the workers.
• • • •
nior Inspector, Ordnance Material. for students desiring to (prepare
MLss
Julia
E. Noyes, along
for
band
leadership
and
for
those
$1620 a year, after they have dem
prominent
figure
in Maine’s inn,' |
students
of
band
instruments,
in

onstrated sufficient proficiency to
cal circles and well known m t!:. ■
cluding
flute,
piccolo,
clarinet,
warrant
such
promotion.
Publication Limited to Brief
E ther male, or ,female may apoly saxaphone, trombone, alto, bari section through her various act I
Poem*
for
these positions. The age limits tone, euphonium, trumpet, cornet, vities in both the Maine Fcde.-d.'
of Original Composition
are frortl 18 to 35. Applicants must oboe, bassoon French horn, and ticn of Music Clubs and the
By Subscribers
tional organization, is returnir
show cne year of an engineering tuba.
leisurely
from visits in Holhwooj
Harold
Bauer,
well
known
pian

course in college, or two years of
and
Redlands,
Calif,, after pa..'
ist
and
teacher,
will
return
again
general
study
in
college
including
HOUSEWIFE SOLDIER
ing
the
Winter
in
Tusccn. A: ison.
to
the
Conservatory
for
his
class
mathematics and either chemistry
[For The Courier-Gazette]
in “Musicianship for Pianists.” She expects to return to Port;or
physics,
or
high
school
gradua

Poor Johnnie Smith enlisted
tion including one-half y£ar of This course Ls not limited to pian the latter part of this month Mi
To help to win the war.
The Late Peter Prcek
The first thing that was given him
trigonometry and one year of ists. but may be attended by per- Noyes attended the May .yu,
Was the military law.
The flag on the Grand Army Me- being discharged in Washington, physics.
foianers in other fields. The dates Festival at Ann Arbor where sf. g
was a guest of Mabel Ross ltti,a
They showed him how to make a bed mortal was lowered to half-staff July 16. 1865
Interviews will be held daily by are June 30, July 1-7-8-14 15.
He
had
been
a
memHe made his o'er und o'er.
a concert pianist and member t I
Several
courses
in
school
music
a
Civil
Service
representative
at
yestevday forenoon upon receipt of ber ot Etlwin l.ibby PaI, G.A.R.
Each time the sergeant took u look.
the faculty of the University
will
be
offered
also,
as
well
as
the
tiie
U.
S.
Employment
Service
He quivered to the core.
new.s tnat Peter Prock. Rcckland’s ■ .since 1878.
Michigan.
There were six con er
usual
courses
in
applied
music
office,
57
Exchange
street,
Port

Then he washed the windows
last •Civil War veteran had passed
Mr Prock had been an invalid land from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., and and theoretical subjects. Many at which the Philadelphia Onhe
And swept the floors so clean.
It got to be a boresome thing
cn. Tiie word came to liis guardian, more than 40 years, and was taken I on Saturday to 12.30. Further in- members of the faculty will re tra played. Among the .'olob;
Going through the same routine.
Milton M. Giiffin. Funeral servlcesl Lo the Veterans Facilities Hospital formation may be obtained thiough main in Boston during the Sum were Helen Traubel. Marian Ar- |
Pcor Johnnie Smith enlisted.
derson. Sergei Rachmaninoff, ar;
the nearest US.ES. office, or from
He can't quite figure out
will be held in Waldoboro. Thursday in Tcgus three years ago, where he any first or second-class post office. mer School. • • • •
Feureman. the cellist. The <hon. ?
If he's to be a fighting man
afternoon at 2 o’clock, and inter- cnoyed frequent visits from R>x*kOr a housewife with the gout!
In the graduation class from sang "King David” by HoneggaPvt K Yale
ment will be in the old German land friends, always happy to tee
Curtis
Institute of Music on May with younger soloists from it,, |
Ft. Mournuuth, N. J
them and to dbcuss cld times.
9 were two members known to this Metropolitan, and the choral )W
cemetery.
»t at at at
vicinity through Summer visits in of the Ninth Symphony. I’lierr ‘I
Four years ago he rode in a Rock
The deceased was born in Waldo
it
BOUQUET
Rockport while studying with was an entire evening of Wagnc ;
Save Gasoline and Keep Mme.
boro May 15. 1849, and after the land Memorial Day parade.
| For The Courier-Gazette |
Elisabeth Schumann, Kath music, and a matinee when Rach- •
He is survived by a niece, Mrs.
war was engaged in the trucking
America Rolling,” Is the arine Harris and Barbara Troxell. maninoff played his concerto witt. 1
From a mound of shuded velvets
Rich In varied tones of green.
business here. Sept. 26. 1864, he en Marie Dermott, a nephew, William
Miss Troxell hopes to return to orchestra.
Timely Advice
....
Bur t a gorgeous exhibition
Prock
and
a
grand
nephew.
Alton
continue
her Summer studies, but
listed
as
a
private
n
Co
B,
1st
Banked ugalnst an azure screen.
A
musical
scholarship,
pa:: a
Gascline is now being rationed in Miss Harris will be soprano solo of the Pulitzer awards, wa'a. givn
Maine Regiment of Sharpshooters, Prcck of Waldcboro.
From u sturdy brown container
ist
at
Duke
University
for
their
Fashioned with gnarled rugged grace
17 Eastern States and tiie District 10 weeks Summer "Artists "Series,” to .Lukas Foss of New York C.ly 1
Myriads ol breathing blossoms
ol
Columbia. Through the Regional an excellent opportunity both in considered the mast talented and I
Flung Gods beauty into space!
threat to the rural family brought
Information
Office, OEM, 17 Court financial return and for valuable deserving "in order that he nu
by
economic
troubles
were
listed
by
From a sheaf of treasured memories
I recall the scene at will—
l)r Samuel on as problems which street, Boston, the Consumer Di contacts. The series ends on Aug. continue ids studies abroad on tiKA bicssorn-laden orchard
an active rural church could help vision of the Office of Price Ad- 23 and it Ls possible that she may nomination of a jury compared of a
And Maytlme an a hill
State Diocesan Convention solve
mnii.sLiata.n oilers the following come to Rockpcrt for some study members of tiie teaching , :aif o..1
Ethel Borgerson
"We have bad tliat talse standard suggestions tor saving fuel:
Rockland.
Finds Local Episcopalians
with Mme. Schumann before tiie the department of music of Col-fl
Don't ride alone. Pool your ear end of the season. She has had an umbia University and ol the |
of values by which a man’s standat se at at
Prominent
ing in the Christian ministry de with your neighbors.’ Pick up pe- extremely busy year with her teaching staff of the Institute o!
j
PAGING LADY LUCK
pends on the size of the parish he destrians going to or near you..' place studies at Curtis augmented by Musical Art." The award Is valued
| For The Courier-Gazette)
Rev. Clifford L. Sameulscn of New attains to,” he aserted. “Yet actu of work.
duties as soprano soloist at at $1500.
If I. in writing my poor rhyme.
Don’t drive aimlessly. Cut down her
York city, saying that 87 percent ally, the man who goes out into the
the
Brown Memorial Church in
Can pass away some tedious time.
The Japanese national anthem,
Even though I never earn a dime
of Maine Episcopalians live in the rural areas has to have more ability on Sunday and other pleasure driv Baltimore, her home city, and
ing.
Walk
if
your
destination
is
I’ll rest content
than the man who has an urban
taught
in some California tiem n
urban
areas,
urged
the
123d
State
teaching
both
voice
and
piano
as
And deem well spe'nt
less than a mile.
parish.
”
tary
schools
for several years is
diocesan
convention
ini
Portland
well
as
filling
concert
engagements.
The labors I have thus applied:
Don’t speed: Keep v;ur speedo
The convention voted a motion
What though my writings be denied? Wednesday night to increase its
not being included in new music
She
writes
that
the
usual
Music
I still can feel a certain pride
work toward raising the denomina empowering the Rt. Rev. Oliver L. meter at 40 miles an hour or below. Week Festival was held at the text’oooks being prepared fcr dis
In rhyming verse,
•
Drive slowly, carefully and courte
tion’s membership in the rural Loring. Bishop of MJaine. to appoint ously.
And I’ll rehearse—
Brcwn Memorial Church, Handel’s tribution by the state division o!
a committee to plan a memorial to
For sometime, somewhere.
sections.
‘
Samson" being given one night, textbooks and publications. Stine
Don
’
t
neglect
your
engine:
Have
I'll have m.v opening "Premiere.”
the late Bishop Benjamin Brewster.
‘
‘
Unless
we
go
forward
in
service
districts already have
and
on another Julius Huehn, school
Meanwhile, blindly for Luck's hand I
Rev. Will am S. Berger of Cam- a mechanic check it periodically to well-known baritone, giving a barred the teaching or singing o:
in rural areas it’s stupid of us to
grope
And labor on ln desperate 'hope
talk about going forward in service den was elected a delegate to the guard against waste.
Don’t use improper oil: A heavy sacred concert. Miss Harris con tiie Japanese anthem altho’ .
A brighter d.iy will dawn
synod of the New England Province
formerly was a part of tiie cun
Though Fortune's working In reverse anywhere,” he said.
oil
in Summer and a lighter oil in tributed two solps in another of riculum.
He reported that the Episcopal, to be held at Burlington. Vt.. in
I'll write (for lM>tter or for worse)
Llie
concerts
given
in
Llie
tlireeWinter make your metor run more
And all my trinkets pawn.
• • • •
Church's national average of 85 October.
day observance. This church has
Nellie M Ervlne
Rev. Ernest O Kenyon of Rock efficiently.
percent
urban
membership
is
the
Odds
and
Ends:
The Southwes
a
choir
of
some
40
voices,
the
Tenants Harbor.
Don’t overlock your carburetor
second largest among all denomi land was appointed examining and
tern Baptist Theological Seminar
members
under
the
guidance
of
ignition:
Tf
they
are
adjusted
at at at it
nations, but although Marne's popu chaplain.
a gifted and devoted leader and of Seminary Hill, Texas, who ha
Dr. Gilbert M. Soule of Rockland properly you will get more out of
ONCE FOR PEACE
lation Ls more rural than the na
the organist who is Virgil Fox. presented Handel’s "Messiah’’ ar.
your
engine
with
less
fuel.
tional average, the urban population was appointed to the Commission
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D n’t grab for your hand choke: a brilliant artist in his field, pre nually for more than 25 yean
The voices once that spoke for Peace, of the Episcopalians exceeds the on Church Architecture.
Your
motor wil 1 generally start senting only the finest type of gave its 38th performance of thi
As treasurer of the Maine Episco
Today we hear no more;
church’s national average.
without
it except on the coldest sacred music—oratorios, cantatas, work on April 13, the day of the
Nor will they be till these are crushed
Declining physical resources, :n- pal Missionary Society. Mr. Flagg
Whose crimes have brought us war
and other works of the great mas 200th anniversary of its premier'
mornings.
cluding a 25 percent depletion of noted total resources or $29,286, in
ters such as Bach, Handel, Haydn, in Dublin. ... A soprano who re
Don
’
t
linger
in
first
or
second
The war that now again we wage.
the arable acreage; mounting rural cluding balance of $5678. and re
cently gave a recital in New York
Is not lor lame nor loot;
and others.
gear:
If
ycu
get
in
high
quickly
you
For Freedom round the wcrld we fight, economic problems as reflected by ceipts of $23,698, and disbursements
Town Hall, following the practice
•
•
•
•
will
save
gas.
Until her loes we route.
increased farm tendency; and tiie of $22,953, leaving a balance Jan. 1,
Dcn
’
t
drive
with
dirty
spark
Tuesday evening. May 19, the that has been established since
last, of $6333.
The new order the Axis reek.
plugs: Have them cleaned every 5009 newly formed' Student Philhar this country entered the war, pref
Is nothing new but old;
miles; check and adjust the dis monic Orchestra, composed of 65 aced her program with “The Sta:
As old as pagan tyrant kings.
Who fought lor lands and gold.
tributor points at the same time.
young musicians of Portland and Spangled Banner,” and had tc
Don’t put up witii a slipping vicinity, presented their initial pause uncomfortably part through
What mockery of finer things.
These axis alms and deed:
Have it repaired quickly and concert under the direction of it. We know the answer—she for
Food Stamp Plan Which Dehydrated Method Discov clutch;
The Hitler hordes who will to rule,
conserve engine power.
By force and shameful deed.
Clinton W. Graffam, Jr. A special got the words! . . . Helen Traubei
Helped Solve Problem Is
Don
’
t
forget
your
air
cleaner:
ered By Swift To Be Very
feature was the appearance of is studying the role of Isolde and
The voices once that spoke for Peace.
Have it cleaned every 5033 miles.
Three Years Old
Now bid us carry on—
David
Baker, 15-year-old pianist of there are reports that she will dc
Beneficial
Through blood and tears to Victory.
Dcn’t let your battery run down: unusual ability, as guest soloist. it next season at the Metropolitan.
And' Freedom's cause ls won.
A well-charged battery means easier The concert was sponsored by the . . . Six members of the Goldman
The Food Stamp Plan is this
Thou God ln whom is all our Hope,
Perfection of a method of dehy starting and less choking.
month celebrating its third an
. . Travel
Music Department of the Band are in the Navy.
Help us to right what's wrong;
Don’t throw away gas: See that War
Hasten The Day when Love and Peace, niversary, but under far different drating dog food in such a way
Maine
Federation of Music Clubs, ing in two automobiles, the Trapp
circumstances than those which that the simple addition of water the attendant doesn’t overflow your and given as a benefit to the men Family Singers have just com
Shall fill the earth with song.
‘
tanlz
nllino
tank Minon
'When (filling.
attended its opening in May. 1939,
Henry Felton Huse
the armed forces of the State. pleted a 36.000-mile tour. The?
will
quicklv
return
the
product
to
Springvale.
Don't
over
—or under-inflate your in
in Rochester. N. Y.
The
only admission fee was a had 11 flat tires, but didn't miss
its
normal
consistency
while
re

* K at Bt
It was launched then as an at taining the foed's characteristic tires: Pieper air pressure means phonograph
record or piece of one of the 98 engagements.
tack on the cld problem of "hun eoler, odor, and palatabilitv. is an- economical consumption.
MY HEART REMEMBERS YOU
sheet
music
which
could be used
Don't park in the sun: Gas evapoger amidst plenty” as a means of
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Don’ts For Drivers

From Capt. Bala

Tells How Knox Count'
Represented In Gu
Sinkings
Tampa, Fla., M
Editor of The Courier-Gaze:

Knox County was represei
the heavy Gulf sinkings cf Mi
vin Pease cf Pert Clyde hav.i
reperted missing, Harold Ai
of Port Clyde in the hospu
myself torpedoed and an ui
passenger on a raft for a v
tiie Gulf of Mexico.
I want to call ycur atten
the fact that Calvin Prase i:
abl.v cne of the first to die
country from Knox County
war, and that he shculd be i
and his townsmen reminded i
he did.
He left a fine record a
School athlete, communiti
and promising leader behii
to serve cn board a Mei cha:
line ship—and sacrificed all
country’s gcod. He went ir
service that cculd best use l.J
for which he was best suiter
It seems too bad for boys w1
in and near boats to go in
Army, as so many cf our
Ccunty boys do, when the
step on board any ship an
feel at heme. Calvin knew t(
acted accordingly. All ttr
honor to his noble sacrifice
the more reason why you
not let by this opportunity
him and his grieving paretj
homage they would never
but so greatly merit

Port Clyde.

J. W Bi

Buy War Savings Bonds and

Held In Portland

‘Hunger Amid Plenty’

I'm

always

dreaming

the

happiest

distributing
unmarketable
crops to public assistance

farm

persons
who were living on substandard
diets.
The “experiment" has
woiked. So well in fact that frcm
its opening date in May, 1939, to
the end of March, 1942, more than
$184 880,000 worth of farm prod
ucts has been marketed with blue
food stamps.
In Maine 57.848 persons are
currently eligible to participate in
the health-building program. Their
annual expenditures of some $824,402 in blue stamps means that
much extra business to the 2358
participating Maine grocers.
In commenting on the anniver
sary of the plan. Robert J. Graves,
Regional Director of the Northern
Region, pointed out that “under
the Food for Freedom Program,
Bt Bt at at
the Stamp Plan has taken on a
A SUMMER'S DAY
new role. In order to secure pro
[For The Courier-Gazette]
duction of the enormous supplies
Some search for rest on the ocean's of food needed for our armed
breast.
forces, our civilians, and our
O'er the bounding main, a relief from
Allies,
goals have been set on alpa in.
Some seek the best 'mid the world’s most all agricultural products. As
unrest
In a cozy nook, with a pleasing book. a means of helping to reach these
In a robin's song the whole day long. goals, price support has been guar
In this lovely land with its sights so anteed
to farmers.
The Food
grand
From tiie dawn of day to its shadows Stamp Plan is one means of pro
viding this support. It is particu
gray
Nought could sweeter be than this larly helpful to farmers who can
day to me./
Even by this nook with a pleasing not send their crops to terminal
markets because, when a food is
book.
Mary E L. Taylor
put on the Stamp List, it thus re
Tenants Harbor.
ceives
market support in all of the
Bt Bt Bl Bt
422 areas throughout the United
MY TEACHER
States where the Plan is in opera
dreams
For I dream that my dreams all
come true:
Tho waking or sleeping lt always
seems,
My heart remembers you
At times life seems futile and skies
are gray.
Then again all the dark clouds are
blue;
And once more miy world Is all sun
shine and gay.
My heart remembers you.
Perhaps I shall travel ln far distant
lands.
Or roam the wastes of the desert
sands;
Or linger 'mid pine trees verdant
stands
Or walk ln the morning dew;
It may be f'll suffer from heartache
and pain.
It may be that we two may ne'er
meet again;
It may be I'm longing for you tn vain.
Yet my heart remembers you.
Rae of Belfast
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I called on an
Approaching
That Scripture
And sorrow,

aged woman
®
the four toore years
declares is labor
as often appears

But cheerful and pleased to see me
She gave me a welcome smile
And explaining to me her pleasure
At seeing me once tn a while.
Reminded me she was miy teacher
When first I attended school.
Full fifty odd years had passed since
I sat neath her cultural rule.

The fact I had long forgotten
She cherished and held ln mind
And all the years since looked upon
me
With interest and feelings kind.
Rejoicing ln my good fortune.
Sympathizing in all my loss
And prating for me ln trial
That I might endure my cross.
AUtaon M. Watu

Jamaica, Vt,

2— Additional business to food
merchants in those stores where
the extra food is bought.
3—Extra food to the millions of

food stamp users who otherwise
would have to live on what sur
veys show to be a budget of five
cents a meal or less. Current figures
show that there are still more than '
9.000 000 people receiving public I
assistance in the United States.” J

NO. 79. F. A. M.
REGULAR MEETING

Tuesday, June 2
MASTER MASON DEGIJ
Two Candidates
SUPPER. 6.30—50 CEN

ANNUAL
ROCKL,1
MUSIC)
ROCK
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Better Dog Food

ncunced by Dr. R. C. Newton, vice
president
of Swift & Company.
pre:
Dr. Newton, who directs research
j activities of the largest industrial
food laboratories in the nation, said
the new dog feed contains all of
the basic ingredients of the former

product, a nutritionally balanced
diet, in a dehydrated form.
More efficient wartime use of
meats for human consumption will
result from development of the de
hydrated equivalent of the former
canned dog focd. according to meat
industry leaders. Dog food in this
form utilizes meat and meat by
products which are highly nutri
tious but in little demand, they
point out. If these foods are not
available to dog owners in a form
palatable to their dogs, meats
which should be eaten by the hu
man population will be diverted to
pets. And meats which should be
eaten by dogs and other pets will
find less valuable uses.
Two eight-ounce packages of the
new dehydrated dog food are the

, equivalent of three of the former
i cans in volume of food, when water
has been added, and will be sold at
the same price, the company an
nounced.
The new paperboard
package is virtually identical in
general size and appearance with
the former can. No refrigeration
is needed either before or after
opening the new package.
Sales to dealers were to begin

rates under the sun>s
|__________________________
i
I this week and an advertising pro
gram using a variety of media will
follow in the near future,

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Emma M. Torrey who spent
tiie Winter with her daughter, Mrs.
A. W. Smith of West Somerville.
Mass., arrived in Rcckland last
week and will come here today.
Rev Sidney Packard of Camden
occupied the Baptist pulpit Sunday
in the absence of the pastor. Rev.
Byrd Springer. He was accompan
ied here by Mrs. Packard.
Mrs. Carolyn Rcss of Chicago is
guest for a week of her sLster, Mrs.
Byrd Springer at the parsonage.
On return home she will be acccompanied by her mother, Mrs. Snapp,
also of Chicago, who has beei) pass
ing the Winter with her daughter,
Mrs. Springer. *
Visitors .in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 609 We»t.—a4v. -a

Washington, D. C„
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
15th street, North
58*tf

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

at the army camps and naval
bases.
The orchestra was organized two

This

ROCK
OPEN (T
Closed All I
M

PLEASANT POINT

of Mr
and Mts. W. G. Maloney fc a:
' indefinite stay.
Mrs. Le-Roy Seavey recentiv vis
ted her father, Charles S. Nu ii r
Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sevan sn
Arthur of Thomaston spent F i
evening with Mr. and Mrs. Kt nne:
Seven.
Miss Mina Woodcock of Bros
Cove who has been visiting Mi ant
Mrs. A. T. iSeavey, lias returns
home.
Mrs. Kenneth Sevon and chndre:
and Mr. and Mrs. LeRcy Seave
passed Wednesday in Rock Iai'
Mrs. Maud Davis is guest

months ago under the auspices of
the Portland Symphony Orchestra,
its purpose to provide a means
for advanced orchestral training
for the young instrumentalists of
Portland: and vicinity, which will
act to increase the incentive for
music study among the youth and
al«o to produce players for future
membership in the senior orches
tra.
• • • •
It is of interest to learn that the
Junior Orchestra of the Maine
Federation of Music clubs boasted
five members from Warren — all
violins (second) — Faye Martin,
Lois Norwood, Lillian Durrell, Alice
Marie Griffin and Willis Perry. In
addition were these local members
—Dudley Harvey of Rockland;
The w’orld's cheapest train farfBetty Fales, Leona Frisbee, Elea are ln Chile. A ticket for a 3.000*
nor M. Gregory, and Eugene Fales mile journey costs only $3 85
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Year, Above All, You Must

Protect Your Valuable Furs And
Other Winter Garments
Telephone CUTLER’S

tv

288

tion.

By reason of the fact that the
Plan uses regular trade channels
to reach an otherwise non-existent
market, the money spent through
food stamps represents:
1— Additional market support to
farmers-6n those crops which are
on the Stamp list.

ROCKLAND LODG

Exclusive
4W ”/7/

BOSTON

Hers Is a hotel lor permanent and transient quests away from the
bustle of the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll

enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston by rapid transtt Family

suites available. Garage facilitiee connected. No liquor told.

1
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Rockland Representatives for
SCOTT CERTIFIED COLD

FUR STORAGE

Room and bath from S3 — double from S5 — suites from S6

Enjoy the Maximum of Protec

466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
Kenmore Square
Henry A. Burnham, Mgr.

tion at a Minimum of Investment
46-57

LUM and ABNER. ZAl

